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The air defense of Australia and New Zealand during
the interwar period demonstrates the difficulty of applying
changing military technology to the defense of the global
empire and provides insight into the nature of the
political relationship between the Dominions and Britain.
Following World War I, both Dominions sought greater
independence in defense and foreign policy.

Public

aversion to military matters and the economic dislocation
resulting from the war and later the Depression left little
money could be provided for their respective air forces.
As a result, the Empire’s air services spent the entire
interwar period attempting to create a strategy in the face
v

of these handicaps.

By the middle of the World War II, the

air forces of the British Empire experienced an expansion
well beyond the levels contemplated during the interwar
period, but this successful expansion owed much to the
policies adopted and implemented by the Royal Air Force
(RAF), Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF), and the Royal New
Zealand Air Force (RNZAF) in the 1920s and 1930s.
In the face of these challenges and in order to
survive, the British Empire’s military air forces offered
themselves as a practical and economical third option in
the defense of Britain’s global Empire replacing the Royal
Navy and British army as the traditional pillars of
imperial defense.
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INTRODUCTION
At approximately 10 o’clock on the morning of February
19, 1942, the Imperial Japanese Navy and Army Air Force
opened a coordinated attack on Darwin, Australia.

More

than 188 aircraft launched from four aircraft carriers and
55 land-based bombers destroyed shipping and the harbor’s
transport and military infrastructure.

Nearly an hour

later, a subsequent raid by Japanese army bombers attack
the Royal Australian Air Force base at Parap, destroying
numerous aircraft and base facilities.

From February 1942

through November 1943, the Japanese conducted 64 more air
attacks on Darwin.

In addition, the Japanese carried out

similar strikes on Townsville, Katherine, Windham, Derby,
Broome, and Port Hedland.

Even though Australia and New

Zealand had joinded the war in 1939, their respective air
forces were ill-prepared at the outbreak of war with Japan
because the majority of their military assets had been sent
to the Middle East in support of British operations.
The study of the development of the air defense of
Great Britain’s Pacific Dominions demonstrates the
1

difficulty of applying the emerging military technology to
the defense of the global Empire during the interwar years.
It also provides insight into the changing nature of the
political relationship between the Dominions and Britain
within the British imperial structure.
At the end of the World War I, both Australia and New
Zealand secured independent control of their respective
armed forces through their sacrifices made on the
battlefields in the Middle East and Western Front and the
loss of confidence in British military leadership.

Similar

to the other nations that participated in the war, the
population of two Dominions in the 1920s developed a strong
aversion to war, not wishing to repeat the sacrifices made
by their soldiers, sailors, and airmen on someone else’s
behalf.

The economic dislocation experienced by the

Dominions created by the war and the Depression meant
little money was available to fund their respective
militaries. 1
For many aviation advocates during the interwar
period, the airplane represented a panacea to the imperial
defense needs.

1

They always prefaced their arguments with

C.D. Coulthard-Clark, The Third Brother: The Royal
Australian Air Force 1921-1939 (Sydney: Allen & Unwin Pty.
Ltd., 1991), 469.
2

the word “potential.”

The airplane could potentially

replace the navy; it potentially provided substantial
savings in defense expenditure; it potentially moved
squadrons rapidly to threatened regions; and it potentially
defended the coast from attack or invasion.

For all of

these claims, there was no supporting empirical data.

In

short, aviation advocates offered the air force as a third
option for the Empire’s defense, in effect replacing the
Royal Navy and British Army.
At first glance, it is easy to accuse Britain and her
Dominions of willful neglect of their armed forces during
the interwar years.

As early as 1934, however, Britain’s

military and political leadership understood the threat to
peace and stability that Germany, Italy, and Japan
represented but faced a difficult strategic problem.

They

began to implement the necessary steps required to expand
their military forces to meet the threat and particularly
directed funds to expand their respective air forces.
Although the leadership was much criticized in the postwar
period, their diligence paid dividends as early as 1940,
when Britain’s aircraft industry outpaced German aircraft
production and by 1944, the air forces of the British
Empire experienced an expansion well beyond the perceived
3

needs contemplated by the military and political leadership
during the interwar period.

Many of the policies adopted

and implemented by the RAF, RAAF, and RNZAF during the
interwar years made this expansion possible.
The Royal Australian Air Force experienced a fourfold
increase from seventeen operational squadrons in 1939 to
seventy-one in 1944.

This included twelve operational

squadrons in Britain, which included four heavy bomber,
three medium/attack bomber, three fighter, and one flying
boat squadron; in the Middle East there were two
medium/attack bomber and two fighter squadrons; and in the
Pacific the RAAF fielded a force of fifty-five squadrons
that included fourteen fighter, fifteen attack/medium
bomber, eleven transport and liaison, eight seaplane, and
seven heavy bomber squadrons. 2

In addition, more than 4,000

Australian pilots, air crewmen, and mechanics served in
Royal Air Force units throughout the war.
Likewise, the smaller Royal New Zealand Air Force
sustained a similar expansion from four prewar squadrons to
thirty-three squadrons by 1944.

By the end of the war, New

Zealand had based eight squadrons overseas, including seven
in Britain, consisting of two fighter, three attack/medium
2

http://www.defence.gov.au/RAAF/raafmuseum, (accessed
15 March 2007).
4

bomber, one heavy bomber and one flying boat squadrons, as
well as one fighter squadron stationed in West Africa.
Twenty-six RNZAF squadrons served in the Pacific that
included thirteen fighter, six attack/medium bomber, two
flying boat, two torpedo squadrons, two liaison/transport
squadrons, and one dive-bomber squadron that complemented
American Army Air Forces, marine, and navy units throughout
the entire Solomon Islands campaign. 3

In addition, New

Zealand provided more than 10,363 trained personnel for
service in the Royal Air Force. 4
The raids on Darwin and the dramatic expansion of the
Pacific Dominions’ air forces reflect the strategic
decisions made during the interwar period in regard to
those nations’ aerial defense.

With the advantage of

hindsight, the Japanese air attacks on Australia confirmed
the British Chiefs of the Imperial General Staff judgment
that the greatest threat to the continent would be raids
and that Japan’s air power was incapable of a knockout

3

Leonard Bridgman, ed., Jane’s All the World’s
Aircraft, 1945-1946 (London: Janes Defence Group, 1946),
pp. 43a-44a.
4
Peter Liddle, John Bourne, and Ian Whitehead, eds.,
The Great World War, 1914-1945 (New York: Harper Collins,
2001), 207.
5

blow.

In addition, the chief’s views were confirmed when

the Japanese decided not to invade Australia in early 1942. 5
By the beginning of the World War II, there were
essentially two Australian and New Zealand air forces that
emerged from the interwar period.

One consisted of the

units and personnel that served in Britain as part of the
Royal Air Force and that fulfilled the Dominions’ imperial
commitments and prewar strategic assumptions.

These units

were trained, equipped, patterned after, and served
alongside other RAF units.

These Australian and New

Zealand air force units represented the most significant
contribution of men and material by the two Dominions in
Western Europe during the war.

Following the North African

campaign, no Australian ground unit fought in Europe and
only one New Zealand division served in the Italian
campaign.
Australia’s and New Zealand’s second air force were
those RAAF and RNZAF units serving in the Pacific.

These

units represented the majority of the Dominions’ air power
and the changing nature of their relationship with Britain.
Both nations developed and kept a high percentage of their
units in the Pacific for self-defense rather than providing

5

Ibid., 202.
6

them for the greater “imperial” need.

Moreover, the make-

up of these units totally disregarded the pre-war
assumption of uniformity.

The RAAF units were an eclectic

mix of British, Australian-built British and American
designs, and American aircraft.

In the case of New Zealand

by the end of the war, all of its twenty-six squadrons were
equipped exclusively with American aircraft.

The rapid

expansion of both air forces would not have been possible
without the aircraft provided by the United States.

The

war underscored the Dominions’ transition from the British
to the American sphere of influence.
During the interwar period the Royal Air Force had to
fight to maintain its independence.

Likewise, the RAAF and

RNZAF as a result of political, economic, and technological
circumstances were largely “paper” air forces.

In their

effort to maintain their very existence, these imperial air
services presented themselves as a viable and economical
third option in the defense of Britain’s global Empire.

7

CHAPTER 1
THE FIRST IMPERIAL AIR DEFENSE SCHEMES,
1918-1919
It will be appreciated that the complexity of the
problem is increased by the fact that in the case of
the Royal Air Force there is no pre-war experience to
which reference can be made. 1
Lord William Douglas Weir
At the end of World War I, Britain had to reconsider
it traditional pillars of imperial foreign policy: a
balance of power on the European continent, free and clear
trade routes to imperial possessions and the Dominions, and
superiority of the Royal Navy on the seas.

Germany’s

defeat, along with the revolution in Russia, created a
power vacuum in Europe.

Decimated by four years of war,

the European powers could not fill this void, though some
tried.

The rising influence of the United States and

Imperial Japan tipped the balance of power away from
Britain in the Pacific, although Britain may well have lost
its influence before the war in its efforts to counter the
1

Baron William Douglas Weir, “Memorandum. On the
Postwar Functions of the Air Ministry and Postwar Strengths
of the Royal Air Force,” 12 December 1918, 1, G.T. 6478,
CAB 24/71 (London: Swift Ltd., 1979).
8

growing threat of the Imperial German Fleet in European
waters.
To add to the British circumstances, Britain’s global
territorial responsibilities actually expanded in the war’s
aftermath.

By the end of 1918, a military expedition to

assist the White Russians against the Bolsheviks, control
of new Middle Eastern Mandates, and the suppression of
nationalist movements throughout the Empire placed
additional military burdens on Britain.

Labor unrest,

mutinies, and the Irish uprising further complicated
Britain’s postwar military circumstances at home.

Winston

Churchill summed up the situation when he stated, “I cannot
too strongly press on the Government the danger, the
extreme danger, of His Majesty’s Army being spread all over
the world, strong nowhere and weak everywhere. . . .” 2

A

huge national debt created by the war limited many military
options that had been available in the past.

Chief of the

Air Staff Sir Hugh Trenchard echoed Churchill’s warnings
from the air force’s perspective:
The necessity for economy remains unchanged, but
the peaceful conditions hoped for have been far from
realized. So great a portion of the world has been
pervaded by the spirit of unrest, and so largely have
2

Winston S. Churchill, “British Military Liabilities,”
11 June 1920, p. 2, C.P. 1467, CAB 24/107, (London: Swift
Ltd., 1979).
9

the commitments of the Empire been increased by the
results of the war . . . . 3
The Dominions further compounded Britain’s foreign and
military policy difficulties.

During the war, the

Dominions’ prime ministers demanded and were promised
inclusion in policy decisions that potentially affected
their respective states.

At the same time, Australia and

New Zealand pursued courses of action that ran counter to
traditional British interests, such as claiming mandate
responsibility over regional Pacific islands that were of
no interest in London.
competition with Japan.

This placed the Empire in direct
While the Dominions demanded

greater independence with regard to their emerging foreign
policies, they insisted that Great Britain remain committed
to their defense.
With Germany defeated and Russia enmeshed in civil
war, British leaders found a new threat to the Empire:
Britain’s Pacific ally, Japan.

The Anglo-Japanese Naval

Alliance signed in January 1902, allowed the Royal Navy to
remain concentrated in European waters to counter the
growth of the Imperial German Navy.

3

In addition, the

Air Staff, “Air Staff Memorandum on the World
Situation, May 1920, and the Immediate Need for an Air
Force Reserve,” 15 June 1920, C.P. 1469, CAB 24/107,
(London: Swift Ltd., 1979).
10

agreement helped to defend against any threat to British
and Japanese interests in the Pacific from Russian
expansion.

During the war, the agreement proved its value

when Japanese warships provided escorts to the troopships
filled with Australians and New Zealanders on their way to
the Middle Eastern and Western fronts and even suffered
some losses in the Mediterranean.

But in the postwar

environment, could the agreement remain intact?

Many

thought not.
In assessing the postwar world, Trenchard remarked
about the Japanese:
It is not improbable after the storm in Europe,
the centre of pressure of unrest will move eastwards
and that the future will find it located in China and
Japan. There would appear, therefore, to be grounds
for an increase of our Naval strength in the Pacific
and pari passu for the building up of a suitable air
force.
These considerations have already been weighted
in Australia and New Zealand, and both dominions have
intimated their desire for air services. 4
Australian Prime Minister William (“Billy”) Hughes did
not help Britain’s relationship with Japan.

While making

his way to Europe in June 1918, he made a speech in New

4

Sir Hugh Trenchard, “Memorandum by the Chief of the
Air Staff on Air Power Requirements of the Empire,” p. 7,
15 December 1918, G.T. 6477, CAB 24/71 (London: Swift Ltd.,
1979).
11

York City, in which he proposed a new vision for the future
of Pacific security:
In order to ensure the existence of Australia as
a commonwealth of federal states of free people, the
Australians must be provided with a strong guarantee
against invasion, and such a guarantee might be found
in an Australian Monroe doctrine in the South Pacific.
To ensure the safety of Australian territory, it
is important that control over the islands on the
eastern and northern coasts of Australia should either
be taken over by Australia herself, or entrusted to
some brave and civilized State. . . . It is the
United States to which the Australians look for
assistance in the matter. 5
Hughes’s comments were as unpopular in Britain as they
were in Japan.

For the first time Australians looked to a

power other than Britain for their security.

Hughes

imagined an American Pacific Monroe Doctrine backed up by
American naval and military power or at the very least the
creation of a “hands off the Australian Pacific” policy.
This position staked out by Hughes at New York continued
into the Versailles Peace Conference.

During the war,

Australia and Japan expanded their spheres of influence in
the Pacific.

The Australians, who felt threatened by the

German presence in New Guinea, took control of the island
early in the war.

5

In addition, a joint Australian and New

Hon. William Hughes, “Australian Monroe Doctrine
Speech by the Right Hon. W. Hughes,” 1 June 1918, MP1049/1
1918/9/0477, National Archives Australia (hereafter
referred to as NAA).
12

Zealand force captured Samoa.

Meanwhile, the Japanese,

taking advantage of the German weakness, moved south and
occupied the Marshall and Caroline island groups.
These actions almost derailed the peace discussions at
Versailles in January 1919.

When Prime Minister Hughes

arrived at Paris, he fully intended to maintain Australian
sovereignty over New Guinea.

He believed that all of the

northern islands were essential for Australian security.
Hughes’s claims to the islands and “Pacific Monroe
Doctrine” directly clashed with President Wilson’s “just
peace” based on his Fourteen Points and position that no
nation should benefit from victory.

In regard to

Australian claims in the Pacific, Hughes’s reaction was
recorded in the minutes of the Imperial War Cabinet meeting
that took place on December 30, 1918.

Hughes opposed

Wilson’s position to demands that the former German
colonies should be made independent and argued that Wilson
did not understand how essential these islands were for
Australia’s own security. 6
In January 1919, the meetings at Versailles addressed
the issues surrounding Germany’s Pacific colonies.

6

At a

Imperial War Cabinet Vol. 47 no. 30 (London: HMSO,
December 1918), pp. 6-7.
13

meeting of the Council of Ten, Hughes stated his
uncompromising position:
Strategically the Pacific Islands encompass Australia
like a fortress . . . this is a string of islands
suitable for coaling and submarine bases, from which
Australia could be attacked. If there were at the
very door of Australia a potential or actual enemy,
Australia could not feel safe. The islands are as
necessary to Australia as water to a city. If they
were in the hands of a superior, there would be no
peace for Australia. 7
Hughes’s concerns did not impress President Wilson who
believed that the old notions of national security would
not be applicable in the postwar world and that Hughes’s
position was “based on a fundamental lack of faith in the
League of Nations.” 8

On this point Hughes agreed with

President Wilson, for Hughes placed little faith in the
league’s ability to control “bad neighbors.” 9

In Hughes’s

view, Australian security was best secured within the
British imperial system.
The position taken by Hughes at Versailles placed
British Prime Minister David Lloyd George in a difficult

7

State Department Papers Relating to the Foreign
Relations of the United States vol. 117, (Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1947), pp. 20-22.
8
L. F. Fitzhardings, “W. M. Hughes and the Treaty of
Versailles,” Journal of Commonwealth Political Studies, 5
(July 1967), 136.
9
Peter Spartalis, The Diplomatic Battles of Billy
Hughes (Sydney, Australia: Hale and Iremongen Pty. Ltd.,
1983), 128.
14

position between attempting to sustain imperial unity by
supporting Australian territorial claims and at the same
time maintaining a constructive relationship with Wilson.
South African Prime Minister, Ian Smuts finally worked out
a compromise.

Smuts designed the Mandate System that

placed the former German colonies into three categories
based on their social and economic development and
geographical location.

Smuts’s compromise became Article

22 of the League of Nations Compact.

Under a Class “C”

Mandate classification, the administration of New Guinea
became Australia’s responsibility:
Owing to the sparseness of their population, their
small size, or their remoteness from centers of
civilisation, or their geographical continuity to the
territory of the Mandatory, and other circumstances,
can best be administered under the laws of the
Mandatory as an integral portion of its territory. 10
The only power remaining in the Pacific that
threatened peace, from the Dominions’ perspective, was
Japan.

Whereas Australia and New Zealand considered their

own actions as defensive, Japanese annexation of the
Marshall and Caroline Islands was viewed as aggressive
expansionism.

New Zealand’s Defence Minister, Sir James

Allen, believed that the British Empire would “regret”
10

Arthur Berriedale Keith ed., Speeches and Documents
on the British Dominions 1918-1931 (London: Oxford
University Press, 1948), pp. 28-29.
15

letting the Japanese remain in control of the two island
groups. 11
In a cable, Monroe Furguson, Governor General of
Australia, also expressed concerns that Japanese
expansionism was a threat to the newly formed League of
Nations and the agreements made at Versailles.

In

Furguson’s opinion the Japanese expansion into the central
Pacific was challenging decisions made at Versailles
because “she is a powerful nation having at her disposal
great military resources [and] cannot be allowed to flout
the solemn decision of the Conference.” 12
With the emerging diplomatic tension between the
British and Japanese empires exacerbated by Australia’s
political leadership, Britain’s military began to evaluate
how to defend the Pacific.

Early in 1919, former First Sea

Lord Admiral John Jellicoe left on an imperial cruise with
instructions to determine the naval defense of the Empire.
At the same time, the leadership of the Royal Air Force
began to examine their service’s future role in peacetime
defense of the Empire.
11

The process of the transition to

M. P. Lissington, New Zealand and Japan, 1900-1941
(Wellington: New Zealand: P. D. Hasselberg Government
Printer, 1972), 38.
12
Monroe Furguson, “Telegram: Commonwealth of
Australia to Secretary of State for Colonies,” 26 May 1920,
C.P. 1339, CAB 24/106, (London: Swift Ltd., 1979).
16

peacetime operations would be more difficult for the Royal
Air Force compared to the army or navy.

Created during the

war by combining the Royal Flying Corps and Royal Naval Air
Service, the RAF had no peacetime tradition such as
providing security in some remote outpost of the Empire or
showing the flag during a diplomatic cruise.

The new

service faced a hostile army and navy wanting to break
apart the RAF and reclaim their respective air branches
that were taken from them during the war.

The air force’s

leadership looked to the emerging antagonism with the
Japanese as a basis to formulate its future
responsibilities in defense of the Empire.
The first Air Minister Lord Weir asserted in December
1918 that the Royal Air Force would take an important part
in imperial defense.

Weir argued that aviation had proved

its value during the war but its future potential was
unclear because the current state of aircraft development
was still in its “infancy.”

For Weir, air power in time

would become an equal partner in imperial defense alongside
the army and the navy and “it will be necessary to provide
an Air Force of such strength as will amply meet the needs
of the Empire.” 13

13

Weir, “On the Postwar Functions,” 1.
17

Less than a month following the signing of the
Armistice on November 11, 1918, Trenchard, newly appointed
Chief of the Air Staff, issued a memorandum outlining the
RAF’s vision of postwar defense:
The Imperial aspects of the question [of Air Defence]
cannot be overrated and must be considered equally
with those pertaining to purely national requirements;
the foundations of the air power of the British Empire
must be well and truly laid. 14
From the scale and scope of the memorandum it appears
that the Air Staff was clearly working on the imperial air
defense issues well before the war’s end.

Trenchard’s

memorandum delineated how the RAF would participate in and
potentially come to dominate the defense responsibilities
for the Empire.

The Air Staff examined how the air force

would be utilized in small and large conflicts and maintain
its independence from the navy and army.

It issued

specific force structures and dispositions throughout the
Empire and argued that the Dominions’ air services would
need to play a direct and vital role in the future air
defense of the Empire.
The flying distances were truly daunting, especially
for the limited capabilities of the aircraft of the day.
Trenchard recognized that the state of aviation technology
14

1.

Trenchard, “Air Power Requirements of the Empire,”
18

limited the effectiveness of air power and force
projection, “owing to the comparatively short radius of
action of contemporary aircraft.” 15

The Air Ministry

plotted a route from London to Australia that required 59
stops -- one every 200 miles -- and covered the 11,500
miles to Darwin. But this did not deter Trenchard’s belief
in the future potential of air power: “we possess a rapid
and economical instrument by which to ensure peace and good
government in our outer Empire.” 16
A vital element of the overall air defense of the
Empire from the perspective of the Royal Air Force was the
participation of each of the Dominions in any scheme that
would emerge in the postwar period.

Trenchard wrote that

both Pacific Dominions were interested in establishing air
forces as a part of their own security against a threat
from Japan. 17
The Air Ministry also felt that the Dominions’ air
forces would need to have aircraft and training similar to
the RAF.

This would allow the two forces, even though

separated by vast geographic distances, easily to mesh
together at any crisis spot.

15
16
17

Ibid., 4.
Ibid.
Ibid., 7.
19

Air Minister Lord Weir in a memorandum to the War
Cabinet emphasized the point that imperial defense would
become ever more dependent upon Dominion participation, and
he felt that in the future the airplane would be a critical
element in that defense.

Trenchard also believed that the

RAF could not move forward in any imperial air defense
scheme until the Dominions made some decision about the
size and form of their own air forces. 18

Trenchard’s

position regarding Dominion participation was different
from the commanders of the Royal Navy.

He looked upon the

Dominions as full partners in aerial defense rather than
providing adjunct forces:
The Dominions should be approached with a view to
assistance in reconstituting the air staff into an
Imperial Air Staff on the lines of the Imperial
General Staff.
While it is not desired in any way to accentuate
Eastern political complexities, the pressure of unrest
in this sphere must be faced. In the past the fears
of Australia resulted in the formation of the nucleus
of the Australian Navy, and Australia has already
inaugurated her own Air Service which her distance
from the Mother Country renders all important. 19
Trenchard envisioned an Imperial Air Force with all
the imperial members acting in unison.

Such an agreement

with the Dominions could extend the Empire’s air defense

18
19

3-10.

Weir, “On the Postwar Functions,” 2.
Trenchard, “Air Power Requirements of the Empire,”
20

capabilities while limiting the financial burden for
Britain and the Royal Air Force.

Trenchard argued that:

Too much stress cannot be laid on the importance
of unity and the necessity for organising these aerial
resources on similar lines . . . both sides must make
every effort to strengthen until a state of perfect
and efficient cooperation exists between the various
components of the British Empire.
The first essential is that methods of training
and organisation and types of machines and equipment
should be standardised. Each Dominion would require a
Central School at which flying, navigation, aerial
gunnery and bomb dropping, cooperation with land and
sea forces, meteorology and photography would be
taught on similar lines. As types of machines improve
replacements should be made on a proportionate scale,
and interchange of personnel should take place so that
training and operation methods, improvements due to
innovation, etc, may be co-ordinated throughout the
whole of the Imperial Air Force. Thus, if necessity
arises, reinforcements can be transferred from one
quarter of the globe to another, and on arrival at
their destination will fit automatically into their
appointed places and carry out their appointed
duties. 20
The need for Imperial unity was a consistent theme
from the leaders within the Air Ministry.

Once again,

Frederick Sykes, Assistant Air Minister, emphasized this
point in a speech before a luncheon of the London Chamber
of Commerce.

Sykes believed that, “air forces have become

and will remain a leading consideration in questions of
national and Imperial defence.

20
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The day is indeed not far

distant when aircraft will rank equally . . . with other
and older forms of war material.” 21
The Air Ministry wasted no time contacting the
Australians about the extent of their participation in an
Imperial Air Force.

On January 14, 1919, Major Clive L.

Baillieu, the Air Ministry’s Australian liaison officer,
wrote to Australian Imperial Force Headquarters and
requested that Australia provide information or plans
regarding the air force strength relating to naval and army
needs, personnel numbers and training methods, equipment
needs, standardization of training and equipment, and
commercial aviation plans in regard to providing a reserve
of pilots and mechanics. 22
The concept of imperial aviation unity was not new.
The origins of Australian military aviation dated back to
1915 when the commonwealth government formed the Australian
Flying Corps to cooperate with imperial troops operating in
the Middle East.

By the end of the war, they had a force

of more than 280 pilots and 3,000 support personnel.

In

the postwar world, the Australian government saw the value
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of an aerial striking force and continued funding of an air
force.
Australian leaders did not question the need to
participate in the Empire’s defense but they did question
the scale and scope of their participation and continually
reassessed the degree of support they could provide.

There

was going to be an Australian Air Service as a component of
imperial defense.

The debates surrounding the role and

formation of an Australian Air Force were similar to those
of the Royal Air Force’s role taking place in Britain.
Because the strategic need to attack an enemy’s
industrial and communication capacity by air did not exist
in the South Pacific, the Australian air power advocates
were in a much weaker position relative to the Australian
Army and Royal Australian Navy.

The air service would be

required to act in a subordinate role to the other
services.

Their aircraft would operate tactically

providing air cover for ground or naval forces on the
defensive and striking enemy shipping or ground troops on
the offensive.
Before the British asked the question regarding
Australian involvement in air defense, the Australians were
considering their capability and the strength of their air
23

arm.

In a meeting of the Australian Council of Defence in

early November 1918, the central discussion on the agenda
was the future form of an Australian Air Service.

Chief of

the Australian General Staff, Major General John G. Legge,
“thought that there would be less extravagance if Australia
had a[n] [air] branch under the control of the Navy and
Military.” 23

In the immediate postwar period, the question

of controlling Australia’s air forces remained the central
debate in the Council of Defence:
The provision of a nucleus of an Air Force
[needed] to meet certain fundamental needs of the Navy
and the Army. This can be done for an annual
expenditure of ₤1,100,000.
The Air Force recommended is auxiliary to the
Navy and the Army and is not an independent Force. It
provides merely for the minimum needs of existing
defence services. Bearing in mind the economic
condition of the country and the fact that time is
pressing, the Council considers that the provision of
these minimum needs should be undertaken first but,
consistent with this provision, the development of
aviation should proceed – for instance by the
encouragement of commercial aviation.
In the opinion of the Council, this minimum
expenditure will give Australia a “sporting chance” of
holding out till British command of the Pacific can be
established. With any less expenditure there would be
no chance to security to Australia in the event of War
[with Japan]. 24
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During these formative months following the war, the
members of the Council of Defence agreed that it was
important that Australia have significant air forces but
they would not accept the creation of a separate air force
for the commonwealth.

For Australia’s military leadership

the principal defense of the Dominion was still dependent
upon the army and the navy.

Because there was no strategic

justification for a separate air force, aircraft would have
an important role to play but would still remain
subordinate or auxiliary to the ground and sea forces.

In

addition, Australia’s leadership was not confident that air
power alone could “assure” the national defense. 25
Australia’s navy and army leaders decided that air
assets were to be split between the two senior services
with shared training facilities.

They felt that the army

would ultimately require seven fighter squadrons, six
reconnaissance squadrons, and two heavy bomber squadrons.
The navy would need one torpedo squadron, one ship-borne
aircraft squadron and eleven flying boat squadrons. 26

These

twenty-eight squadrons, they predicted, would be the
minimum requirement to give Australia a “sporting chance.”
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Ultimately, these squadrons were viewed only as air
auxiliaries to the naval and military forces.
In the postwar economic environment, the proposed
annual expenditure of ₤1,100,000 was extravagant if not
absurd amount for the Australians.

Economic realities

would soon force them halve this amount of money for an air
force.

It was reported in April 1919 that

A scheme of aerial defence, which has been
drafted by the Commonwealth Government, contemplates
the establishment of various aviation schools with
squadrons of Aeroplanes and seaplanes, together with
an airship section, the personnel of the scheme
numbering 1,400. There will be an initial expenditure
of £500,000, and an annual expenditure of the same
amount. 27
Undeterred by the reduction of the military funding,
the Council of Defence created a unique Australian solution
to the problem.

They envisioned the creation of a dual

force consisting of a permanent air force and an aviation
militia or the “Citizen Air Force.”
It is proposed to establish both permanent and Citizen
Force Units. Permanent units will be required for
Naval centres, for isolated squadrons, and for
training squadrons. It is proposed that 2
Reconnoitering Squadrons, 1 Flying-boat Squadron, to
be formed next year will be on the Citizen Force
basis. The difficulty of a Citizen Force, in the
future, will be the time required for continuous
training for a pilot which takes about one year.
Air Units will be organised as part of an
Australian Air Corps. This Corps will be formed in
27
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two wings, one for the Navy and one for the Army. The
Corps will be controlled separately from the Navy or
Army by the Minister of Defence. An Air Council
composed of sailors and soldiers detailed from the
Naval and Military Boards will advise upon principle;
the administrative control of the Air Corps will be in
the hands of an Air Board, subordinate to the Air
Council, and composed of flying officers. 28
The value of the Citizen Air Force would be continually
examined throughout the interwar period.

The formation of

the Volunteer Reserve in Britain originated from this
Australian idea.
New Zealand was not forgotten by Britain’s military
leadership.

They recognized that this Dominion’s fate was

closely linked to that of Australia.

In 1919, Trenchard

stated:
The possibility of unrest in the East affects New
Zealand equally with Australia. The length of her
coast line makes her peculiarly vulnerable to attack
and her distance from the Mother Country makes it
necessary for her to be able to hold her own until the
arrival of available reinforcements. 29
Early in 1919, New Zealand’s Defence Minister Sir
James Allen requested that the Royal Air Force send an
advisor to New Zealand to provide recommendations for the
Dominion’s postwar air defense and aviation policy.

In

response, the RAF sent Group Captain Arthur Vere Bettington

Ibid.
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to assess the situation.

Bettington’s long report to Allen

in July echoed many of the points in Trenchard’s memoranda
on “Air Power Requirements of Empire.”

But like many of

these early postwar planning documents, Bettington’s
recommendations went far beyond the scale and scope that
New Zealand’s political leaders or budgets were prepared to
handle.
With the war completed in Europe, Bettington argued
that international instability would continue because of
the vacuum left in Europe by the defeat of the Central
Powers.

Bettington echoed Trenchard’s position that Japan

might threaten peace in the Pacific:
It is impossible to reconcile the aspirations of all
the nations. Signs of this are already visible with
certain Eastern nations who have openly claimed equal
rights. The Japanese may be persistent in its demands
for equality . . . for this reason, also as a result
of the elimination in the near future of the Central
European Empires as warlike groups, the centre of
unrest in the world may now be assumed to have moved
from Western Europe to the Pacific. 30
Bettington warned that the potential antagonism
between the British Empire and Japan would place New
Zealand in the middle of any conflict between the two
imperial powers.

30

No longer could they enjoy the protection
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afforded by vast distance from the traditional sources of
conflict in Europe:
While it is not desired to appear unduly pessimistic
or to pose as a scaremonger, the Eastern political
complexities and unrest should be squarely faced. The
geographical position of this Dominion renders an
efficient defence force a greater necessity than in
the past . . . The distance from the Mother Country is
so great that considerable time must elapse before
assistance could be expected from that quarter. The
nearest point from which help might arrive is over
1200 miles away, and even then it is by no means
unlikely that Australia might find herself threatened
at the same time and not in a position to give aid. 31
Bettington repeated the common theme among the air
power advocates that an air force would be an important
third option to imperial defense alongside the Royal Navy
and British Army.

Bettington summarized this point:

Highly trained Air Forces are now essential
components of all efficient defensive and fighting
forces, as aviation provides a new and distinct
striking force of temendous (sic) potentiality. . . A
Nation thinking in three dimensions will lead and
defeat a nation thinking in two, both in time of peace
and war. 32
Bettington underscored Trenchard’s proposal that New
Zealand should participate in the Imperial Air Force.

In

addition, there was an important connection between civil
and military aviation if New Zealand were to participate in
imperial affairs. Bettington also stressed that New
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Zealand’s air force should be prepared to render assistance
to any part of the Empire.
So that New Zealand’s aerial policy became a reality,
Bettington strongly recommended that the Dominion should
take immediate steps to build an air force compatible with
that of the British and Australian by standardizing their
training, equipment, and procedures. 33
New Zealand’s meager industrial capacity made the
Dominion dependent upon Britain for aviation equipment and
infrastructure.

New Zealand would need to purchase all of

this material from Britain to maintain compatibility with
its Imperial partners, Bettington reported:
It may be assumed that for some years to come at
least, New Zealand will not be in a position to
manufacture anything more than the actual aeroplane or
seaplane and will have to rely on imported engines,
guns, bombs, wireless sets, navigational and other
aircraft instruments, etc. As the close co-ordination
of aircraft equipment of the British Empire is of such
vital importance, it is proposed that in the first
instance the complete machines and engines with all
their component parts and armament be purchased in
England, in consultation with the Air Ministry, due
regard being given to the standardisation, as far as
practicable, with the policy of Australia and the rest
of the Empire. 34
In retrospect, Bettington’s proposal for New Zealand’s
aerial force structure seems modest -- seeking seven
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squadrons that included one fighter, one day and night
bombing, one scout, one torpedo, and two flying boat
squadrons, two air bases, and one training depot. 35
Bettington argued that this force structure was the minimum
required to defend the most strategic points on New
Zealand’s north and south island (see Appendix I).
Reasonable as the proposals seemed, New Zealand’s
leaders were not prepared to accommodate Bettington’s
scheme.

Following a review of the plan by New Zealand’s

cabinet, Minister of Defence Allen informed him that it was
“impracticable” for the Dominion to spend the funds called
for to implement the civil and military aviation scheme
that he outlined. 36
In response to Allen’s admission that New Zealand
could not afford extensive aerial expenditures, Bettington
sent him a number of suggestions that further limited these
defense burdens.

He proposed to Allen a reduction in his

recommendation by three or four squadrons hoping that this
proposition might address the fiscal concerns of the
cabinet.

Once again, he received a negative reply.

By the end of August 1919, Bettington counseled New
Zealand’s cabinet that the Dominion still needed to
35
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participate in the imperial partnership.

He asked that the

cabinet consider appointing an air liaison officer to track
developments in commercial and military aviation and
establish or subsidize an aviation school on the north
island near Auckland and on the south island near
Christchurch.

Finally, he recommended that veteran New

Zealanders with aviation training should be kept on a
reserve list and trained annually on the latest
developments. 37

For Bettington, these three steps were the

minimum action that New Zealand could take to maintain a
credible aerial presence.
To this end New Zealand’s government was in agreement.
To create a reserve of airmen and aviation mechanics, the
government devised a scheme to provide financial subsidies
to the Sockburn and Kohimarama flying schools.

During the

war both schools had provided preliminary training for New
Zealanders who later served in the Royal Air Force.

It

became these two schools’ responsibility to train an active
reserve of 200 pilots, to provide periodic flight training
and lectures, and to train a cadre of aircraft mechanics.
In the end, New Zealand’s government was only prepared to
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spend ₤25,000 annually on any form of aviation: civil or
military. 38
Early in 1919, while the Australians and New
Zealanders considered their own air defense plans, aerial
strategists in London devised an idea that they hoped would
address the fiscal concerns of the Dominions relating to
the creation of their aerial defense and striking force and
ensure that they would begin working toward the unified
Imperial Air Force: British leaders initiated the transfer
or gift of 100 surplus aircraft to each Dominion.

The

origin of the aircraft gift idea was Trenchard’s.

Under

Secretary of State for Air Gen. John Edward Bernard Seely
took the imperial War Cabinet.

For Seely a gift of

aircraft to the Dominions provided, “an opportunity of
giving assistance to Dominions which will be valued by them
and which should be of great use in the general interest of
the defence of the Empire by Air.” 39
On May 29, 1919, the War Cabinet approved Seely’s
proposal and decided to offer each Dominion Government 100
surplus aircraft out of the thousands of serviceable
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aircraft left over at the end of the war.

The War Cabinet

decided that this gift would be available to any Dominion
or colonial government that required aircraft and that as
much publicity as possible should be generated on behalf of
the government. 40
On June 4, 1919, cables went out to the Dominions and
Colonies informing their respective cabinets that the Air
Ministry was proposing to send each of them aircraft to
become the core of their respective air forces.
of aircraft to the Dominions was well timed.

The gift

Without

monetary resources, established aircraft facilities and
limited military equipment at home, the transfer of
aircraft would allow the Dominions to form the nucleus of
their own air arms.
The Australians were most eager to obtain the aircraft
offered by Britain.

On June 21, 1919, Brig. Gen. Thomas A.

Blamey submitted the initial request for four squadrons to
“form the nucleus of the Australian Air Force.” 41

The

British Air Staff recommended that this Australian force
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should consist of twenty-four Sopwith Snipes, twenty-four
Bristol Fighters, eighteen de Havilland D.H. 9s, and ten
Vickers Vimy bombers, one of the larger aircraft in the
Royal Air Force’s inventory.

For the Australians, the gift

amounted to more than ₤624,000. 42

In addition, the British

Air Staff made additional suggestions regarding the
importance of the Australians operating similar equipment
as the British.
On July 9, 1919, in a letter from Lt. Col. H.
Macquire, the RAF’s liaison officer to the Australian
government, to Australian Defence Minister Sir George
Pearce, Macquire made additional suggestions regarding
equipment to be sent to Australia:
With reference to the proposed gift of 100
Aeroplanes by H.M. Government and the equipment of 4
Squadrons of the Australian Air Force, I forward the
following proposals.
That the following types and numbers of machines
should be asked for:
35 AVROS. Training
30 S.E. 5 Viper engines in lieu of Snipes asked for.
35 D.H.9a, in lieu of Squadron D.H.9a with Rolls
engines asked for. 43
The Avro 504 would become the principal training aircraft
for the infant Australian Air Service.
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The replacement of

the Sopwith Snipe with the SE.5 indicates Macquire’s
preference for a safer and more stable aircraft.
For Australia the 100 airplane gift was only the
beginning of its air force.

Prime Minister Hughes

envisioned the creation of an Australian aircraft
manufacturing sector whereby the 100 aircraft nucleus would
be supplemented over time by more than 200 aircraft built
exclusively in the Dominion.

On July 4, 1919, Hughes wrote

Prime Minister Lloyd George:
In reference to your request that I should
outline my views as to the manufacture of AEROPLANES
in Australia and its relation to the Air Defence of
Australia: My view is that the best policy would be
for the Commonwealth Government to arrange for some
British firm of repute to commence manufacture in
Australia. To this end, I would recommend that
arrangements should be with such a firm, and that we
should stipulate for the right to take over the works
on equitable terms at any time, and also to have the
right of control of such works during war. 44
In an August 4, 1919, cable to Defence Minister Pearce,
Hughes approved Australia’s acceptance of the aircraft gift
from Britain along with his desire that construction of
aircraft should take place in Australia. 45

But few things

are truly free; Australia had to cover the ₤25,000 to
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₤30,000 freight expense to transport the aircraft to the
Commonwealth. 46
Australia’s paramount desire to assert its
independence was illustrated by its plan to supplement the
aircraft gift with Australian-built aircraft.

Under the

Committee of Defence, an Aircraft Construction Committee
was established to guide the creation of an Australian
aircraft industry.

In its first report, the newly formed

body recognized the importance and limitations for
Australia in the sphere of manufacturing.

The Australian

government decided that they should produce dual purpose
aircraft such as the de Havilland D.H.4, capable of both
bombing and aerial fighting.

It was also important that

the materials used to construct these aircraft should be
from local sources.

Though the committee making these

recommendations agreed on the use of British equipment, a
small fissure emerged.

The Australian Air Board,

established in 1920 to control and administer the air force
according to the policies established by the Air Council,
advised for the “adoption of American ‘Liberty’ engines in
preference to a British type considering simplicity of
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manufacture.” 47

This was the first time, but not the last,

Australians went outside the imperial system for aircraft
equipment.

In 1938, a more serious rift would take place

over the adoption of American equipment.
The gift of 100 aircraft from the British government
was not received in New Zealand with the same enthusiasm as
it was in Australia.

When the British submitted their

offer to New Zealand, Colonel Bettington was writing his
plan to develop military aviation in New Zealand.

In a

June 5, 1919, letter to Sir James Allen, Bettington urged
that the Dominion accept the British Government’s offer,
“as keen competition for the available supplies was
likely.” 48
On August 27, 1919, Defence Minister Allen informed
Bettington that New Zealand did not have the means to
service a hundred machines and that the offer would have to
be declined. 49

Allen’s rejection of the British offer was

greeted with surprise and disbelief in Britain.

Stanley

Spooner, founder and editor of Flight commented:
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Sir J. Allen, the New Zealand Minister of
Defence, says that the British offer of Aeroplanes is
“undoubtedly valuable,” representing about £500,000,
but its acceptance depends upon the policy of New
Zealand, which is not yet determined. The Wellington
Post, commenting upon this statement, says that the
offer of Aeroplanes should remind New Zealand equally
of British generosity and of her own responsibilities.
Admitted, in partnership with the Empire, to the
League of Nations, the Dominions should rise to the
full status of manhood and accept the gifts as a trust
for the purposes for which they are offered and
undertake the fundamental obligation of self-defence.
What does the Minister of Defence mean exactly
when he says that the policy of New Zealand has not
been determined and that upon this determination
depends the acceptance or rejection of the Mother
Country’s gift? Does he mean to convey that it is
possible New Zealand, which has borne such a gallant
part in the War, will rest content under the shadow of
the League of Nations and take no part in preparing to
defend herself or the Empire? It is impossible to
say, but we do think some more adequate explanation is
called for of why it should be necessary to publicly
hint at the refusal of the free gift of aircraft which
ought to form an essential part of the Dominions’
contribution to Empire defence. As to the
determination of policy, it again seems to us that it
is really about time the constituents of Empire had
formulated their policy sufficiently to be able to say
whether or not aerial defence is to form a part of the
programme. 50
Bettington told the New Zealanders that he thought the
Government would be ill-advised not to accept at least some
of the aeroplanes offered, and that a certain number of
these could be used in the periodical training given to his
suggested Reserve force. 51
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editorial writers and the British government, in September
1919, Allen accepted thirty-eight gift aircraft, twenty
Avro 504 trainers, nine de Havilland D.H.9a’s, nine S.E.5
fighters, and six large flying patrol boats. 52

The British

government accepted the New Zealanders’ request to limit
the number of aircraft in the original offer.

Owing to the

delay in its acceptance, only a reduced number of machines
could be supplied, and in 1921, twenty Avro 504s, nine
D.H.9’s, two D.H.4’s, and two Bristol Fighters arrived in
New Zealand. 53
The early postwar plans and gift of aircraft to
Australia and New Zealand had no realistic or immediate
effect on the defense of the Dominions in 1919.
no air threat.

There was

The vast distances that the British faced

to move aircraft to the South Pacific were just as daunting
to any potential enemy.
served a useful purpose.

But these plans and the gift
Defense planners began to examine

how air power could defend the eastern Empire.

The idea of

a ready reserve or cadre of pilots and mechanics in the
Dominions would later transform itself into the Empire Air
Training Scheme, which trained tens of thousands of pilots
and aircrew for service in World War II.
52
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Moreover, the

plans lay the foundation for an aviation industry.
Finally, the schemes encouraged the importance of an
“imperial” standard for pilot training, aerial tactics, and
equipment.

The ideas outlined by the early planners

remained constant themes to air defense throughout the
interwar years.

41

CHAPTER 2
THE ROYAL AIR FORCE AND POSTWAR AIR TRANSPORT DEFENSE PLAN
1919-1924
The future of Aviation – the future, perhaps, of the
Air Force – will come, I hope, from the need of
peaceful commerce rather than the tragic necessities
of war. 1
Lord Weir
During the waning months of the World War I, the
leadership of the Royal Air Force searched for a postwar
role, uncertain that it would survive the budget cuts that
were certain to come.

In response to this concern, the Air

Ministry decided that one way the RAF could play a
meaningful part was to help develop the Empire’s commercial
airways.

From 1918 until the formation of Imperial Airways

in early 1924, the air force personnel mapped air routes
throughout the Empire, flew the mails, and carried
passengers.

These commercial operations were more than

routes and timetables; leaders within the Air Ministry and
in private industry saw this as an opportunity to subsidize
the infant aircraft industry.
1

They also believed that the
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RAF’s involvement in commercial endeavors would improve the
air defense of the Empire.

The newly created air routes

could serve as a means to move both air and ground units
quickly from one trouble spot in the Empire to another.
They also hoped that flying commercially would provide and
maintain a ready reserve of experienced pilots and ground
mechanics in cases of national emergency.

Unfortunately,

as a military organization, the RAF was ill suited to
operate as a commercial venture and eventually commercial
endeavors clashed with military needs.
On May 22, 1917, Lord Cowdray, President of the Air
Board, formed the Civil Aerial Transport Committee under
the chairmanship of Lord Northcliffe, the owner of the
Times and Director of Propaganda in Lloyd George’s cabinet.
This new committee’s thirty-five members came from each
Dominion and the pertinent government departments including
the Air Ministry, the Admiralty, the Board of Trade, the
Home Office, the Foreign Office, Post, and Colonial
Offices.

The committee was charged with three duties:

first, to develop the means to expand and regulate civil
and commercial aviation after the war; second, find ways to
employ and train pilots and aircraft mechanics; and
finally, convert the anticipated thousands of surplus
43

military aircraft into civilian use. 2

The committee’s

recommendations became the origin of the Royal Air Force’s
postwar commercial activities.
The Civil Aerial Transport Committee first needed to
establish how and by whom Great Britain’s civil aviation
would be regulated.

The majority of the committee believed

that British commercial air activities should remain under
the control of the Air Ministry. 3

Frank Pick, the

committee’s Vice-Chairman and the head of the London
Passenger Transport Board, was the lone dissenter, “I can
only suggest that warlike considerations equally led to the
decision to place the control of civil aerial transport
with the Air Ministry, whose prime function must be
warlike, and the conduct of war . . . .”

Pick continued:

On the analogy of railways, shipping, canals,
tramways, etc., the Board of Trade . . . would be the
fitting department of the Government to be concerned
with the commercial and civil aspects of aeronautics.
The Air Ministry would continue to be responsible for
all those aspects of aeronautics, other than
commercial. 4
Pick recognized that there was a clear distinction between
the military and commercial uses of aircraft.
2
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of the committee’s members disagreed.

In fact, the

committee’s majority concluded that military and commercial
aviation needs paralleled one another.

This belief became

clear in their initial plans for imperial air routes.

The

committee recognized the ambitious task to link the Empire
by air:
This end will have been achieved when a system of
properly planned and predetermined air routes have
been instituted, with their aerodromes and other
requirements, satisfying both military and commercial
needs, between which there is no real conflict. On
these routes there should be civil aerial services
wherever there is a reasonable demand for the
facilities of aerial traffic and irrespective of the
test of financial success. 5
Clearly the committee questioned the financial viability of
an imperial aerial transport system which was a massive
financial undertaking.

The capital expenditure to purchase

land and construct airfields was beyond the capabilities of
any private aviation company.

Again the committee turned

to the military to solve this situation and contemplated
that existing and future military airfields should be made
available to private and commercial aircraft. 6
The committee hypothesized that air power would be
critical to the future imperial defense.
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Thus it was the

responsibility of the government to sustain a viable
aviation industry through direct and indirect subsidies:
Aerial power will be as necessary for the protection
of Great Britain and the existence of the Empire in
the future as naval power has been in the past. The
Committee are accordingly of [the] opinion that it
will be necessary, after the conclusion of the War, to
take such measures as will maintain the power of
production in this country, with its attendant power
of design and progressive experiment. Without
continuity it would be impossible to have the
organisation immediately available when required. 7
Sir Hugh Trenchard, concurred with their conclusions:
“The future of commercial aviation must largely depend on
the Royal Air Force for provisions of the necessary pilots
and technical workers.” 8

For Trenchard, imperial air

defense would depend upon a sound air transportation system
and industrial base.

In his opinion, the demand for

aircraft generated by the private sector would keep
aircraft production lines operating.

The private sector’s

needs would also encourage new and innovative aircraft
designs and would lead to higher performance in military
machines. 9

In addition to maintaining a viable aircraft

industry, an additional benefit from commercial operations
7
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would be a ready reserve of aircraft in a national
emergency.

Trenchard likewise thought that commercial

aircraft could be readily transformed from civilian to
military configuration.

Finally, he hoped that a vibrant

commercial sector would augment the RAF by providing a
reserve of trained pilots and mechanics that would allow
for the air force’s rapid expansion in times of national
emergency. 10

In December 1918, Air Minister Weir examined

the future relationship of military and commercial
aviation.

In his memorandum to the cabinet, Weir

recognized that at that time commercial aviation was
nonexistent but by encouraging its development, it would
provide enormous social and economic benefits for the
“civilisation.” 11
Early in 1919, the RAF began to implement the
transport schemes outlined by the Civil Aerial Transport
Committee.

On January 10, 1919, two squadrons organized

daily scheduled flights between England and Paris in
support of the British diplomatic mission to the Versailles
Peace Conference, carrying dispatches and diplomats to and

10
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from the conference.

For the next ten months these RAF

aircraft conducted more than 749 flights, transported 1,008
bags of mail, and carried 934 passengers. 12

In addition,

the RAF had success with experimental airmail service with
regularly scheduled deliveries to Marquise, Valensiennes,
and Namur.

On March 1, 1919, 8 Squadron and 120 Squadron

inaugurated a second airmail route to the continent by
providing regular service between Folkestone and Cologne.
In mid-January 1919, a major realignment in the Air
Ministry took place when Winston Churchill replaced Weir as
Air Minister.

Churchill’s dual appointment as Air Minister

and Secretary of State for War was not without controversy.
Many in the British aviation community feared that
Churchill’s appointment was the first step in dismantling
the RAF and redistribute its units back to the army and
navy. 13

These fears were unfounded.

On February 12, a

civil branch was added to the organizational structure
within the Air Ministry and Churchill’s portfolio thereby
addressing Frank Pick’s earlier concern that the Air
Ministry was exclusively interested in military affairs.
Major-General Sir Frederick Sykes was appointed the first
12
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Under-Secretary for Civil Aviation and Trenchard returned
to the command the RAF.

One key aspect of Sykes’s program

was to begin establishing the air route system in concert
with the RAF that would connect Britain with the Dominions.
Sykes initiated a series of long-distance demonstration
flights to prove the feasibility of air travel.

In

addition, Sykes’ department began planning and constructing
interlinked chains of airfields throughout the Empire. 14

To

further advance Sykes’ agenda, in March Parliament passed
the Aerial Navigation Bill.
This bill was the first legislation approved in
Britain since 1913 that concerned civil aviation.

It was a

temporary measure that again opened flying throughout the
British Isles to civilian entities and allowed the Air
Ministry to regulate civilian aeronautics without the
constant intervention from Parliament.

Before its passage

flying in the country was restricted to military aircraft
because of the war.

In addition, the bill permitted

foreign air carriers to transport goods and mail into and
out of Britain. 15

14
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passed it would be impossible to permit any form of
civilian flying throughout Britain. 16
With experience gained from the short flights to the
continent, Britain’s leaders now recognized the value of
such air services throughout the Empire.
was to launch an air route to Egypt.

The first goal

Planners saw Cairo as

the critical hub for any imperial air service, just as the
Suez Canal was critical to British shipping interests.
With an air hub established in Cairo, the Air Ministry
envisioned air routes radiating south to Cape Town and
eastward into Iraq, India, and ultimately to Australia and
New Zealand. 17
The leaders of the Australia and New Zealand viewed an
imperial air route as a vital imperial communication and
defense link.

To encourage the development of the Pacific

air route, Australian Prime Minister Hughes offered a
£10,000 prize in April 1919 to the first Australian pilot
to transit from London to Australia.

Captain Ross Smith, a

pilot with 1 Squadron of the Australian Flying Corps, was
working on such a plan for months before Hughes offered the

16
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prize.

Smith mapped the entire air route across India,

Burma, and through the Southwest Pacific to a final landing
site at Adelaide.

Smith’s preparatory work was the origin

of the air route to Australia.

Encouraged by Alcott and

Brown’s June crossing of the Atlantic in the Vickers Vimy,
Smith stated that his own twin-engine “[Handley-Page’s]
unfailing reliability during ensuing long-distance flights
inspired in me great confidence and opened my eyes to the
possibilities of modern aeroplanes and their application to
commercial uses.” 18

From November 12, 1919, to March 3,

1920, Smith and his brother Keith completed this 14,000mile flight and won the prize offered by Hughes.

In

addition to the prize money, the Prince of Wales awarded
both brothers the Knight Commander of the Order of the
British Empire on June 23, 1920. 19

The Australians’ flight

proved that it was possible to fly the great distance from
Europe to Australia; however, the Handley-Page was not as
mechanically dependable as Smith had hoped and weather
conspired against the crew, making the journey longer than
the normal steamship service.

18
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imperial air travel was not yet practical and did not
produce immediate or lasting dividends.

Regular commercial

air service between Britain and Australia would not be
established until 1934 by Imperial Airways.
In December 1919, the Air Ministry dispatched three
RAF teams to Africa to layout an air route from Cairo to
the Cape.

The first team mapped the route from Cairo to

Sudan; team two charted out the region from Sudan to
Rhodesia; and team three plotted the route from Rhodesia to
Cape Town. 20

These teams also began site preparation for

new airfields with the use of native levies.
these teams proved to be for naught.

All work by

Overcome by equipment

failure, lack of supplies, and disease, these aerial
expeditions failed miserably.
Nevertheless in early 1920, it appeared that imperial
air service was off to an auspicious start.

Smith’s flight

to Australia neared its completion and the work of the
three RAF teams dispatched to Africa seemed to be
progressing.

By the end of the year, it became clear that

commercial aviation could not survive without substantial
financial support from the government.

Facing huge war

debts and other expenses, the government issued austere
20
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budgets and was not prepared to subsidize the private
companies to the extent required to establish a viable air
transport system.
In April 1920, Lord Weir sent a report to Churchill,
arguing for government subsidies to the British aviation
industry for commercial and strategic reasons: “The
existence of a healthy civil aerial transport industry
would tend to ensure the supply of material to the Royal
Air Force and reduce the cost.” 21

Interestingly, Trenchard

was opposed to the direct subsidy scheme proposed by Weir,
“Apart from the general objection to any system of
subsidies, I doubt if they would fulfill their object. . .
I fail to see how such subsidies will increase demand in
any way.” 22

From Trenchard’s perspective the best use of

the government’s limited funds would assist both the
commercial carriers as well as the RAF through the
construction of airfields and navigational infrastructure. 23
In an attempt to influence change in the public and
private sentiment in aviation, the Air Ministry convened
the first Air Congress at London’s Guildhall in October
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1920.

Representatives from the government and private

industry met to discuss the current state of civil and
military aeronautics in Britain and how to best proceed
into the future.

By the last quarter of the year it became

clear that Britain’s failing aeronautical industries would
need government support to keep the country’s aircraft
production lines open as well as to maintain commercial
flight operations.

In his opening statement, Sykes pleaded

for these subsidies and he believed that government
financial backing was the only way that British aviation
would survive.

For Sykes, aviation was different from the

nation’s other transportation industries.

He elaborated on

the reasons why civil aviation needed continued financial
support because the industry had no point of reference or
history to conduct its operations.

In Sykes’s view, a

system of subsidies would enable Britain’s emerging
airlines to conduct operations and gain more experience. 24
Sykes feared that the loss of a sound manufacturing
base would have consequences to the future security of the
Empire.

24
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Britain faced in establishing a workable air route system
from the home islands to the rest of the Empire:
We have to consider commercial aviation, not only from
the Continental, but from the Imperial point of view.
Here we have the long distances favourable to
aircraft, though England unfortunately is detached by
a wide stretch, either of ocean or foreign territory,
from the nearest Dominion or possession. In the one
case the range is too great for aeroplanes; in the
other they are dependent on foreign landing grounds.
The key-routes in the Imperial system are those from
England to Egypt and Egypt to India. 25
Sykes realized that Britain alone could not handle the
burden of establishing an empire-wide air transport system.
If the Dominions and Colonies were to be linked to this
network, they too would have to develop their own aviation
systems.

In addition, he repeated that the lack of a sound

commercial airways system would have harmful effects on the
RAF:
Without such encouragement the air transport industry,
which is yet in its infancy, may wilt . . . but we
will have to face the almost complete disintegration
of the expert designing and construction staffs built
up during the war and the potential loss to the Royal
Air Force. 26
In responding to Sykes’s paper, conservative M.P.
William Joynson-Hicks felt that he placed too much emphasis
on the commercial-military connection in the development of
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an imperial air scheme.

He stress the points made by Frank

Pick in 1918:
The first point that occurs to me is as to the
relationship between military and civil aviation . . .
. I am convinced that before long, in the course of a
few years, when civil aviation has taken its full part
in the transport of the country, it will tend to
diverge from military aviation. There must be in the
near future a complete divergence, because, to begin
with, the type of machine needed for civil aviation. 27
Major-General Sir Sefton Brancker, Chairman of the Daimler
Air Line, supported Joynson-Hicks’s position that Britain’s
commercial aviation sector would be better served if it
were removed from the Air Ministry:
Supposing that aerial transport had been placed under
the Ministry of Transport a year or two ago, we might
even now have been in a very different position as
regards aerial transport and Government assistance,
because it would be under a Minister whose direct
whose responsibility was transport. . 28
Brancker quickly changed this position when he became
responsible for commercial aviation, replacing Frederick
Sykes as Director-General of Civil Aviation in 1922.
By the time of the Air Congress, private ventures were
clearly suffering from their inability to turn a profit
carrying passengers and mails.

These companies faced

subsidized foreign competition as well as direct
competition with the RAF, which was charged with carrying
27
28
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government officials and dispatches.

Samuel Instone,

President of Instone Air Lines, presented a bleak picture
of the situation: “After our experience, I should like to
come to the financial side of commercial aviation.

I am

bold enough to say, after the experience of 12 months, that
commercial aviation to-day is a financial failure.” 29

By

the third day of the conference, discussions turned to
military aviation.

The RAF’s and Royal Navy’s

representatives, Trenchard and Rear-Admiral Sir A.E.M.
Chatfield continued to state that military aviation needed
a sound commercial aviation system to succeed.

Trenchard

affirmed that:
One is forced to the conclusion that the Royal Air
Force, for a first-class war, must be dependent on
outside aid, and what outside aid is possible except
civil aviation? [Much] the same way that the Navy
relies on the mercantile marine but to a far greater
extent. 30
The Royal Navy’s position in these discussions was
rather limited.

At this time, the navy’s leadership was

still fighting to have its air assets returned to it.
Admiral Chatfield was an advocate of naval aviation, and
like others who preceded him, continued to link the
interests of commercial to military aviation:

29
30
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The Navy is vitally interested in aviation, and I
would fully endorse all that has been said about the
importance of civil and commercial aviation. There is
no doubt that the country which can first make
commercial and civil aviation a real live thing will
open up itself the possibilities of becoming a great
air power. . . . It is an undoubted fact that it is
upon civil aviators that we shall have to rely in war
time. 31
Chatfield was also concerned that the navy would lose its
last aviation responsibility -- airships.
Meanwhile, Sir Sefton Brancker again continued to harp
on the theme of reserves for the Air Force:
First and foremost it is obvious that if we cannot
keep a large standing Air Force, we must have a
reserve, and a large and efficient reserve, which is
well-trained and easily obtained in a crisis.
Obviously again the healthiest and most efficient, and
at the same time the most economical, form of reserves
is a flourishing aerial transport industry. 32
In Sir John Forbes-Sempill’s concluding remarks summarized
the feelings of all attending the conference: “Anyone not
already convinced of the absolute necessity of keeping
Civil Aviation alive . . . would be well to note that it is
emphatically stated that the efficiency of the Royal Air
Force in time of war is absolutely dependent on Civil
Aviation.” 33

Although all of the participants and the Air

Congress and Lord Weir’s group agreed that a strong
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commercial air transportation system was required, they
were unable to design any substantive schemes to resolve
the deteriorating situation.
By the beginning of 1921, the state of British
commercial aviation was in complete disarray.

Any hopes

created by the 1920 Air Congress disappeared.

By the end

of February, there was not a single British commercial
carrier left in operation.

As a result, throughout the

year, the focus was on ways to subsidize the British air
carriers.
On March 14, 1921, Sykes addressed the members of the
Institute of Air Transport about the reasons for the
failure of British civil aeronautics:
Above all, there is a general financial stringency and
the difficulty of obtaining capital. Yet without
capital it is impossible to initiate or run a new
commercial concern, and without the experience only
obtainable from the practical operation of air
services, British commercial aviation will disappear. 34
Sykes returned to the themes stated in 1918 by the
Commercial Aerial Transport Committee as a solution to the
problem faced by British aeronautics:
If commercial aviation dies, we not only lose a great
potential reserve for our Service aviation in time of
emergency and thus risk our national security, but we
neglect the use of the fastest means of
34
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intercommunications yet devised and surrender
commercial air supremacy to those nations which are
already full aware of its importance. 35
The solution of this problem, according to my firm
belief, lies in the development of civil aviation. We
look for an analogy in the Navy and the Mercantile
Marine . . . A large commercial air fleet will provide
a reserve of men and machines, though it must be
remembered that Service and Civil types of machines
will diverge. 36
In the summer of 1921, the RAF helped boost commercial
aviation in an unanticipated way.

An armed rebellion in

Iraq and deep budget cuts forced the military services to
devise new ways to deal with the conflict.

Trenchard

submitted a plan that promised that four to six squadrons
of aircraft could quell the rebellion in comparison to the
estimated 27,000 ground troops.

First the RAF had to map

an air route from Cairo to Baghdad, without which pilots
could become quickly lost in the featureless terrain while
searching for the rebels.

Teams created a series of

markers and tracks across the desert to assist navigation
throughout the area.

The trail also included emergency

landing sites constructed every fifteen to twenty miles.
The air route proved to be a military necessity.
Flying long hours searching for roving bands of Iraqi
rebels, RAF pilots found the track provided them with vital
35
36
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navigational reference point.

The army and the air force

established a system of mutual support.
used to spot and attack the rebels.

RAF aircraft were

They also directed

newly formed armored car units to the rebel locations for
additional fire support.

The trail also served as a path

of rapid movement for the armored car units in the desert.
Along this route, the RAF began to provide regular air
service to government officials traveling trough the Middle
East as well as carry the official mails.

In constant use

from their inception in 1921 the air routes were
continually maintained and improved upon.

When Imperial

Airways took over transport responsibility from the RAF in
1924, the airline continued to maintain and extended this
important desert air route for commercial and military
purposes.
By middle of 1922, the Air Ministry had begun to take
actions to support commercial air carriers.

That summer

the Air Ministry gave the three reconstituted air carriers
route monopolies and began to transfer the duties of the
RAF to the private carriers.

Handley-Page Transport won

the most valuable route between London and Paris; the
revitalized Instone Air Line received the London-BrusselsCologne route; and Daimler Airways flew the London61

Amsterdam-Bremen-Berlin route. 37

This scheme was

established to eliminate competition between the three
officially recognized carriers.

The Air Ministry hoped

that by giving exclusive routes to these airlines they
could guarantee a small operating profit.

Through these

designated route monopolies, the government was able to
subsidize the carriers inexpensively.

In July 1922 the

“First Report of the Civil Aviation Advisory Board” took
further steps to enhance the British air transport system
through direct and indirect subsidies with the underlying
goal of improving imperial air defense.

The advisory board

first wanted to establish financially sound companies:
If civil undertakings are making an efficient attempt
to keep open the civil airways of the Empire by means
of aid and direct air communications, they can fairly
claim a considerable measure of financial assistance
from the Government until they have been able to
establish themselves on a sound financial basis. 38
An additional financial burden was removed for the
companies by the construction of airway markers and
airfields in direct cooperation with the RAF:
We contemplate that the actual route to be followed by
the civil company would be selected after discussion
and agreement with the Royal Air Force so as to
provide the most suitable route for Service purposes,
and that the aerodromes, if not already in possession
37
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of the State, would be acquired by the State and after
preparation of the ground, the erection of the
necessary plant and construction of shed
accommodation, would be rented to the operating
company. 39
The report later further elaborated on this point:
We recognise that there are many advantages in the
civil air route being the same as the R.A.F. route,
and have accordingly inquired from the Chief of the
Air Staff as to the assistance that the Service would
be prepared to give to a commercial company adopting
the longer or Arabian coast route to meet the
strategic requirements of the R.A.F. 40
By early 1924, the subsidies and route monopolies did
not solve the problems for the private carriers.

Following

the recommendations of the Hambling Committee, the British
government paid the private carriers ₤1 million over ten
years and merged them into Imperial Airways in March 1924.
With the creation of Imperial, all vestiges of commercial
operations by the RAF were removed except airway
development.

For strategic reasons, throughout the

remainder of the 1920s and throughout the 1930s, the
British Empire’s airways planning remained the
responsibility of the RAF.

The primary intent of these

routes was to move military aircraft from one strategic
point of the Empire to another and was not their commercial
viability.
39
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private use in Britain and throughout the Empire “all
military aircraft” had the absolute right to their access.
Throughout the interwar period, the concept of commercial
entities providing a ready reserve for the RAF lingered.
In fact the opposite was true.

As commercial aviation

became more viable, the lucrative career opportunities
lured pilots and technicians away from military service.
In addition, by the middle of the 1930s the needs of
commercial operators and the RAF came into direct conflict.
As both entities faced a growing demand larger and more
modern types of aircraft, production of commercial models
took away vital and limited production capacity from
military types.
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CHAPTER 3
AIRSHIPS AND THE EMPIRE: DEFENSE, SCHEMES, AND DISASTERS,
1919-1930

The Airship of to-day, as far as its adaptability is
concerned, should be compared to the sailing vessels
of Elizabethan time, ready at her country’s need to
become a ship of war and capable of rapid conversion.
Air-Commodore E. M. Maitland 1
In this age of supersonic aircraft and jumbo jet
airliners the military and commercial utility of an airship
seems almost quaint.

In the aftermath of the first aerial

bombing raids of London by German zeppelins, the military
application of a dirigible was especially real in the
1920s.

Like Germany, Britain manufactured numerous rigid

and non-rigid airships during the war and by war’s end,
operated a significant fleet of seventy-three non-rigid and
three rigid airships whose primary function was long
patrols against the U-boat threat. 2

Following the war, the

airship continued in this capacity, but military planners
1
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devised strategic plans for the airship to act as a
transport and communication link for the Empire and as an
adjunct to a commercial transportation system.

The British

airship program was a microcosm of the problems Britain’s
postwar aviation network: private versus public funding,
airplanes versus airships, the Royal Air Force versus the
Royal Navy, and commercial enterprises versus military
endeavors.
Four days before his appointment as the first
Controller-General of the Department of Civil Aviation Sir
Frederick Sykes read a speech titled “Commercial Aviation
in Light of War Experience” before the London Chamber of
Commerce on January 7, 1919.

To an audience of prominent

business leaders, Sykes outlined the advantages that the
airship had over the airplane and how it would enhance the
transportation system of the British Empire. 3

During this

session, Sykes referred to one airship mission during the
war.

In November 1917, the German Zeppelin L59 left from

Jamboli, Bulgaria, carrying twelve tons of ammunition to
resupply the German troops fighting in German East Africa.
The L59’s commander, Kapitanleutnant Ludwig Bockholt,
abandoned the mission when he received a radio message
3
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indicating that the troops that he was to assist had
already surrendered.

Although the mission failed to

deliver the supplies, the flight was a significant
accomplishment.

The zeppelin remained aloft over four

days and flew 4,198 miles nonstop.

The airship

demonstrated its heavy lift capabilities over vast
distances as well as its potential for strategic military
transport. 4

For these reasons, Sykes felt that the mission

of the L59 confirmed the airship’s utility for both
military and commercial purposes. 5
Sir Hugh Trenchard was not as impressed with the
airship’s capability as was Sykes.

Trenchard recognized

the airship’s capability for variable speed and ability to
hover, its value as an observation and communication
platform, endurance, ease of handling in fog and darkness,
and finally its considerable lifting abilities for
commercial work. 6

For Trenchard, these positive aspects of

airships were counterbalanced by their lack of
airworthiness, ground handling and housing difficulties,
vulnerability even with the employment of nonflammable gas,
4
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and the extravagant requirement in personnel required for
their operation.

Because the Air Ministry and especially

the Royal Air Force faced diminishing budgets in the
postwar period, Trenchard argued correctly that the limited
funds available were better directed toward the development
of the airplane.

Trenchard also questioned both the

commercial and military capability of the airship in the
strongest terms: “The work performed by the existing rigid
ships is at present negligible and does not justify the
absorption of personnel and expenditure on constructional
and housing facilities involved.” 7
In January 1919, airships were the last aspect of
aviation still under the Admiralty’s control.

The

airship’s primary function during the war was for naval
reconnaissance against German U-boats.

Rather then disrupt

their operations, it was decided that the airships would
remain the navy’s responsibility until after the war when
the navy’s airship organization would be transferred to the
Air Ministry.

Although he was not a great supporter of the

airship, Trenchard was more than willing to take over the

7
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Admiralty’s responsibilities to consolidate all of
Britain’s air functions under the Air Ministry’s umbrella. 8
With the end of the war and no need for a sizable
airship fleet, negotiations began between the Air Ministry
and the Admiralty to transfer these assets to the Air
Ministry.
service.

This was not an insignificant matter for either
During the war, the Admiralty spent more than

₤40,000,000 on airships and their support facilities.

By

May 1919, the two parties agreed that the airships,
infrastructure, and personnel would be transferred to the
Air Ministry by October 22, 1919. 9
In the summer of 1919, the successful trans-Atlantic
flight of the R.34 bolstered Britain’s airship program.

On

July 2, R.34 took off from East Fortune, Scotland, and
after a four day flight, arrived at Roosevelt Field, New
York.

The following week, the airship returned safely to

Pulham, England on July 12, after a three-day flight.

The

R.34 became the first aircraft to complete a return
crossing of the Atlantic. 10
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The success of the R.34 did not silence the critics of
the British Airship service, a number of whom backed
Trenchard’s opinions.

Many of the anti-airship voices were

raised in a Parliamentary debate on July 24, 1919.

Labour

party backbencher, Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Montague
Kenworthy echoed Trenchard’s position that government money
would be better spent on airplanes. 11

Aerial pioneer and

Conservative MP Lieutenant Commander John Theodore Cuthbert
Moore-Brabazon echoed Kenworthy’s position that airships
were dangerous to operate as long as hydrogen remained the
principal lifting gas.

To replace the hydrogen with inert

helium, Brabazon correctly argued, was a costly
proposition. 12
Even with the successful flight of the R.34, the
future for British airships still did not appear bright.
Negotiations continued between the Air Ministry and the
Admiralty concerning the details of their transfer.

But

not until August 22, 1919, did the Admiralty finally report
in a letter to the Secretary State for Air the final
disposition of Britain’s airship establishment.

The

Admiralty agreed that the R.34 and R.38 would remain in
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(Edinburgh:

commission with the RAF but would support any future naval
requirements. 13
While the Air Ministry and the Admiralty continued to
negotiate, the full British Cabinet decided to reduce the
airship program to a minimum. 14

The cabinet felt that

future of airships was best left to private enterprise but
with the caveat that civilian personnel could be recalled
to national service in the advent of an emergency. 15
On September 8, 1919, a meeting took place at
Australia House, London, between representatives from the
Air Ministry and prominent members of Britain’s aviation
industry.

The central theme of the meeting concerned the

future government policy regarding airships and the
involvement of private industry.

The ultimate goal was to

transfer Britain’s lighter-than-air assets to a commercial
syndicate. 16

Under Secretary-of-State for Air Maj. Gen.

John Seely opened the session:
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Our service needs will compel us to build some
[airships]; but if we were to confine ourselves only
to service needs, we should run a great risk of
falling behind in the race for supremacy in lighterthan-air. 17
During this meeting, Sir Lionel Fletcher recognized
the value of decreasing transit times within the Empire and
wondered if the Government considered possible route
structures to South Africa, India, Australia, and New
Zealand.

In addition, Fletcher wondered about the

disparity between the commercial and the military utility
of airships.

He believed that converting a commercial

airship for war might present an insurmountable problem. 18
General Seely replied that in the future there would be a
divergence between military and commercial airships but the
current fleet could easily be converted for both purposes. 19
In the months following the Australia House meeting,
the Air Ministry submitted offers and negotiated with the
principle aviation firms such as de Havilland and Vickers
on a proposal to turn over all of the airships and support
equipment in the government’s possession.
equipment was not insignificant.

17
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Ministry notified the cabinet that completion of the R.36,
R.37, R.38, R.39, R.40, and the R.80 would cost
approximately ₤670,000. 20

Once again the lighter-than-air

advocates within the Air Ministry justified this expense by
stressing the important commercial and military value of
these airships.
The budget shortages were becoming so acute by the
beginning of 1920 that the only possibility of a British
airship service surviving was to commercialize the system.
Throughout the early months of 1920, the Air Ministry
proposed that any commercial entity that obtained this
material would be obligated to operate the airship to the
benefit of the government and would absorb the military
personnel and maintain their proficiency in case of
national emergency. 21

For the British aviation

corporations, the financial risk was too great even with
the offer of “free” equipment.

The unproven use of

airships in a commercial role, the “onerous” financial
risks to the companies, and the demand that the equipment
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should be returned in times of national emergency compelled
these firms to reject the Air Ministry’s offer. 22
In June 1920, the Air Council addressed the need to
dispose of Britain’s airships.

The Air Council’s

membership, comprised of the Air Ministry’s branch heads
that included: the Chief of the Air Staff, ControllerGeneral of Civil Aviation, Director General of Aircraft
Production and Research, Finance Member, Administrator of
Works and Buildings, chaired by the Air Minister. 23

The

council was particularly concerned about the loss of
capital, putting Britain behind other nations with
airships, and the potential military loss for the Empire if
the airships were scrapped. 24

In addition, the Air Council

was frustrated by the lack of interest in their
privatization plan. 25

In response the Air Ministry

submitted another proposal that would have been more
appealing financially to private industry.

Unfortunately,

the Treasury felt that the plan gave away too much and
killed the new proposal.
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Barstow, Permanent Secretary to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer wrote to the Secretary of State for Air, Winston
Churchill, that the Treasury believed that the airships
should “be scrapped.” 26
The harsh position taken by the Treasury once again
raised the whole question of Britain’s future airship
policy especially from the military aspect.

In response,

the Air Ministry approached the Admiralty to determine its
commitment to the airship.

On November 20, 1920, the Air

Council’s representative, Sir Walter F. Nicholson, wrote to
the Admiralty’s Lord Commissioners requesting their
requirements regarding airships but questioned the
airship’s future for financial reasons. 27
In a rare moment, when examining the value of the
airship, the Royal Navy agreed with the Air Ministry.

The

Admiralty’s Lord Commissioners’ representative, W. J. Evans
responded that money directed toward airships would be
better spent on “heavier-than-air-craft.” 28

Without a

commercial entity willing to take over Britain’s airship
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program the commissioners reluctantly concluded that the
industry must be allowed to lapse. 29
By the early months of 1921, British commercial and
military airship policy had come to a complete standstill.
In those uncertain economic times, business was reluctant
to invest in airships without significant government
financial guarantees or subsidies.

With support lacking

from both services, it appeared that there was little hope
for any future British airship service.

This was confirmed

in February when the RAF closed the Howden Station and
transferred the base’s equipment to the Air Ministry’s
Civil Aviation Branch.

For the next several months, the

editor of Flight, Stanley Spooner, lamented the dilapidated
state of Britain’s airship industry and its bleak future. 30
Spooner identified new support for airships that
probably saved or at least prevented the termination of the
airship program in Britain in 1921 -- the Dominions.

With

the airship branch slated for elimination on August 1, it
appeared that their use in imperial air transportation was
no longer viable.

At this point the Dominions’ leaders

stepped in to save the British airship fleet from the scrap
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heap and prevented the closure of the remaining airship
station at Carrington.
The first strong indication of Dominion interest and
support for an airship service came in April 1920 when
Alfred H. Ashbolt, the Agent General for Tasmania, sent a
memorandum to the Australian House of Lords that stressed
the importance of an airship service for the Dominion.
Although he recognized the huge expense of such a service,
Ashbolt felt that it would also be incumbent upon the
Dominions to provide a small percentage of the funding to
develop them for the Empire and repeated the common
arguments for the need of an airship service. 31

The

Dominion Prime Ministers attending the 1921 Imperial
Conference gave the airships a new lease on life.

At the

conference, one of the significant discussion points was
imperial communications.

Airship supporters in the Air

Ministry prepared a memorandum for the Dominions’ officials
entitled, “Development of Civil Air Communications within
the Empire.”

The Air Ministry provided all the

conventional arguments in support of the airship but they
also expressed them in terms of their interests on behalf

31
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of the Dominions: “The development of the rigid airship
during the last ten years has now reached a stage at which
the future utilisation of this class of aircraft has become
a matter of considerable importance to the Empire as a
whole.” 32
At these meetings the Air Ministry also introduced
information regarding a new technology that they felt could
significantly reduce the operating cost of an airship
system.

The single most expensive item to operate an

airship was the large number of ground personnel.
Moreover, airships needed huge hangars to house them and
extensive hydrogen gas production facilities.

When

plotting a route across the Empire the Air Ministry
determined that it would require eight major air stations
to Australia each of which needed approximately 300 to 400
people to operate and maintain them. 33

To eliminate these

extensive costs, in the spring of 1921 the airship service
successfully tested the airship mooring tower Vickers Ltd.
had patented in 1919. 34
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The mooring tower was placed in the center of a
circular airfield, enabling an airship always to make
landing approaches into the prevailing wind.

To dock the

airship to the mast, a special fitting on the nose of the
craft slipped into a coupling basket at the top of the
mooring tower.

Once the airship was secured to the mast,

it could swing into the prevailing wind while remaining
secure without the need for large numbers of ground
handling personnel.

The Air Ministry predicted that

mooring masts would reduce operating costs by significantly
reducing ground staff and ensuring more regular service. 35
Before the Institute of Transport, Sir Frederick
Sykes, expressed his hope for the future that the mooring
mast offered:
[The airship’s] main disadvantage is the large
outlay required for the construction and upkeep of
sheds and the numerous personnel necessary for its
handling. The difficulties we believed could be
overcome by mooring ships to a mast . . . We are,
therefore, considerably nearer to overcoming one of
the main obstacles to economic use of airship. . . . 36
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By eliminating a storage shed at each site, one Air
Ministry proposal estimated that a ₤150,000 shed could be
replaced with a ₤15,000 mast. 37
With these new cost-saving figures presented at the
Imperial Conference, some members of the Dominion
delegations enthusiastically encouraged further development
of the airship.

H. Ross Smith, an Australian

representative, urged that the demonstration flights to
Australia should be accelerated and that the Australians
wanted the route to be opened at the earliest possible
date. 38
At the final session of the Imperial Conference on
July 29, 1921, three days before the August 1 shutdown date
for Britain’s airship services, the focus was specifically
on the future of the Empire’s airship operations.

With a

sense of urgency in his opening commentary, Secretary of
State for Air Frederick Guest warned the conference of the
imminent demise of the British airship program.

He

announced that Britain’s the airship fleet was insufficient
for a fully developed service. 39
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Following Guest’s speech, support from Australian
Prime Minister Billy Hughes and New Zealand’s Prime
Minister William Massey averted the termination of
Britain’s airship service.

If the airship delivered the

benefits that its advocates promised, the two most distant
Dominions had the most to lose by its cancellation.

Hughes

asked for a delay to see if the Australian Parliament would
provide financial assistance or subsidies to the program. 40
Massey concurred with Hughes and felt that he should have
the opportunity to consult with New Zealand’s Parliament
about future support for airship service.

It was also

clear from Massey’s statement that he was not totally
convinced about the airship’s potential.

Massey concluded

that, “I doubt if it is possible for the Government to hand
the business over to private individuals for quite a long
time to come . . . it will certainly be five years before
any service of the sort can reach Australia and New
Zealand.” 41
While the Imperial Conference took place in London,
the first new airship completed since the war was launched
in Cardington, on June 23.

The R.38 was not slated for

British use but rather for service with the United States
40
41
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Navy.

During the first three test flights, there were

indications of problems regarding the ship’s performance
and structural integrity.

On the R.38’s fourth trial

flight on August 23, the ship’s aluminum structure
collapsed during a low-altitude maneuver and the ruptured
hydrogen gas bags exploded.

Only five crew members of the

ship’s complement of forty-five survived the disaster. 42
Prime Minister Hughes was clearly frustrated by the course
of the British airship policy and its setbacks:
If you ask me whether I am satisfied with the proposal
to cast aside the instrument of Empire communication
which, I may remind you, cost something like
₤40,000,000 and which offers the most hopeful means of
bringing this world-wide Empire of ours within a
narrower compass, then most emphatically I am not
satisfied. 43
In spite of the disaster, support continued prime
ministers attending the Imperial Conference gave the
program a new lease on life when they agreed to use the
next six months to rally financial support in their
respective Dominions to sustain some form of imperial
airship service.

In December, Hughes brought the issue of

Australian assistance before the Australian parliament.
Despite the continuous misfortunes of the British airship
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service, he continued to regard airships highly and
encouraged Australia to support these efforts financially. 44
By February 1922, the six-month reprieve for the
cessation of the British airship program agreed upon at the
Imperial Conference was about to end.

Once again, hope for

continuing an imperial service was waning.

Examining the

financial benefits versus the cost of airship operation,
both South Africa and New Zealand declined participation in
any government-operated system.

On the sixteenth, the

British Secretary of State for Air, Frederick Guest
announced in Parliament that:
In accordance with the agreement made with the
Dominion Prime Ministers during the conference last
summer, the Government agreed to suspend disposal of
airships and airship material until the Prime
Ministers had had an opportunity of consulting their
Parliaments in regard to the establishment of an
Imperial airship route. Replies from the Dominions
and India are not yet complete, but the Governments of
South Africa and New Zealand have stated that owing to
financial reasons, they are unable at present to
participate in such a scheme. 45
While politicians and policy makers argued about
keeping or eliminating the British airship establishment
through 1919 and 1922, research continued in an attempt to
develop the airship’s capability and versatility.

Many of

these new ideas centered on their military application.
44
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In

spite of the unrelenting threat of cancellation, these
experiments provided airship advocates with evidence that
demonstrated airship’s importance.
In December 1919, Group Captain Charles R. Samson had
reported to the Air Ministry that it was feasible for an
airship to launch and retrieve fixed wing aircraft and
operate as aerial aircraft carrier. 46

For Samson, the

aircraft carrier airship provided four advantages that
increased the practicability of the airship for military
use.

Not only did the fixed-wing aircraft operating from

an airship increase its reconnaissance ability, but the
airship’s attached aircraft could provide an aerial defense
from hostile aircraft.

They also could attack enemy

airships that might be scouting the British fleet, and
finally, could be sent on long-range attack raids.

Air

Vice Marshal Arthur V. Vyvyan concurred with Samson’s
proposal.

He noted the difficulties of fixed-wing aircraft

operations in high seas from the aircraft carrier, H.M.S.
Argus, during a postwar fleet exercise.

Vyvyan argued that

an airship aircraft carrier program should be pursued as
vigorously as surface aircraft carriers. Vyvyan also
believed that the 5,000,000-cubic-foot R.38 or L.71 could
46
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each accommodate a full squadron of the Sopwith Panther or
Snipe aircraft and estimated that an airship aircraft
carrier could operate at forty knots for five to six days.
To further extend the airship’s endurance, Vyvyan also
advocated close ties between the airship and the surface
fleet. 47
Although Samson and Vyvyan’s concept of an aircraft
carrier airship seemed rather fanciful, this concept
remained a constant consideration in later British airship
designs.

In addition, proposals were submitted for

airships armed with howitzers and act as an aerial gun
platform.

In spite of these far-fetched proposals, the

primary military function of any airship remained aerial
reconnaissance and as a heavy lift strategic troop
transport.
In March 1922, a new plan floated to establish an
imperial airship system that partnered government and
private industry was the first new proposal that was
acceptable to both parties.

Named after its author,

Commander C. Dennis Burney, it would be known as the Burney
Airship Scheme. 48

On March 27, 1922 Burney submitted a

letter to the Air Ministry and to the governments of India
47
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and Australia calling for the creation of an airship
monopoly run by Vickers Ltd. and Shell Oil Group with
₤1,800,000 of common shares and ₤2,200,000 debentures
guaranteed by the government. 49
Burney felt that substantial direct and indirect
subsidies from the Government were required for this
fledgling entity to survive.

Like the Government’s 1920

plan, Burney suggested that the government would provide
in-kind support by giving the new company the existing
fleet of airships and the production and maintenance
infrastructure.

In addition, the government would provide

free of charge its wireless and meteorological services.
In the form of an indirect subsidy, Burney advocated that
dividend and interest payments should be free of income
tax, thus strengthening private awareness and investment in
the company’s capital stock.

In return for this generous

backing, the new airship company would provide biweekly
scheduled service to India with weekly extensions to
Australia.

In addition, the company immediately began the

construction of five new airships valued at approximately
₤750,000 each and spend an additional ₤1.2 million on such
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capital expenditures as bases, manufacturing facilities,
and mooring masts.

Burney anticipated the company’s annual

operating expenses at ₤390,000 but in return estimated ₤1.5
million in revenue from mail and passengers. 50
Burney took the matter of British airship development
public.

On the day he sent his proposal to the Air

Ministry, he also issued a press release in an attempt to
generate public support and awareness.

Even though the

focus of Burney’s proposal was commercial, the military
component was also a primary concern.

Burney worried about

the loss of security if the airship program were
eliminated. For him, airships remained the ideal platforms
for U-boat patrols and, when equipped with aircraft, could
strike at an enemy a thousand miles away. 51
For the remainder of 1922, the Burney Airship Scheme
became the focus of a vigorous debate between the pertinent
government agencies.

Chancellor of the Exchequer Sir

Robert Stevenson Horne found it difficult to accept that
the Burney Scheme was financially viable and felt that
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government participation in the proposed stock venture
would be “almost uniformly unsuccessful.” 52
Winston Churchill, not far removed from his dual post
as Secretary of State for Air and War, now served as
Secretary of State for the Colonies.

He had a great

interest and direct knowledge of the difficulties
surrounding Britain’s airship system.

Like Stevenson,

Churchill questioned the economics of the Burney Scheme.
He felt that the ₤2,200,000 of government capital was
totally inadequate and that Vickers Ltd. and Shell
Petroleum would not incur any financial risk. 53

In his

criticism of the Burney Scheme, Churchill cited the crash
of the R.38 in August 1921 as evidence against the
airship’s safety and its utility versus the airplane. 54
Sir Frederick Guest was more inclined than his
predecessor to pursue an airship construction plan based on
Burney’s proposal.

Although the Burney Scheme centered on

commercial operation, Guest felt that Air Ministry support
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for the airship program was essential for national and
imperial defense:
[The Burney Scheme] is capable of producing practical
flying results, though owing to the many uncertain
factors involved there can be no guarantee of its
commercial success. . . . I am of [the] opinion that
the sum [₤80,000] named is the maximum financial
assistance which should be provided from the funds
available for defence 55
In matters of aerial defense, Trenchard was hardly
reluctant to question his superiors at the Air Ministry.
He remained skeptical of the airship’s value to aerial
defense, especially because it would redirect money from
the Royal Air Force’s fixed-wing assets. 56
By July 1921, the Committee of Imperial Defence
recommended that the government should not proceed with an
airship program for financial reasons.

Countering the

committee’s suggestion, Prime Minister Lloyd George decided
to pursue a commercial airship venture based on the Burney
Scheme and appointed a commission to ascertain the
commercial and military value of the airship. 57

Lloyd

George’s support confirmed the continuation of the British
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airship system, and it would be maintained under the
Conservative governments of Andrew Bonar Law and Stanley
Baldwin.

The focus of the airship development remained on

the Burney Scheme or a slight modification thereof.

Facing

Ministerial support for an airship program, Trenchard
reluctantly accepted these proposals but in a series of
letters to the Air Minister, he wanted to make sure that
limited funds for the Royal Air Force were not diverted to
airships. 58
Trenchard remained skeptical of Burney’s economic
claims and feared that the navy might reacquire
responsibility of the British airship program.

He

reluctantly backed its continuation but only under the
control of the Air Ministry. 59

In early 1923, momentum grew

within the British government in support of the airship.
Throughout the spring and summer of 1923, a special subcommittee of the Committee of Imperial Defence chaired by
the First Lord of the Admiralty, Leo Amery, met to
determine if the technical details of the Burney scheme
were realistic.
58
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position and now attached great importance to the airship
in a naval reconnaissance role. 60

Secretary of State for

Air Sir Samuel Hoare emphasized the importance of airships
to the British Empire and contended that the airship was
essential because of its long range and endurance. 61
Amery’s committee issued a final report in favor of
the airship to the Committee of Imperial Defence.

Hoare

confirmed in Parliament on August 2, 1923, that the
Conservative government would continue the airship program
despite the many concerns surrounding their development.
Hoare argued that though the airship was a strategic
instrument for the Far East and Australia, the government
would encourage its development through the private sector
rather than by state operation. 62
In the fall of 1923, the British airship program
seemed to be going forward on a dual military and
commercial track with Dominion participation.
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statement before the 1923 Imperial Economic Conference,
Hoare indicated that the British government would establish
airship routes to the Dominions regardless of their
participation financially. 63
Three months later the British airship program and the
Burney Scheme would once again be placed in disarray.

In

January 1924 a significant shift in the British political
landscape took place.

In the November 1923 general

election, Stanley Baldwin’s Conservatives in parliament
shrank from 345 seats to 258.

Without a majority in

Parliament, Baldwin declined to form a coalition government
with the Liberal party.

This left it to the Labour Party

then under the leadership of Ramsay MacDonald to form a
coalition government with Liberal Party support.

Almost a

year to the day after the announcement of the Burney
Scheme, the Labour government rejected the plan because it
felt that it created a “virtual monopoly.” 64
The socialist Labour government was opposed to the
privatized Burney Airship Scheme but not to an airship
program.

In fact, Labour felt more comfortable

nationalizing airships under government control rather than
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subsidizing them with commercial entities.

Within a month

of taking office, Labour’s Secretary of State for Air,
Christopher B. Thomson, issued a long memorandum outlining
the government’s position in regard to airships.

Like so

many who preceded him, Thomson highlighted the important
link between a commercial airship system and military
applications. 65
The Labour government placed a high value on the
utility airship vital to the Empire.

The government

authorized to the Air Ministry in the 1924-1925 Air
Estimate ₤1,400,000 over four years to proceed with a
program of governmental airship development on the broad
lines of the commercial and military applications.

On May

6, 1924 the Airship Development Committee established the
parameters of Labour’s airship policy with a decision to
start the construction of two massive airships.

For the

remainder of the 1920s, British airship construction
focused on these two ships.

The first ship would be

financed and built by the government facilities at
Cardington.

It would be a 5,000,000-cubic-foot-capacity

airship whose primary application would be for the military
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and in particular for naval reconnaissance.

Also, the

design of the ship would include provisions for a squadron
of twelve aircraft, their equipment, and personnel for the
Royal Air Force or 200 fully armed soldiers for the army.
The government ship became the R.101 and was known as the
“Socialist” ship.
The second airship would be designed primarily for
commercial applications.

Designated the R.100 and referred

to as the “Capitalist” ship, it would be built by Vickers
so as not to deprive the company of its earlier investment.
The Air Ministry would allow Vickers to buy the airship for
a modest sum of ₤150,000 contingent upon the company making
the airship available to the government in the case of a
national emergency. 66

On May 14, 1924, Prime Minister

MacDonald confirmed the government’s two-ship program. 67

A

week following the Prime Minister’s statement in the
Commons, Thomson justified the Government’s position of the
two-path airship development process before the House of
Lords:
These proposals should enable two ships to be
placed in commission in a shorter period than under
the original scheme. The Government ship and the
commercial ship will be laid down simultaneously.
This will also result in the maintenance of two
66
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separate airship manufacturing plants and other ground
facilities on a scale which will admit of rapid
expansion. 68
MacDonald’s government fell after only ten months in
office.

With Stanley Baldwin’s return many wondered if he

would reintroduce the Burney Airship Scheme.

Sir Samuel

Hoare, reappointed as Air Minister, decided to proceed with
Labour’s airship plan for the sake of continuity, although
he was not fully satisfied with Labour’s program. 69
With the Labour airship program confirmed, the old
conflict between the Royal Air Force and Royal Navy over
control of airships resurfaced.

Because the primary

military function stated was naval reconnaissance, the navy
wanted again to become the organization that ultimately had
control of the equipment and funds.

In October 1925,

Trenchard intercepted a copy of an unofficial memorandum
sent by Alex Flint, a permanent undersecretary at the
Admiralty, to Lord Haldane at the Committee of Imperial
Defence that argued in favor of the navy’s control of the
airship program. 70
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trained naval personnel understood how airships cooperated
with the fleet. 71

In a sharp rebuttal, Trenchard defended

the Royal Air Force and the Air Ministry’s responsibility
for all air assets to the Air Minister Samuel Hoare:
At the meeting under Lord Haldane’s Committee today I
stated that it was clear that the Admiralty were
raising the question of ownership and control of
Airships now and in the future, and that under the
terms of reference to our Committee such a claim was
out of order . . . Lord Haldane over-ruled me
affirming that was a Cabinet decision . . . I am
clearly of the opinion that Lord Haldane’s view is
incorrect. 72
Trenchard’s foremost concern was the possibility that the
air force would become subordinate to the navy if the Air
Ministry relinquished its control of airships. 73

But even

more critical to Trenchard was the Admiralty’s challenge to
the future control of airpower. 74

In the end, the cabinet

confirmed Trenchard’s position and the airship program
remained under Air Ministry control.
With production of the R.100 and R.101 progressing,
albeit slowly, the Air Ministry now decided to include the
Dominions in the planning of the future use of airships
within the Empire.
71
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F.M. Fellowes received orders from the Directory of Airship
Development to conduct an inspection trip to “advise the
Dominion Governments as to possible sites for airship bases
with a view to future Empire airship development.” 75

For

the next six months, Fellowes and his party toured the
Dominions discussing policy with leaders and making site
surveys.

Interestingly in regard to Australia and New

Zealand, the Directory of Airship Development instructed
Fellowes to lower their expectations for regular airship
service.

The directory felt that demonstration flights to

the Pacific Dominions could not take place before 1929. 76
More realistically, the Air Ministry did not foresee a
regular service operating to the Pacific Dominions until
1933 at the absolute earliest. 77

Presenting this timeline

to the Australians and New Zealanders, Fellowes reassured
them that, “the Dominions need not commit themselves to
anything but a very minor expenditure prior to the partial
completion of the home trials.” 78
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Even with the extended time presented to Australian
Prime Minister Bruce, Fellowes provided detailed blueprints
and cost analysis for three airship stations in the
Commonwealth located at Perth, Melbourne, and Sydney.

In

response to the plan Bruce responded that following the
trial flights, “[the Australian] Government will take all
steps necessary to carry out the recommendations of the
report.” 79
Fellowes’s mission also explored areas of New Zealand
for potential airship bases and discussed the future
prospects of airship service to the most distant Dominion
from London.

Planning for such service was much more

difficult for Fellowes.

Suitable landing sites, more

erratic weather, and more difficult terrain in New Zealand
were a few of the difficulties he encountered.

On the

North Island potential sites near Auckland and the capital
Wellington were selected however, they were very distant
from these cities’ centers.

On the South Island sites near

Dunedin and Christchurch were also scouted, but varied
weather patterns made them both problematic for
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operations. 80

New Zealand’s Prime Minister Joseph Gordon

Coates like Bruce responded positively to Fellowes’s
report.

Coates’s government committed only ₤1,400 for

meteorological services and deferred commitment of major
funding until he ascertained Australian intentions. 81
Throughout 1926, 1927, and 1928 construction of the
R.100 and R.101 continued at a glacial pace.

Air Minister

Hoare continued to state how vital airships were for
imperial defense and communications even though the program
was behind schedule. 82

The fiscal realities of 1920s

Britain could not accommodate a luxury of a governmentsponsored airship service no matter how vital it was to
imperial defense.

The Air Estimates for 1926-1927 directed

towards the continued construction of R.100 and R.101
reflected these fiscal constraints and reduced their
construction budget from ₤400,000 to ₤335,000. 83
Throughout 1929 and 1930, the British airship program
continued to lag behind other nations.

Particularly

discomforting for the British airship establishment was the
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success of the German airship Graf Zeppelin.

In 1929, the

Graf Zeppelin completed an around-the-world flight in just
over twenty-one days.

Following the German success the

British stepped up the pace of construction of the R.100
and R.101. 84

In the summer of 1930, the R.101 was modified

with an extra gas cell to compensate for the ship’s
excessive weight.

By September, the changes were complete.

To accommodate the new gas cell, the engineers at
Cardington lengthened the airship more than thirty-five
feet.

On the afternoon of October 1, the ship made its

first successful test flight.

With this test flight

completed, there was tacit pressure to fly the R.101 to
India and return before the start of the Imperial
Conference.

Air Minister Lord Thomson wrote on October 2

that, "You mustn't allow my natural impatience or anxiety
to start to influence you in any way. You must use your
considered judgment." 85
On the afternoon of October 4, the R.101 left for
India with a full crew and numerous Air Ministry
representatives, including Lord Thomson.
84
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crossed the coast of France, the flight encountered
stronger then expected winds from a storm.
through a series of climbs and dives.

The ship went

An emergency landing

was attempted but the nose of the R.101 struck the ground
and the resulting collision collapsed the structure,
rupturing the gas bags, and producing a violent explosion.
There were only eight survivors.

With the crash of the

R.101, Britain’s pursuit of the airship for commercial and
military purposes came to an abrupt end. 86
In the 1920s, the airship provided some hope to
shorten the vast distances of imperial travel with
increased speed but ultimately failed to deliver upon its
promise.

With hindsight, it is easily recognized that

airships were an unsuitable aerial technology to pursue.
While the airship’s advocates acknowledged their
limitations such as high operational costs, vulnerability
to weather, and enemy action, they believed that their
military potential, long range, and high passenger and
payload capacity outweighed their constraints.

By the mid-

1920s, the rigid airship was a stagnant technology that had
already reached the extent of its development, whereas
86
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aircraft technology continued to progress and ultimately
surpass the airship during this period.

Though this

technical stagnation was not initially recognized, the
repeated failures of the British airships and the fiscal
realities of the period compelled the British governments
of the day to follow the correct path and abandon the
pursuit of airship development.

This temporarily left the

Dominions without the prospect of an air connection within
the empire until aircraft technology became available in
the middle of the 1930s in favor of heavier-than-air craft.
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CHAPTER 4
THE FORMATION OF THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE AND THE
FIRST REASSESSMENTS OF PACIFIC DEFENSES AND,
1920-1921

Has the problem of Imperial Defence outgrown the
limits of our resources? That would certainly appear
the case if it is only approached on the old lines of
thought. A fresh inspiration is required; may not
this be found in mechanical warfare? The Air Force is
an example of a mechanical and scientific service: if
then, its possibilities be fully explored, we may be
far on the way to solve the problem of economical
defence. 1
Air Staff
Many domestic and foreign policy decisions made by the
British government complicated the options available to the
leadership of the Royal Air Force as they formulated the
postwar role of air power.

With regard to threats to the

Pacific Dominions, there were only two powers that could
challenge Britain’s position – the United States and Japan.
War with the United States was considered unthinkable.

1
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contrast, the possibility of a war with Japan, while
certainly undesirable, was not unthinkable.

Thus, postwar

imperial discussions and international agreements centered
on curtailing the possibility of war with Japan but also on
countering the possible Japanese threat.
In an examination of the current condition of imperial
air defenses in the Far East in early 1921, the British Air
Staff determined that key factors were the Australian air
assets and how these units would contribute to both
Imperial and Australian security.

The Air Staff detailed

the status of the seven Australian combat squadrons
defending the ports of Melbourne and Sydney and
optimistically reported that with these squadrons,
“Australia has already made great progress in the
maintenance of an Air Force.” 2

The Air Staff also cautioned

that:
The problem of the defence of this country appears to
consist largely in the defence of the district lying
N. and S. of a line drawn from Brisbane to Adelaide.
W. and N. of this line the country is sparsely
inhabited, little developed and deficient in road and
railway facilities. No Pacific Power desirous of
effecting a raid across thousands of miles of sea
could contemplate landing in these undeveloped
territories to roam unmolested, but effecting nothing,
2
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until the British Fleet arrived to challenge their
command of the sea. 3
In the Air Staff’s opinion, Australia’s vastness and
isolation was its greatest defense advantage.

Even though

there were few air units they were required only at three
or four strategic locations.

Thus the Air Staff assumed

that the Japanese would attack the ports of Brisbane,
Sydney, Melbourne, or Adelaide.

The British planners felt

that the Australians needed minimal additions to their
current force structure to shore up the Dominion’s air
defenses.

The British Air Staff concluded that a seaplane

patrol and a torpedo squadron were required in Brisbane and
Sydney.

Another vital component to Australia’s air defense

would be self-sufficiency in the form of an independent
domestic aviation industry.

The Air Staff hoped that

Australia could ultimately manufacture much of the aircraft
and support equipment for its needs. 4

It would not be until

the mid-1930s, that the establishment of an Australian
aircraft industry began to take shape along the lines
anticipated at this time.
Australia continued to lead the other Dominions in air
defense.
3
4
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(RAAF) was formed as a separate service under an Air Board
and an Air Council.

The Air Board had direct

responsibility over the operations of the RAAF and
consisted of officers with flying experience. 5

To insure

continued cooperation with the army and navy, an Air
Council was also created with representation from the other
services.

Ultimately, the Air Board was replaced by the

centralized Defence Committee. 6
The newly created Air Force centralized most of its
operations outside Melbourne.

Here the Air Force

Headquarters would operate out of the Victoria Barracks
with a newly formed No. 1 Flying Training School and the
No. 1 Aircraft Depot located at the Point Cook Air Field.
Another key component of the RAAF’s organization was the
establishment of an Air Liaison Office at the Air Ministry
in London.

This office was to keep track of the RAF’s

technical, training, and operational development, and
insured that RAAF procedures paralleled those of the RAF. 7
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Australia’s Air Council recognized that postwar
budgets would be sparse and that the infant RAAF had no
hope of maintaining itself with state-of-the-art aircraft.
Thus it was decided to direct these limited resources to
personnel development and aviation infrastructure:
Whatever organisation is maintained in Australia
it should be so designed as to allow of possible
expansion in the future and must not provided for
peace requirements alone.
During the immediate future the bulk of the
available funds will be best spent in training
personnel and providing an efficient ground
organisation such as land, buildings, workshops, etc.,
the cost of which is not recurring, rather than in reequipping units with most modern types of aircraft so
long as those now in our possession meet the need of
training and so long as the present likelihood of
peace continues. 8
By this policy, Australian military planners hoped to gain
a more effective organization within the limited available
budget.

The Defence Council reported that the Air Force

would remain essentially a paper force but with the goal of
maintaining an efficient organization and a small but welltrained cadre of pilots, observers, and mechanics. 9

With

this “skeleton” organization, the Australian Air Council
thought that it could provide for the current and future
needs of their air defense for approximately ₤250,000 per

8
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annum while allowing for the rapid expansion of the RAAF in
the event of a military crisis. 10
The British Air Staff also examined the current status
of New Zealand’s air defenses, which were simply
nonexistent.

The New Zealanders had turned down the

earlier gift of aircraft and demonstrated little interest
in obtaining any military aircraft in the future.

The Air

Staff noted the Dominion’s key defense advantage was its
vast distance from any threat.

“The [defense] problem of

New Zealand is very similar to that of Australia, and the
distance to be covered is much the same.” 11
The Air Staff was particularly concerned about the
lack of any combat air units and argued for four squadrons.
A seaplane and torpedo squadron located respectively on the
North and South Island should form the nucleus of the
Dominion’s air defenses. 12

The New Zealanders did not

entirely abandon the idea of an aerial defense for the
Dominion, but like the Australians, the government of
William Ferguson Massey did not want to spend his country’s
limited budget on military requirements.

Brigadier-General

George S. Richardson, General Officer in Charge of

10
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Administration, stated that in his opinion “New Zealand
could not afford to maintain Military and Naval Aviation
Services.” 13

Once again, combining civil and military

aviation was the answer for the New Zealanders.

F. W.

Furkert, Engineer-in-Chief of the Public Works Department
thought the “Government should support Civil Aviation and
not undertake Naval and Military Aviation as an
organisation.” 14

Commander T. A. Williams, the Air Board’s

Naval Adviser, also concurred with Mr. Furkurt’s position.
By August 1921, the recently created New Zealand Air Board,
chaired by Major General Sir Edward W.C. Chaytor, the
commander of all New Zealand’s military forces, agreed to
encourage civil flying by providing government subsidies to
the privately-owned Sockburn and Kohimarama flying schools.
In addition, the New Zealand Air Board agreed to encourage
new aviation enterprises by not placing excessive
regulatory provisions on private enterprise. 15
By the summer of 1921, the Air Staff in London was
becoming concerned about the lack of development of the
Dominions’ air forces and their military aviation
capabilities.
13
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aerial effort was essential for the Empire’s aerial
defense. 16

Planners at the Air Ministry studied the current

status of imperial air assets and their application.

The

Air Staff established a four-tier concept for imperial air
defense, including defense against air attack, prevention
from overseas invasion and coastal defense, protection of
maritime commerce, and finally, the role of the air force
in support of naval and ground forces.

In regard to air

attack, the Air Staff recognized that the actual danger to
the Pacific Dominions was minimal and felt that, “Only
small aerial fighting forces will be required.” 17

This

contradicted the public claims of the “Air Power” advocates
such as the American Gen. William (“Billy”) Mitchell and
their assertions that airplanes could defeat a naval force.
The Air Staff recognized that in its present state the
airplane was a minimal threat to an enemy battleship.
The Air Service can best be employed in attacks on the
enemy’s aircraft-carrying vessels. This entails
concentration on the torpedo aeroplane and flying
boats of long range operation from shore bases.
Considerable development is required before air forces
become a menace to the heavily protected capital ship,
but aircraft carriers in their present stage of design
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can be attacked with good prospects of success with
bombs and torpedoes. 18
In aerial attacks against enemy shipping the Air Staff
believed that aircraft could also be most effectively used
against lightly armed and armored support vessels.

Here an

air force would be most useful by interdicting an enemy’s
trade and sea communications as well as preventing the
transport and disembarkation of invasion forces.
By advocating a maritime interdiction policy, the Air
Staff challenged the traditional role of the Royal Navy in
imperial defense.

They contended that protection of sea

lanes from surface and submarine raiders could be conducted
by aircraft more efficiently and economically than with
surface ships:
Aircraft, properly distributed along maritime
communications and operating from shore bases in
conjunction with certain naval elements, should do
much to ensure the safety of commerce within the
limits of their radius of action. Maritime Dominions
such as Australia and New Zealand will have a special
interest in securing their coastal traffic in this
manner and may assist in covering the local approaches
to the main maritime routes against enemy attack. 19
These early proposals regarding maritime operations
encroached upon the Royal Navy’s responsibilities and soon
became a serious point of contention between the air force
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and navy.

The debate over maritime defense

responsibilities eventually ignited an ugly public battle
between the two services.

The British Air Staff argued

that the air force as the most mobile of all of the
nation’s military services was the most utilitarian defense
force for the vast expanse of the Empire.

On this point

the Air Staff was wrong, because the infrastructure
necessary for this mobility did not exist and the short
range and light payload capability the aircraft of the
period limited their maritime and other missions.

The Air

Staff anticipated a future when technological improvements
to aircraft could overcome these existing obstacles.
Although the infrastructure did not exist at this time, the
Air Ministry planned to direct money toward airfield
construction in future budget cycles to enable aircraft to
operate throughout the Empire.

It is clear that the Air

Staff’s schemes were not practical at this time.
The Air Staff viewed imperial air defense as a
cooperative effort with the Dominions.

To facilitate this

cooperation, the RAF’s role was to assist the Dominions
with the training and development of pilots and mechanics,
research new aviation technologies, and establish
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standardized equipment and tactics. 20

In addition, the Air

Staff felt that the Dominions could contribute to a certain
extent to aeronautical research but needed to avoid
duplication of any research taking place in Britain.
Arguing that the Dominions would best serve imperial
research efforts by examining problems unique to their
particular conditions, the Air Staff thought that
investigation of the effects of the local climate on
materials, especially fabrics, dopes, glue and wood, would
be most beneficial. 21
At the 1921 Imperial Conference, a number of decisions
were taken with long term repercussions for imperial
defense.

The central topic in regard to security in the

Pacific was the renewal of the 1902 Anglo-Japanese
alliance.

Although the future of this treaty directly

affected the Royal Navy, the Air Staff looked at the
changing defense environment as, at the least, an
opportunity to insure their future independence or possibly
to expand their imperial defense responsibilities and thus
prevent the reduction of their budget.

The Anglo-Japanese

treaty had effectively reduced the Royal Navy’s defense
obligations in the Pacific for twenty years.
20
21
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The question

of renewing the treaty created a heated debate among the
Empire’s leaders at the 1921 Conference.
Dominion leaders took great interest in its extension
or cancellation.

Cracks in imperial unity revealed the

Dominions were developing independent foreign policies that
focused on their particular or unique needs.

Prime

Minister David Lloyd George in his opening statements
described the future of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance as “one
of the most urgent and important of the foreign
questions.” 22

The leaders of the Pacific Dominions felt

strongly that their region would become the next region for
international crisis.

Prime Minister Hughes declared, “The

war and the Panama Canal has (sic) shifted the World’s
stage from the Mediterranean and Atlantic to the Pacific.” 23
New Zealand’s Prime Minister William Ferguson Massey simply
stated, “The next naval war will be fought in the
Pacific.” 24

Japan’s annexation of the Marshall and Caroline

island groups and her control over Shantung pointed toward
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encroachment into the British sphere of influence. 25

In

addition, the Japanese began to monopolize transportation
and limited Western trade into their sphere of the Chinese
market which ran counter to the American “Open Door” Policy
and the British concept of “Equal Opportunity.” 26

Some

feared that if the Anglo-Japanese Alliance were cancelled,
it would further divide the two powers.
Canadians were concerned that continuation of the
treaty would place Britain at odds with the United States.
Following the war, Canadian economic and political
interests moved closer to the United States and away from
the Imperial system.

Prior to the Imperial Conference, the

Canadian Governor General, Sir Victor Christian William
Cavendish, cabled then Colonial Secretary Winston Churchill
about the continuation of the Naval Agreement.
The question of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, I
assume will be decided at the June meetings of Prime
Ministers. . . . It may be useful to let you know our
views now.
We feel that every possible effort should be made
to find some alternative policy to that of renewal.
We think we should terminate the Alliance and
endeavour at once to bring about a Conference of
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Pacific Powers. Such a course would enable us to end
the alliance with good grace. 27
In response to Cavendish’s concerns, Churchill assumed that
the Pacific Prime Ministers, Hughes and Massey would agree
with the Canadian view.

Churchill cabled that, “Australia

and New Zealand have very strong racial objections to the
Japanese, and would be disposed to throw in their lot with
the United States against Japan.” 28

The Australians and New

Zealanders did not agree with the treaty’s cancellation and
in fact became the treaty’s strongest advocates.

In his

opening remarks at the conference Hughes stated that:
Australia is very strongly in favour of renewal of the
Treaty. . . . Should we not be in a better position
to exercise greater influence over the Eastern policy
as an Ally of that great Eastern Power, than as her
enemy? . . . To renew this Treaty is to impose on her
some of those restraints inseparable from Treaties
with other civilised nations like ourselves. We will
do well for the world’s peace – we will do well for
China – we will do well for the Commonwealth of
British nations to renew this Treaty. We want peace. 29
New Zealand Prime Minister Massey, like Hughes,
supported renewal of the treaty.

He opened his comments

about the importance of the treaty to New Zealanders and
praised the Japanese for fulfilling their treaty
27
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obligations by protecting their troop transports during the
war.

Massey was far less fervent in his comments about

renewal than Hughes but for Massey renewal was just as
critical to New Zealand’s future security.
I took my Parliament into my fullest confidence so far
as the proposed Japanese Treaty was concerned and I
told them that in my opinion with whatever
modifications may be necessary, I was quite prepared
to support its renewal. It is only right to admit
that, in saying that, I am guided to a certain extent
by what took place during the war period. 30
The renewal issue generated strong acrimony between the
imperial premiers.

Hughes and Massey were in favor of

renewal; Jan Smuts of South Africa and Arthur Meighen of
Canada argued for its cancellation.

Smuts thought that

imperial policy should be more closely aligned to that of
the United States and potential armaments race with the
Americans had to be avoided. 31

David Lloyd George feared

termination would antagonize the Japanese and its
continuation would anger the United States; both were
unacceptable options.

The United States’ invitation to

negotiate the limitation of great power naval arms helped
defuse the crisis.

30

A final decision regarding the treaty’s
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renewal would be postponed until after the Washington Naval
Conference.
When President Warren Harding extended invitations to
the world’s naval powers in the summer of 1921, he went
beyond the topic of naval disarmament and included on the
agenda issues relating to the Pacific and Far East.

During

his opening remarks American Secretary of State, Charles
Evans Hughes surprised the conference attendees and
suggested that millions of tons of naval armaments be
scrapped and a ten-year “holiday” of new capital ship
construction be instituted.

The now famous 5:5:3 capital

ship tonnage ratio between Great Britain, the United
States, and Japan became the most recognized agreement at
the conference.
Initially, the subject of Pacific security was set
aside while the conferees dealt with the sweeping American
proposals regarding naval disarmament.

Yet, a regional

settlement in the Pacific was one of the foremost concerns
that split British imperial delegation.

On the opening day

of the conference, the British representative and former
Conservative Prime Minister, Arthur Balfour, cabled Lloyd
George with a five-point plan that he felt could settle any
present or future disputes among the Americans, Japanese,
118

and British.

Balfour hoped to settle Pacific issues with a

Four Power Pact between Britain, France, Japan, and the
United States to maintain the status quo in the Pacific;
end the Anglo-Japanese agreement without creating animosity
with Japan; leave open future options for a defensive
treaty with Japan against Germany or Russia; settle Pacific
matters to the satisfaction of Australia and New Zealand;
and finally, ease American worries that Britain would back
Japan in any conflict between the two powers. 32

These five

points prepared by Balfour became the framework of the Four
Power Pact of December 13.

With the addition of France,

the Pacific powers in Article II of the pact agreed to the
peaceful settlement of disputes by conferences and to
respect the current status of each nation’s territorial and
mandate claims. 33

The Four Power Pact ended the Anglo-

Japanese Naval Alliance.
The end of the alliance did not reassure the Pacific
Dominions.

New Zealand’s representative at Washington, Sir

John Salmond, reluctantly admitted that the treaty
32
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represented “the only satisfactory method of overcoming the
difficulties involved in [ending] the existence of the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance.” 34

A year following the Washington

Conference, Australia’s new prime minister, Stanley Bruce,
stated that the decision taken “certainly did not solve the
problem of the future safety of Australia.” 35

As the

leaders of the Pacific Dominions feared the cancellation of
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance angered and frustrated the
Japanese delegation at Washington.

Lieutenant-General

Kunishige Tanaka, a member that delegation, wrote of the
events:
In short, the conference proved to be an attempt
to oppress the non-Anglo Saxon races by the two
English speaking countries, Britain and the United
States. Britain helped the US both directly and
indirectly, taking a hostile attitude towards Japan,
her ally in the Anglo-Japanese Alliance and finally
succeeded in abandoning the alliance, on conditions
favourable to themselves. It was a great victory for
them brought about by crafty British Diplomacy. 36
Air disarmament was also discussed at the conference
by the Aviation Sub-Committee.

The conclusions reached by

this committee were overshadowed by the apparently more
34
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significant naval agreements and Pacific Four Power Pact.
Air Vice Marshal Sir John F.A. Higgins represented the
British Empire delegation in the conference’s Aviation
Subcommittee.

Before the meetings, the Air Staff relayed

explicit instructions to Higgins from Chief of the Air
Staff Trenchard not to make any compromises in regard to
air defense.

In a ciphered telegram sent on December 3,

1921 the Air Staff stressed that Higgins not give in to
limiting the air force that it was not diplomatically
possible to limit any attack against Britain that the
British Isles were highly susceptible to damage from aerial
bombing and that single-seat fighters must be regarded as
an essential defensive rather then offensive weapon. 37

It

appears from the conclusions of the Aviation Sub-Committee
that Trenchard’s position relayed by Higgins held sway.
Unlike the talks that surrounded naval arms, any
attempts to limit air arms completely failed.

The

subcommittee forwarded an idealistic view of the potential
peaceful application of aircraft.
This Committee understands that the purpose of this
Conference is to promote peace and to remove the
causes of warfare. It must be understood distinctly
that if the Conference decided to limit the
37

Air Staff, Cable to Air Marshal Higgins, 3 December
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development of commercial aircraft in order to retard
the development of air power, the immediate result
will be the retarded development of means of
transportation and communication which will itself, if
unrestricted, largely act to bring about the same
result, the removal of some of the causes of warfare.
To limit the science of aeronautics in its present
stage is to shut the door on progress. 38
Among the numerous avenues for aerial arms considered at
Washington were limiting the number of aircraft, aircraft
horsepower, an aircraft’s lift capacity, the number of air
force personnel, and restricting budgets.
to be impracticable. 39

All were deemed

The Foreign Minister Lord Balfour

confirmed this in a dispatch to Prime Minister Lloyd
George: “You are already fully impressed with the disparity
in the air forces available . . . We recognise reluctantly
the practical difficulties in enforcing a limitation in air
armaments . . . .” 40

In addition, the committee understood

that it was nearly impossible to limit aircraft or
establish national air strength ratios like what was
accomplished at Washington in regard to capital ships.

The

ability to mass produce aircraft rapidly enabled a nation
to expand its air force quickly, whereas a capital ship
38
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took years to build. 41

Once again, the Aviation Sub-

Committee came to the incorrect conclusion.

It took the

remainder of the interwar period to construct the hundreds
of airfields needed to link the Empire, and the mass
production of aircraft required factories and skilled
workers that would require years to put in place.

Finally,

the proper training of new pilots and crews for these
aircraft took at least one full year.
Another aspect of the committee’s discussions was the
potential application of commercial aircraft for military
purposes.

The members concurred that: “All aircraft will

be of some military value no matter what restrictions may
be placed upon their character.

Some can probably be

converted with but few changes into military aircraft.” 42
Restrictions on commercial aircraft, could retard economic
development and the progress of commercial aviation.
Finally, there was unwillingness by the participating
nations at Washington to limit the size of their air forces
because of their imperial liabilities:
The potentialities of air forces in policing and
garrisoning semi-civilized or uncivilized countries
are as yet only partially realized. The number of
aircraft required for such duties will vary with the
size and nature of the territories to be patrolled and
41
42
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with the value placed on their services by different
nations. 43
It was easier for the powers to agree to limitations
on their navies because they were instruments of war to be
used against one another and not against lesser powers or
colonial entities.

During the conference, the Royal Air

Force began numerous aerial policing operations throughout
the Empire especially in the Middle East.

In September,

the Air Staff reported to the cabinet that the RAF was
engaged daily in Iraq and Afghanistan. 44

In the immediate

future, the airplane proved to be an inexpensive tool for
internal security, and the imperial powers were unwilling
to set limits on its use.

Trenchard felt that imperial

defense was now entering a new era and argued vigorously
about the utility of aircraft in that future role:
we should surely endeavour to recast our system of
defence, and rely to a far greater extent than
hitherto upon a service [the Royal Air Force], which
by virtue of its range and mobility and the nature of
its armament is able to utilise machines in
substitution for, and not as a mere addition to, man
power. 45
43
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Trenchard’s arguments centered on the economical utility of
aircraft in defense were appropriate, by the end of 1921,
Britain’s economy was in shambles.

Some manufacturing

sectors such as shipping suffered a 38 to 40 percent
unemployment rate. 46

In response, Lloyd George’s government

instituted severe budget cuts across all sectors of
expenditure.

To determine the specifics of these cuts, the

government established the Committee of National
Expenditure under the Chairmanship of Sir Eric Geddes.

The

₤87 million in budget reductions submitted by the committee
became known as the “Geddes Axe.” 47
During the two years that followed the 1919 Imperial
Conference, there was a temporary change in the focus of
British imperial defense policy away from Europe and
towards the Pacific.

The leadership of the Royal Air Force

saw the newly created Royal Australian Air Force as more
than a partner in imperial air defense.

For the RAF

leaders, it was essential that these imperial air forces
maintain similar equipment, training, and air doctrine.
But unlike the Royal Navy, the air forces demonstrated an
46
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inclination to cede local and even regional defense
responsibility and command over to the pertinent Dominion.
The navy viewed imperial defense as its global
responsibility and considered the naval forces of the
Dominions as a supplement to the Royal Navy, remaining
under the authority of the local British station commander.
In foreign policy, the growing independence of the
Dominions made international negotiations more difficult
for the Foreign Office in the immediate postwar period.
This was demonstrated by the split over the renewal of the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance.

Also, the Dominions desired

representation independent of the “British Imperial”
delegation during the negotiations at Washington.

Cracks

in imperial unity began to emerge when the Dominions’
leaders advocated their foreign policy and defense needs
based on their particular regional concerns rather than on
global imperial interests.

The news from Washington of the

major powers’ readiness to reduce their battle fleets was
hailed as a major achievement to secure a lasting peace.
In comparison to the reductions achieved in regard to the
world’s battle fleets, the news that no agreement had been
reached concerning air power seemed insignificant.

For a

brief moment, the leadership of the Royal Air Force felt
126

that the service’s future was secure, because there had
been no force reduction imposed by the Washington
Conference and they were confident their increased duties
in imperial defenses would sustain adequate funding levels.
This optimism was short lived.
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CHAPTER 5
THE EMPIRE’S AIR DEFENSE: THE GEDDES CUTS OF 1922 TO THE
1923 IMPERIAL CONFERENCE
1922-1923
It has been said that with the advent of the Air Arm,
Great Britain has ceased to be an island; it is at
least certain that the defence of the Empire will rest
to an increasing extent as time goes on, on the
efficiency and adequacy of the Royal Air Force. In
time of peace it is impossible to maintain a standing
Air Force comparable to that which would be required
in time of war. 1
Winston S. Churchill
The future prospects for the Royal Air Force appeared
to be secure for a brief moment.

The failed effort for air

disarmament at Washington and the increased role of the RAF
in imperial policy provided a sense of optimism for its
leadership.

In fact, the proposed budget cuts instigated

by the “Geddes Axe” and the interservice rivalries almost
eliminated the four-year-old service.

These two threats to

the Royal Air Force had a significant bearing on its near
and long term operations and defense planning.
1

By the 1923
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Imperial Conference, the drama created by these domestic
pressures seemed settled and there was hope that a more
orderly process for defense planning could proceed.
By 1921, the postwar recession in Britain was
entrenched.

Faced with chronic unemployment combined with

inflationary pressures, the Treasury, under the leadership
of the new Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir Robert Horne,
fought these dilemmas with the traditional tool of cutting
government expenditures.

When Prime Minister Lloyd George

determined that Horne’s ₤75 million in cuts were not
enough, he established the Committee of Expenditure headed
by Sir Eric Geddes to find another ₤100 million in
reductions.

In the 1920s version of a “Peace Dividend,”

the preponderance of these cuts came from the military
services.

The most far-reaching transformation that the

Committee of Expenditure proposed was the elimination of
the Admiralty, War Office, and the Air Ministry and their
amalgamation into a single Ministry of Defence.

All three

services, strongly lobbied, against this effort, and a
single ministry was not realized until 1964.

Unfortunately

for the Air Ministry, the committee continued to eye the
department for elimination and proposed that its functions
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be returned to the Admiralty and War Office.

On October

14, 1921, the committee asked of the Air Ministry:
The Committee consider[ed] that the advantages and
disadvantages of a separate Air Ministry should be
fully explored. Is it not a fact that the policy of
having an entirely separate organisation and Minister
for Air Services has not been followed by any other
Nations? 2
The Air Ministry quickly responded to the committee’s
proposal, claiming that the other services “underrate and
misunderstand the potentialities of the air service as an
independent arm.” 3

The Air Ministry continued by asserting

the value of a separate air force in terms the committee
understood: “This tendency manifests itself firstly in
underrating the probable course and effect of air operation
in warfare of the future, and secondly in an inability to
recognize the possibilities of economical substitution of
air power for sea or land power.” 4

The RAF’s budget was ₤15

million compared to ₤43 million for the army and ₤112
million for the Royal Navy. 5
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committee, the air force made self-imposed budget
reductions in anticipation of a postwar cutback.

Further

cuts to the RAF’s funds now seemed to accomplish little
towards the targeted ₤100 million reduction goal of the
Geddes Committee.

Even though the Air Ministry made

important points, the Geddes Committee was anxious to cut
every pound that could be found in every departmental
budget.

The Air Ministry’s arguments would fall on deaf

ears and further cuts were imposed.

In retrospect and

considering the desperation to find budget cuts it is
surprising that the Air Ministry remained a functioning
entity.
The Geddes Committee had eventually to abandon the
idea of a single Ministry of Defence.

All three services

had ardent supporters who argued that unification was
impracticable in the early 1920s.

A central tenet proposed

by the committee asked the services to assume that Britain
would not fight a major war for the next ten years.

With

the advantage of hindsight this assumption proved to be a
fairly accurate prediction of European events.

For the

Royal Air Force this “Ten Year Rule” made significant
reductions to the service’s 1922-1923 Air Estimates.
and Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of British Naval
Mastery (London: Ashfield Press, 1983), 274.
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The Committee of Expenditure proposed that the Royal
Air Force slash its ₤15 million 1920-1921 budget by ₤5.92
million, or nearly 40 percent.

The committee obtained

these savings by eliminating ₤2.5 million allocated to
eight and a half active service squadrons; ₤1 million
directed for the purchase of new aircraft and equipment, ₤1
million for the purchase or maintenance upkeep of RAF
facilities, and the remaining ₤1.42 million decreases in
administration, research, supplies, and civil aviation. 6
The Air Council, the government’s senior advisory body on
aviation matters, felt that the committee arrived at the
savings based on erroneous calculations. 7

The Council

estimated that only ₤2.8 million in savings could be
achieved through the elimination of the programs identified
by the committee. 8

In addition, there was growing concern

within the Air Council that the RAF was given more

6
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responsibilities throughout the Empire just as it was
facing additional budget reductions. 9
At the end of 1921, a Cabinet subcommittee was formed
under the Chairmanship of Winston Churchill to review the
Geddes cuts and report on their final disposition in the
1922-1923 estimates sent to the cabinet.

Churchill’s sub-

committee gave each department one last opportunity to
defend themselves against the proposed cuts.

From January

21 to January 23, 1922, the committee members met with Air
Minister Sir Frederick Guest and Sir Hugh Trenchard over
how these reductions would impinge on the Air Ministry and
Royal Air Force’s operations.

Though Churchill did not

agree to the ₤5.92 million decreases proposed by Geddes, he
did warn the meeting’s participants that the country’s
financial situation required that the Air Estimates be
reduced by several million pounds and by additional
economies over the next several years. 10
Trenchard expressed his concern that the Royal Air
Force had only 700 operational aircraft and that “the Air
Force was now living on the war stocks of machines, which

9
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would be exhausted, assuming normal wastage, in 19241925.” 11

Air Minister Guest warned that the proposed air

force reductions could curtail the services overseas
operations, warning that “These commitments had been agreed
upon by the Government and it was impossible to effect any
economics in this direction unless the Government were
prepared to change the policy which had already been
decided upon.” 12
As the former Secretary of State for Air, Churchill
was sympathetic to Guest’s situation.

He expressed concern

that the majority of the operational squadrons were
stationed overseas, leaving no protection over Britain.

In

addition, Churchill appreciated the RAF’s operational cost
savings by relieving the other services in the Middle
East. 13

In final report written by Churchill’s subcommittee

the group noted the self-imposed economies by the Royal Air
Force.
We are strongly impressed, as were the Geddes
Committee, by the sense of economy and of thrifty
administration possessed by the Chief of the Air
Staff. We cannot feel that there is any large opening
for further pruning. The result might well be to

11
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destroy the efficiency of the whole force and waste to
a large extent such funds as were allocated to it. 14
This sympathy did not go far, however, and Churchill’s
group called for the Secretary of State for Air to submit
further proposals for an additional reduction of ₤750,000
in the estimates for 1922/1923 to produce net estimates of
₤10,250,000.

If these cuts were achieved, the subcommittee

noted that “we are satisfied that it will represent the
absolute maximum of economy possible at the present time.” 15
In the final version of the “Report of National
Expenditure,” the Royal Air Force received high praise from
the committee for its self-imposed economies but still
incurred significant monetary reductions.

The committee

also encouraged the further application of aircraft for
imperial defense.

The committee based its favor of the Air

Force over the other services on their perceived economies
afforded by the service in imperial defense matters: “The
question of aerial versus naval or military command in
operations in the future will doubtless cause difficulties;
but economies to an increasing extent ought to result in
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the older arms from the advent of the Air Force.” 16

The

report also determined that by exclusively using the RAF,
the cost of military operations in the Middle East could
reduce the 1922-1923 Estimates by ₤14 million from the ₤27
million spent in the 1921-22 Estimates. 17

The Geddes

Committee concluded, “It can no longer be denied that by
the intelligent application of air power, it is possible to
utilise machinery in substitution for, and not as a mere
addition to man-power.” 18

Although the majority of

Parliament and the cabinet rejected the concept of a
Ministry of Defence, the Committee of Expenditure
maintained its position that the services should be unified
under a single Ministry of Defence:
Full economy in the fighting services cannot be
realised under existing conditions. There is
overlapping and duplication throughout. . . the three
Forces must be brought together by the creation of a
co-ordinating authority responsible for seeing that
each Force plays its part, and is allotted appropriate
responsibility for carrying out various functions. 19
It is also probable that the Committee of Expenditure
favored a unified defense structure under a Ministry of
Defence because the current arrangement pitted the three
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services against one another.

Desperate to protect their

dwindling budgets in Parliament the report only exacerbated
the sniping among the services.
Although the Royal Air Force was the most junior
service, its leadership maneuvered their positions like
veterans.

The Air Council was either unable or unwilling

to reduce the number of RAF squadrons stationed overseas
because they were all involved in active or recurrent
operations.

To reach Geddes’s eight-and-a-half squadron

cut, the members of the Air Council identified that the
majority of the squadrons should be the ones designated for
naval and army cooperation.

Specifically, the Air Council

called for the abolition of five and one half naval
cooperation squadrons, two army cooperation squadrons and
one overseas squadron stationed in Egypt. 20

This action

would leave only one squadron of aircraft assigned
specifically to work with each of the respective services.
The Air Council recognized that “[we] do not anticipate
that the Admiralty or War Office will willingly accept

20
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these proposals.” 21

Admiral of the Fleet Sir David Beatty

noted that:
The proposal practically amounts to abolishing
Aircraft as a Naval weapon, and would effectively
prevent any possibility of substituting aircraft for
surface craft in the solution of Naval problems,
besides greatly reducing the efficiency of all other
naval weapons, the use of which depends to a great
extent on Air co-operation. 22
In addition to the pending cuts, the Air Council
members also attempted to undermine the other services by
demonstrating how air power could substitute for the other
services, a conclusion in which the Geddes Committee
concurred.

In January 1922, Field Marshal Henry Wilson,

Chief of the Imperial General Staff, wrote to the Secretary
of State for War, Sir Laming Worthington-Evans, noting his
annoyance with the Geddes Committee’s proposal to replace
his cavalry units with aircraft and that “it appears to be
the advent of the Air Force which has influenced them in
this direction.” 23

Field Marshal Wilson then continued:

To assert that the place of cavalry can entirely be
taken by aircraft in the work of close reconnaissance
protection and support is a complete fallacy.
Aircraft in its present state of development is only
21
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effective against an enemy presenting a tangible and
extensive target or for bombing women and children. 24
The actions of the Air Ministry placed the Admiralty
in a difficult position in regard to the use of aircraft in
naval defense.

In a memorandum to the cabinet in early

1922, Admiral Beatty outlined the dangers that the Air
Ministry actions would have on the future aviation
activities of the fleet.

Beatty recognized that the “air

weapon has become an integral part of the fleet” both
tactically and strategically. 25

The Air Ministry’s planned

elimination of naval cooperation squadrons confirmed
Beatty’s concern that the naval air contingent was
dependent upon the good will of a separate government
ministry.

In addition, he argued that the navy required a

comparatively small air contingent but with experience in
both air and naval matters. 26
The Air Ministry’s action of cutting the army and
naval cooperation squadrons along with the Geddes budget
reductions initiated a bitter fight among the three
services.

By January 1922, the Admiralty sided with the

War Office and called for the abolition of the Air Ministry
24
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for financial as well as strategic reasons.

On February 4,

1922, Worthington-Evans argued that parts of the Air
Ministry should be returned to the War Office:
I believe not only that this transfer would result in
the saving as far as the Army is concerned, of
anything up to ₤1½m a year but that real progress in
military aviation will be greater if the friction
inevitable between the older and newer services is
removed by an undivided responsibility and single
control. 27
Likewise, the Admiralty concurred with the army’s position
regarding the potential monetary savings by returning naval
aviation to their control.

In addition, the Admiralty also

recognized that the cuts to naval aviation proposed by the
Geddes Committee and the Royal Air Force essentially
eliminated the existence of naval aviation in Britain. 28
The leadership of the Royal Navy felt that naval aviation
would not develop adequately until they had own air service
administered within the Admiralty rather than in the Air
Ministry. 29
Faced by a unified attack from the two senior
services, Capt. Edgar Ludlow-Hewitt, who would later rise
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to lead Bomber Command at the outbreak of the World War II,
helped to craft the Air Ministry’s response to the Army and
Navy’s arguments.

In a series of notes in January 1922,

Ludlow-Hewit argued that the two services looked upon the
Air Force as a supplementary force and that, “they have
little conception of the independent power of the Air Force
to affect the result of a war.” 30

In addition, the two

services needed to realize that the air force was now an
essential and independent military arm:
The immense possibilities of air development in the
future, when fully understood, will render any
suggestion of splitting the Air up between the Navy
and the Army no more logical and no less absurd than a
suggestion to split up the Army between the Navy and
the Air Force. 31
Leaders of the Royal Navy understood perfectly the growing
military value of aircraft.

Why else was the service so

adamant about reconstituting the Royal Naval Air Service?
The navy needed to have a separate air component because
their air requirements would not be an Air Force priority.
The antiquated quality of the Fleet Air Arm’s equipment at
the beginning of World War II confirmed the Navy’s concerns
and the Air Force’s disinterest in developing naval
aircraft during the interwar period.

30
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Secretary of State for Air Frederick Guest wrote to
the cabinet that the hostility that was now emerging
between the services was against the public’s interest. 32
Guest worried that even though the Royal Air Force could
provide cost-effective security, the drastic cuts to the
service’s budget would retard technical development and
ultimately diminish national security. 33

Guest was also

concerned about the public’s perception of the war of words
between the Royal Navy and RAF.

He noted to the cabinet

that “I do not know that this perpetual controversy is good
for either of the services or that it leads to anything but
discord.” 34
Interestingly in the evaluation of the Geddes
reductions, Churchill’s sub-committee expressed concern
about their effect upon imperial air defense both in Europe
and the Pacific.

In Europe, the committee observed that

the British Isles were “practically without means of
defence against a Continental attack from the air.” 35
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committee also commented at length about the weakness of
Britain’s forces in the Pacific, where British possessions
were defenseless against any aggressive move by Japan.
Churchill’s report made a prophetic prediction regarding a
war with Japan:
Obviously we cannot hold Hong Kong in the event of a
war with Japan. Unless Singapore is adequately
protected before it is attacked, we cannot hold
Singapore. . . . If Singapore fell in the first two or
three months of a war the whole Pacific would fall
under the complete supremacy of Japan and many years
might elapse before either Britain or the United
States could re-enter that ocean in effective
strength. India, Burma, the Straits Settlements,
Australia, New Zealand are all at the present time
within the scope of potential Japanese superior
action. 36
Churchill’s continual references to Singapore and
Japanese aggression were made in regard to the British
postwar Pacific defense doctrine.

In February 1919,

Admiral of the Fleet John R. Jellicoe departed on an
imperial cruise with instructions to evaluate the future
needs of imperial naval defense.

Jellicoe recommended in

his four-volume report the construction of a major fleet
base at Singapore.

By transferring the bulk of the Royal

Navy to this location in an emergency, the approaches to
India, Australia, and New Zealand might be protected.
Committee,” C.P. 3692, CAB 24/132, (London: Swift Ltd.,
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Jellicoe’s conclusions received a positive reaction from
both the Australians and New Zealanders because the plan
focused on Pacific defense.

For the remainder of the

interwar period, the Royal Air Force would repeatedly make
attempts to include themselves in this strategy.

The

Pacific Dominions had to confront the contradiction in
British defense policy between limited military budgets and
armament reductions and the British commitment to Pacific
defense.
These contradictions became apparent to the
Australians, who realized that with the budget reductions
in Britain that they would become more responsible for
their own defense.

In the early months of 1922, Prime

Minister Hughes called for a reevaluation of the Dominion’s
defense needs and capabilities.

In regard to aviation, it

became the declared policy of the Australian government to
establish air defense bases in each of the country’s states
pending the availability of funding. 37
In April 1922, under directions from the prime
minister, and in reaction to international circumstances
and political events in Britain, the recently formed Royal
Australian Air Force Headquarters issued its first policy
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statement in regard to the Dominion’s air defense.
Australia’s immediate air defence policy would be based on
three main principles: that the Washington Conference
reduced but did not eliminate the possibility of war; the
Australian Parliament would strictly limit future defense
funding; and the service’s future budget was likely not to
exceed its current ₤328,000 annual budget. 38

With these

three restrictions placed upon the RAAF, the air force
ceased to exist as a significant military arm.

In response

to these pressures, the RAAF Headquarters decided to
concentrate its efforts on training personnel and the
construction of aviation infrastructure rather than buying
new equipment that would be subject to obsolescence. 39
Considering the pace of technical developments of aircraft
during the interwar period and the limited budget provided
to the air force, this was a reasoned approach.
In the immediate future, the RAAF Headquarters
personnel would be responsible for keeping up with
technical progress in aviation, studying existing and
developing new tactics, and, unlike the British model,
developing close cooperation with the other armed services.
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In addition, training a cadre of both pilots and mechanics
was crucial for the creation of an air force that would be
required to expand rapidly in the advent of a national
emergency.

This cadre would include individuals who were

involved in civil aviation.

Finally, the air force

leadership saw their small air force as a point defense
tool, envisioning a chain of airfields constructed
throughout the country.

These prepositioned airfields

would facilitate the allocation and concentration of
Australia’s limited number of aircraft to any threatened
region of the continent. 40

The 1922-1923 budget priority

was the purchase of land to construct an aircraft
maintenance depot outside Melbourne at Laverton.

This

depot was intended as the primary maintenance facility for
the air units based at Point Cook by conducting major
aircraft refits and overhauls.

The primitive

infrastructure at Point Cook made these types of repairs
more difficult.

In addition, the RAAF acquired land for a

new airbase outside Sydney.

For the RAAF, “it is

conceivable that the East Coast of Australia and Sydney in
particular may, in case of emergency, be nearer than

40
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Melbourne to the scene of operations.” 41

Sydney was a

rational choice because it was Australia’s most strategic
port, and the leadership of both the navy and the air force
believed that “there is no doubt that protection from enemy
aircraft will be necessary.” 42

An airbase at Sydney also

provided strategic advantages over Melbourne because it was
five hundred miles closer to the expected areas of future
operations on the sparsely populated northern coast of
Australia.
In 1922, there were no powers that could possible
threaten Australia or New Zealand from the air, land, or
sea.

The accepted view at that time was that Japan could

only conduct small raids or commerce attacks.

Land and

carrier-based aircraft were too primitive and were not
capable of producing serious harm.

The air strategy

adopted by the RAAF in 1922 recognized this and designed a
practical long-term policy.

Moreover, the service’s

leaders did not appear to be as concerned as the Royal Air
Force’s leadership with regard to their independent status.
The primary justification made by the British air power
advocates for an independent air force was the need for a
strategic bomber force to attack enemy production and
41
42
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transportation infrastructure independent from land or
naval actions.

Also the air force was the nation’s primary

defense against enemy bomber aircraft. 43

The military

realities of the Pacific tempered the RAAF’s ambitions for
independence.

Simply put, there were no strategic targets

within a realistic range of Australia.

Australia’s air

force leaders clearly viewed the force’s operations as
tactical -- directly in support of navy and army
operations.

The primary justification for the RAAF’s

independence was to insure that the force could develop in
a coordinated manner with the Royal Air Force.
Because of the tactical needs of Australia’s army and
navy, the RAAF concentrated on infrastructure improvements.
The bases needed for air defense would be in place for the
day when aircraft could threaten the Dominion or would
serve as staging areas to operate aircraft from more
forward locations.

This foresight proved most valuable

during the World War II when these bases were already
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available for Australian and American air operations in the
Southwest Pacific in 1942 and 1943. 44
By the summer of 1922, objections to the Geddes Axe
began to be heard in the British Parliament.

For several

months, Flight, the voice for aviation in Britain, printed
the transcripts of the debates.

On June 2, 1922 Sir

William Joynson-Hicks, a conservative MP who was an ardent
aviation supporter, asked Prime Minister Lloyd George what
the government’s policy was in regard to the “air
position.”

Major-General John Bernard Seely, the former

Under Secretary of State for Air, wondered what “steps to
ensure that our safety in the air shall receive full
consideration relative to our other defensive services?” 45
By September, the magazine reported that the few aircraft
in the air force’s inventory were down to reconditioned war
surplus aircraft and only a few experimental types. 46

In

response to these lines of questioning by parliament’s air
advocates, Lloyd George asked for their patience and
indicated that he was waiting for a report from the
Committee of Imperial Defence in regard to Britain’s and
44
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the Empire’s air security.

By October, these concerns for

the Royal Air Force were lost in the confusion brought
about by the collapse of Lloyd George’s government.
The crisis in Anatolia created by the Greek-Turkish
war now came to a head.

The Turkish forces commanded by

Mustapha Kemal threatened the British garrison stationed at
the village of Chanak and the neutrality of the Dardanelles
Straits.

If the British were to maintain this position,

they would require the support and military resources of
the entire Empire.

While the New Zealanders raised 12,000

troops for the operation, the Australians, Canadians, and
South Africans were not prepared blindly to follow
Britain. 47

When Lloyd George failed to secure the

Dominions’ military support, the garrison’s position became
untenable. 48

The Chanak Crisis was the last in a series of

political blunders by Lloyd George that finally convinced
the Conservatives to abandon his coalition government.

In

addition, the crisis also demonstrated that there were
cracks developing in imperial unity.
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the memory of the disaster of Gallipoli fresh in their
memory, were unwilling to support Britain in another
Turkish adventure.
When the Conservative government of Andrew Bonar Law
took power in October 1922, the new Secretary of State for
Air, Sir Samuel Hoare, attempted to correct the erosion of
the air force created by the Geddes cuts.

In an address

before the 1923 Air Conference, a meeting of Britain’s
foremost aviation corporate and government leaders, Hoare
spoke about the Royal Air Force’s declining strength.

In

his opinion, large military expenditures placed an
“intolerable burden upon trade and industry,” but were
necessary because “the world was still a dangerous place.” 49
Hoare contended that “Whether we like or not the greater
part of the national expenditure upon air must, for the
present, go to our military commitments of home and
Imperial defence.” 50
By March 1923, the erosion of the Royal Air Force’s
budget created by the Geddes Axe saw some reversal.

The

air estimates for that year saw a ₤1,116,000 increase from
the previous year.

49
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exclusively for the purchase of new aircraft. 51

With the

new increases, the Committee of Imperial Defence SubCommittee of National and Imperial Defence, members Lord
Peel, Secretary of State for India, Sir Samuel Hoare, and
Leo Amery, First Lord of the Admiralty, met that summer to
discuss the agenda of imperial defense matters for the 1923
Imperial Conference.

The growing insurgency throughout the

Middle East became the subcommittee’s primary defense
concern.

In this regard, the group believed that for the

immediate future the bulk of Royal Air Force’s strength
would remain in Egypt, Palestine, Iraq, and along the
Indian/Afghan border. 52

In regard to the Dominions, the

subcommittee believed that Dominion air forces should
complement the Royal Air Force in the unlikely event of a
war with a major power breaking out.

Sir Samuel Hoare

suggested that “one of the best means of helping the
Dominions would be by exchange of personnel.” 53

In Leo

Amery’s opinion, they needed to have the Dominions agree to
organize their forces in parallel with the Royal Air
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Force. 54

When the imperial ministers met in London in

September and October of 1923, the conference adopted the
stance put forward by Lord Peel’s subcommittee.
On October 4, 1923, the conference attendees issued a
detailed memorandum on the future of imperial air defense.
The conditions agreed to by the conference focused on ways
to provide mutual benefits in regard to personnel matters
and equipment.

The foremost concern was for each Dominion

to create an efficient peacetime air force organization and
staff structure so that each force could mutually assist
all imperial members in an emergency.

They concluded that:

If organisations have to be improvised, staffs
created, aircraft and equipment provided and plans
matured after the outbreak of war, the value of air
co-operation, however willingly and enthusiastically
given, will be greatly lessened. 55
To make certain that the air services of the empire meshed
with each other, the conference agreed that similar
training of personnel in areas of command, piloting, and
mechanics was essential.

The members of the conference

recognized that training expenses could “be out of all
proportion” to the sizes of the air force that each
Dominion might eventually maintain, so they agreed to
54
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establish a technical trade school for the Empire. 56

In

regard to the officer corps, a scheme for the training of
permanent and short service officers was agreed upon.

It

became each Dominion’s responsibility to select appropriate
candidates for training at the Royal Air Force War College
at Cranwell.

Following the successful completion of their

training, the graduates were expected to serve four years
in Royal Air Force units.

This system was expected to

benefit both the RAF and the Dominions’ air forces.
The personnel exchange outlined at the 1923 Imperial
Conference intended to support all members within the
imperial system.

The conference’s foremost interest was to

insure that the air force personnel from Britain and the
Dominions shared a common doctrine to “facilitate their
mutual co-operation.” 57

The Royal Air Force gained a large

pool of junior officers at no expense because their pay was
the responsibility of their Dominion of origin.

In return,

the Dominions would benefit because their pilots would gain
four years of operational experience at the expense of the
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Royal Air Force. 58

In regard to support services, the

system envisioned at the Imperial Conference proved to be
impractical because of the expense of sending and housing
the large number of students overseas.

In Australia they

attempted to solve this problem by insisting that any
individual wishing to join the RAAF as an aviation mechanic
had to possess previous technical training. 59

The results

were less than satisfactory; anyone with these trade skills
had a better opportunity in the private sector.
Another key agreement in regard to standardization
applied to aircraft and aircraft production.

Recognizing

that aviation would become an ever more important component
in the future defense of the Empire, the conference
concluded that the present dependence upon the obsolescent
war surplus aircraft needed to be corrected. 60

There was

also a growing concern that all aircraft production was
taking place only in Britain.

In the opinion of those

attending the conference, if there was a serious threat to
one of the Dominions, “this state of affairs might have
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grave results.” 61

There was a fear that the supply of

aircraft to the Dominions could be cut if they became
isolated.

To correct this potential threat, the conference

agreed to encourage the development of aircraft production
in each Dominion or at least establish a “nucleus industry”
capable of expansion in times of emergency. 62
Finally, the 1923 Imperial Conference insisted upon
the need to standardize completely the types of aircraft
and aircraft parts believing standardization would lower
production costs, and ease pilot training and transition
delays, resulting in a “great military advantage.” 63

The

push for standardization also included nomenclature,
aerodynamic and engine research, aircraft armament, and
electronic equipment. 64

Though this appeared to be a good

idea, in actuality it proved impractical.

Tactics and

equipment designed for Europe were unsuitable for the
geographic distances and climate in the Pacific.

The

Southwest Pacific was relegated to a secondary theater of
operations and did not receive a steady flow of war
material.
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equipment supplied to the Pacific Dominions came from the
United States, not from Great Britain.
By the end of 1923, there was growing alarm within the
British Air Ministry concerning the total absence of any
aviation arm in New Zealand.

Earlier in the year, on June

14, New Zealand formed the New Zealand Permanent Air Force
(NZPAF) and its auxiliary, or territorial element, the New
Zealand Air Force (NZAF).

The NZPAF consisted of only

fifteen aircraft that included two Bristol fighters, two
deHavilland DH4s and four DH9s, and seven antiquated Avro
504 trainers and the NZAF had no aircraft but 104 reserve
officers. 65

On November 7, 1923, Deputy Chief of the Air

Staff, Air Commodore John N. Steel, chaired a conference
with members of the Air Staff and New Zealand’s
representative, Rear Admiral Alan Hotham, to determine how
best to correct the problem.

In addition, the conference

attendees identified the best method for the Royal Air
Force and the New Zealand air force to cooperate with each
other in the event of a war or smaller conflict.

Rear

Admiral Hotham recognized that “the present state of
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aviation in New Zealand was almost negligible.” 66

From Air

Commodore Steel’s viewpoint, New Zealand needed to take
some small steps to create a nucleus for an air arm. 67
Admiral Hotham was skeptical that New Zealand really
required a separate air force because such a force would be
an adjunct to ground or naval force.

In addition, a

standing air force was impractical for New Zealand because
all of the Dominion’s armed forces were organized “on a
militia basis.”
New Zealand’s reluctance to establish an air force
began to frustrate the British Air Ministry.

Trenchard

himself became involved and offered to assist the Dominion
with the development of an air force and assign a permanent
RAF officer to advise the government on air matters. 68
Unfortunately for Trenchard, the Dominion’s leadership was
unwilling to make expensive commitments in cash or
personnel to form an extensive air defense component.

In a

terse reply to the offer, Secretary of the Air Ministry
Walter F. Nicholson informed Trenchard that “Admiral Alan
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Hotham expressed the view that it was premature to consider
extensive schemes of co-operation as regards personnel
since the flying service in that Dominion [NZ] was still in
its infancy.” 69
still-born.

Essentially, New Zealand’s air force was

Several years would pass before the country

made any progress regarding air defense.
By the imperial conference of 1923, it was clear that
the Geddes Axe cut too deep into the operating budget of
the Royal Air Force.

In retrospect, Geddes’s ten-year

assumption that no major war would be fought was
surprisingly accurate.

Without the advantage of hindsight,

there was a growing concerning within the Conservative
government that the cuts went too far and that some
reversals were required.

There was also a growing

consensus that the strength of the RAF was lacking
particularly in regard to Britain’s closest neighbor,
France.

New calls from the Air Ministry for air parity

emerged but realizing them would have to wait.

Political

change came in Britain with the advent of Ramsay
MacDonald’s first Labour government, which did not support
rearmament.
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CHAPTER 6
AIR DEFENSE AND THE LABOUR PARTY: SINGAPORE AND THE 1926
IMPERIAL CONFERENCE
1924-1926

The policy of the Labour Government in throwing over
the Singapore scheme, and at the same time voting more
money for the aerial defence of this country, was not
understood in the Dominions, where it had an
unfortunate effect. Unless we could satisfy the
Dominions that we were working on some consistent
policy, we’re not likely to obtain their financial cooperation. 1
Commander C. Dennis Burney
By 1924, it appeared that many of the animosities
between the powers of France, Germany, and Great Britain
were on the decline.

Even the Chiefs of the Imperial

General Staff could not contemplate conditions in the
current atmosphere that could instigate another major war
except for “the small wars incidental to our Imperial
position.” 2

Even so, planning for national defense in the

event of war continued.

1

Ramsay MacDonald was determined to
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2

achieve his foreign policy objectives through international
cooperation.

MacDonald brokered an agreement between

France and Germany to end the French occupation of the
Ruhr, gained French acceptance of the Dawes Plan to
restructure German reparation payments, opened negotiations
with Soviet Russia, and supported international security
through the League of Nations. 3
When MacDonald came to power, he confronted two
courses of action in regard to imperial air defense; parity
with France or disarmament.

British air strategy at this

time was based on Stanley Baldwin’s supposition that,
“British air power must include a home-defence Air Force of
sufficient strength adequately to protect us against air
attacks by the strongest air forces within striking
distance of this country.” 4

Because France possessed the

largest air force in Europe and was within striking
distance of Britain, the French air force became the
standard to judge Britain’s air strength.

For MacDonald

and the Labour government, disarmament was a reasonable and
primary means to reduce international tension and
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competition.

Parity no longer was a necessity.

Before

Labour came to power in January 1924, the previous June,
MacDonald had called for limiting air armaments along lines
“similar to the Treaty of Washington.” 5

Before any formal

statement by MacDonald’s government regarding the future
direction of Britain’s defenses, the Air Staff assumed that
drastic air defense cuts would take place.

In

anticipation, the Air Staff prepared a long memorandum for
MacDonald on the hazards of limiting air armaments.

The

views expressed in this memo echoed many of the arguments
and difficulties that were made at the Washington
Conference, such as limiting air force budgets, the number
of squadrons, an aircraft’s lift capacity, and engine
displacement. 6

In addition, the Air Staff claimed that

unlike naval construction, it was nearly impossible to
monitor a nation’s air force structure.

In point of fact,

the air attachés in British embassies throughout the world
sent back remarkably detailed reports about their host
nation’s aviation activities.

Another dubious assertion

put forward by the Air Staff, claimed that air power skewed
traditional military power structures by allowing smaller
5
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nations or those of limited economic means to achieve
greater strength by substituting air forces for more
expensive navies and armies.

Finally, the Air Staff argued

that for the above reasons it would not be possible to
obtain international agreements in regard to limiting air
forces. 7

Once again, the British Air Staff disregarded the

infrastructure expenses, such as factories, the large
skilled work force, and the airbases required to build and
operate a modern air force.

Such expenses would be just as

daunting for a “small” nation as those required to build a
substantial naval force.

In addition, existing aviation

technology simply did not enable air forces to deliver the
“knockout” blow that the air power advocates envisioned.
In comments regarding the Air Staff’s memorandum, the
vast majority of the Royal Air Force officers who critiqued
the draft supported the Air Staff’s opinion. 8
however, some dissent regarding the paper.

There was,

Air Vice-

Marshal Henry Brooke-Popham, Commandant of the RAF Staff
College, warned the Air Staff that it was not in the best
interest of the service to take such a stance with
MacDonald’s government, warning “that the non-possumus
attitude adopted by the memorandum is unwise in view of the
7
8
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present attitude of mind of the Government.” 9

The Air Staff

did not have to wait long before they learned the position
of the MacDonald government regarding the air defense of
Britain and the Empire, but the result was unexpected.
A heated debate in Parliament on February 19, 1924,
forced the Labour government to make known its position
regarding Britain’s air defense.

The debate opened by the

former Conservative Air Minister, Samuel Hoare, who asked
the Under-Secretary of State for Air, William Leach, if the
Labour government would keep in place his December 1923
program to expand the Royal Air Force to 52 squadrons. 10
Leach’s reply noted the Labour party’s aversion to the use
and buildup of military armaments, which created
instability rather then security:
Preparedness is not the best weapon in diplomacy. The
best weapon in diplomacy is to have a sound and
righteous cause. I always think that preparedness
indicates a fear of one’s neighbours, a disbelief in
the righteousness of the intentions of those
neighbours. 11
Leach’s philosophy on international relations was
idealistic and the continuing mistrust of nations toward
9
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one another made his position untenable.

Even MacDonald

did not recommend a policy of unilateral disarmament.
Dissatisfied with his response, Hoare and the opposition
continued to press Leach on the matter.

In an interesting

twist, with the question concerning air defense and the
1924-1925 Air Estimates being brought to a vote, there was
a real possibility of the government losing.
Leach acquiesced to the pressure of the opposition and
maintained the previous government’s policy. 12

He cautioned

the members that if there was a chance to reach an
international agreement in the direction of aerial
disarmament the Labour government would take full advantage
of the opportunity. 13

In regard to an arms race, Leach

warned: “If we continue to put fear at the helm and folly
at the prow we shall steer straight for the next war.” 14
Some members of the Tory opposition were somewhat
sympathetic to Leach’s views.

Maj. Gen. John E. Seely, in

particular, seemed to admire Labour’s stance in regard to
disarmament and international cooperation stating that, “It
seems to me that unless some of that idealism can be

12
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translated into action we shall never make any progress.” 15
Seely was not prepared to trust other powers in regard to
imperial security.

For Seely, the unified strength of the

Empire was Britain’s greatest asset in any negotiation.
During this debate regarding the Royal Air Force, Seely
appealed to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, James
Henry Thomas, to persuade the Dominions’ leadership to
cooperate in the establishment of an “adequate” imperial
air defense. 16

Lt. Commander C. Dennis Burney was less than

congenial in regard to Dominion cooperation with imperial
aerial defense demanding that “We should make the Dominions
do their share of the economic upkeep of our defence
forces.

They do not do it to-day in any respect in

comparison with the taxation upon this country.” 17
The Labour government’s 1924-1925 Air Estimates aimed
to expand the air force while attempting to remain fiscally
responsible.

Under Secretary of State for Air Leach agreed

with the expansion of fifteen new squadrons to be completed
by the end of the budget cycle in April 1925 and in
achieving an ultimate goal of expanding the Royal Air Force
by thirty-four squadrons.

15
16
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To attain this, Labour increased
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the air estimates by ₤2,500,000 from the previous year. 18
To realize savings while expanding the air force, thirteen
of these new squadrons would consist of a new reserve
formation or the Auxiliary Air Force.

The structure of the

auxiliary force would be formulated in similar fashion to
the Territorial units of the British Army. 19
During a subsequent debate on the air estimates, Leach
now found himself arguing with the pacifist wing within the
Labour party.

The government’s policy corresponded in most

respects to the Conservative policy of Sir Samuel Hoare.
The general trend of the criticism that followed was that
the government was ostensibly planning to carry on the
agenda of the previous government and that what it proposed
to do would send the country down the dangerous path of an
aerial arms race particularly with France.

Leach now found

himself having to defend the government’s policy to his own
party’s back benchers arguing, that he could not ask that
Britain unilaterally “disarm” itself. 20

The 1924-1925 Air

Estimates submitted by Labour passed by a wide margin with
strong support from the opposition.
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Even though there was growing interest in the use of
air power to defend the Empire in the early 1920s, the
Royal Navy remained the primary symbol and force of British
imperial strength.

On March 25, 1924, MacDonald made a

clear departure from the previous government in regard to
the Empire’s Far Eastern defenses.

In parliament, he

announced the cancellation of further construction of the
Singapore naval base.

Ten days before this formal

announcement, Secretary of State for the Colonies, James
Henry Thomas, informed the Dominions’ leadership of the
reasoning behind the government’s decision to cancel the
Singapore base:
It seemed clear, apart from any other considerations,
that to continue the development of the Naval Base at
Singapore would hamper the establishment of this
confidence [to allay international suspicions] and lay
our good faith open to suspicion. As a result we
should almost inevitably drift into a condition of
mistrust and competition of armaments in the Far
East. 21
The governments of Australia and New Zealand were dismayed
by the new British stance.

The Australian Governor-

General, Sir Henry William Forster, conveyed the Australian
response:

21
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will be done to the Empire’s prestige, the confidence of
smaller nations will be shattered, the ambitions of lesser
powers will be increased, and deep distrust will be caused
throughout the whole Empire.” 22

Admiral Jellicoe, author of

the Singapore base plan and now serving as New Zealand’s
Governor-General, delivered the most vehement protest:
On behalf of New Zealand, I protest earnestly against
the proposal to make Singapore a strong and safe naval
station being abandoned, because I believe that as
long as Britain holds supremacy of the seas the Empire
will stand, but if Britain loses naval supremacy, the
Empire may fall to the detriment of not only its own
people but of humanity as a whole. 23
With the Labour government’s decision to suspend the
construction of the Singapore naval base, the Australians
recognized the need to become more self-sufficient in their
own defenses.

At the beginning of 1924, Australia had no

active defense policy except the assumption of British
assistance.

Britain’s suspension of the Singapore base

coincided with a series of events in the Pacific that
confirmed Australian fears of Japan.

In April 1924, the

Sempill British Aviation Mission to Japan reported Japan’s
22
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advances in aviation, noting the operations of the Hosho,
the first aircraft carrier in the world built from the keel
up and the expansion of Japan’s carrier force.

The

conversion of the battlecruiser hulls of the Amagi, Akagi,
and Kaga to aircraft carriers (as agreed upon at the
Washington Conference) was nearing completion. 24

The Akagi

and Kaga became the nucleus of Japan’s carrier forces
during World War II though the Amagi would later be
destroyed in an earthquake.

That same spring, both the

Canadians and Americans closed their borders to new
Japanese immigration.

At the League of Nations, moreover,

Japan now openly challenged the “White Australia Policy.”
All of these actions combined confirmed Australian fears
that Japan might then turn on the Pacific’s largest and
least populated region. 25
The Air Staff in Britain in 1925 wrote several
assessments of the threat posed by new Japanese aircraft
carriers against British interests in the Pacific.

In

their view, Japan would be unlikely to jeopardize their
aircraft carriers in a direct attack against Australian
ports because of the risk to the ships as well as the
24
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limited scale of bombing that carrier-borne aircraft could
deliver. 26

In the opinion of the Air Staff, a more likely

scenario would be for the Japanese carriers to be used in
blockade and attacks on British, Australian, and New
Zealand merchant shipping. 27

The probability of air attack

against New Zealand was even more remote.

In regard to a

major war in the Pacific, the Air Staff felt that an attack
by surface ships against New Zealand was more likely and
the country would remain isolated for a number of weeks or
months before a significant British relief force could
arrive.

In this scenario, the Air Staff felt that New

Zealand would be best served by concentrating their
aviation efforts in reconnaissance and torpedo bombers. 28
Defending Australia with its own naval force, while
attractive to the Dominion’s defense planners, was cost
prohibitive.

The belief that aircraft offered the Dominion

an inexpensive defense remained a principal consideration
for the Dominion’s military leaders.

Australia’s new Prime

Minister Stanley M. Bruce, believed that Australia could

26
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disregard sea defense altogether and rely instead upon air
power. 29
Since the gift of the war surplus aircraft in 1919,
the Australian government had failed to maintain and
upgrade its air force.

By 1924, the Royal Australian Air

Force deteriorated beyond obsolete.

The RAAF at this time

consisted of 65 officers and 300 men and it had only two
machines fit for war. 30

With the focus of defense spending

on capital improvements such as the purchase of land for
airfields, the Air Force had not kept pace with aircraft
developments since the war.

In addition, while the country

demonstrated an ability to manufacture aircraft during the
war and the immediate post war period, the lack of
government and private orders forced all of these firms
into liquidation. 31
In March 1924, the Australian Council of Defence met
to reexamine the Dominion’s defenses and attempted to
reverse the decline of the previous five years.

With the

new concerns, the Australian Defence Ministry prepared to
recondition the air force’s current equipment and to

29
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provide funds to purchase more modern types of aircraft.
The Australians’ de Havilland DH9 army cooperation and
light bombers as well as their Fairey 3D naval cooperation
aircraft were particularly in need of replacement. 32

Even

though the members of the Australian Defence Council
recognized the inadequacy of the Royal Australian Air
Force, Defence Minister Eric K. Bowden pointed out that “it
was not likely that we should get more money for the Air
Force.” 33
In June 1924, the Air Board and the RAAF delivered a
paper to the government reporting on the force’s current
condition.

The board offered a grim assessment of the

force’s condition, indicating that “Australia cannot yet be
said to possess even a reasonably satisfactory foundation
on which to build up an adequate Force for its Air
Defence.” 34

Australia’s budget was still too limited to

correct the situation.

Even if the air force could

recondition existing equipment, there would still be only a
sufficient number of aircraft to keep three flights of six
airplanes operational for approximately eight months under

32
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war conditions. 35

Without making any specific numerical

commitments, the government agreed at least to expand the
pool of available pilots and mechanics. 36

By the end of

1924, the Royal Australian Air Force’s existing squadrons
were reequipped and “brought up to their normal
establishments.” 37
As the Australians recognized the inadequacy of their
air force, they attempted to make corrections.
Zealand there was no such concern.

In New

Even the British Labour

government, like its Conservative predecessor, expressed
concern for the lack of any semblance of an air force in
New Zealand.

On January 16, 1924, the Air Ministry sent

New Zealand’s Air Board a request to participate in the air
training scheme outlined at the 1923 Imperial Conference.
New Zealand officials “expressed the view that it was
premature at the present time to consider extensive schemes
of co-operation as regards personnel.” 38
In November 1924, Britain’s first experience with a
Labour government ended.

35

The Conservatives under Stanley
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Baldwin returned to power with a wide majority in
Parliament.

By the middle of December the new Baldwin

ministry repeated the RAF’s offer to train New Zealand’s
pilots and officers.

They recognized that, “present

financial position does not permit [the New Zealand
government] to take immediate advantage of the offer, they
hope that the may be enabled to do so . . . in the ensuing
year.” 39
With the return of the Conservative government to
office, so too came the revival of their defense policies.
Because the Labour government had adopted their plans in
respect to the Royal Air Force there was some continuity.
Baldwin’s government supported resuming construction of the
Singapore naval base, but it focused on the review of its
design and scope with no real progress in physical
construction.

In connection with this naval base, the

Royal Air Force was asked to begin planning for the
construction of a large air station. 40

This request to some

extent was significant because the Singapore proposals to
this point had been exclusively a naval matter and for the

39
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first time the RAF’s imperial defense responsibilities
would stretch into the Pacific.

Even with the continuance

of the Singapore strategy, the Committee of Imperial
Defence did not consider a war between the British and
Japanese Empires as a serious contingency for the next ten
years. 41

This view was also confirmed by the Foreign

Minister, Austin Chamberlain, who agreed that resumption of
the Singapore base was a prudent measure for imperial
communication and defense but also viewed the prospect of
war in the Far East as “very remote.” 42
In February 1925, Air Minister Sir Samuel Hoare
introduced the government’s Air Estimates for 1925-1926.
Once again, the Royal Air Force received a modest budget
increase of ₤652,000 with ₤2,500,000 specifically directed
for the purchase of new aircraft and ₤1,500,000 for naval
aircraft. 43

The majority of Britain’s air force and naval

aircraft were woefully obsolete.

When Hoare presented the

Air Estimates to Parliament, he introduced the Royal Air

41
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Force’s new concept of a ready mobile defense for the
Empire:
I would ask the honorable members to keep constantly
in their minds the great potentialities of air power
for Empire defence. If we could succeed in putting
our Empire defence upon a more mobile basis, might we
not save both large numbers of men and great sums of
money? 44
With several years of operational experience in Iraq
and Afghanistan, Air Minister Hoare also referred to a
successful army/air force cooperation.

In May 1924, the

RAF transported a fully armed contingent of sixty-six
officers and men of the Inniskilling Fusiliers from Baghdad
to Kirkuk who quickly quelled clashes between the local
Christian and Muslim groups. 45

In another instance, the

combined use of air and military forces where aircraft
bombed the insurgents and directed the ground forces to
trouble spots through reconnaissance, helped to subdue a
local insurgency. 46

In Hoare’s opinion, the government

should encourage the development of large aircraft to
increase further the mobility of even larger forces and
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help “solve the problem of defending a vast Empire at a
period when we are short both of men and of money.” 47
In the subsequent debates over the Air Estimates, Maj.
Gen. John Davidson, Conservative M.P. for Hemel Hampstead,
supported Hoare’s concept of mobile defense, noting, “We
are defending our strategic points in an expensive and
inefficient manner by maintaining fixed armament defences
instead of utilising aircraft.” 48

Davidson accepted the air

power advocates’ assumptions and did not take into account
the technical limitations of aircraft of the period, the
expenses of infrastructure, and the manpower requirements
of a modern air force.
Inexpensive and mobile imperial defense became the
emerging theme for the Air Staff.

In a meeting of the

Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee, Hugh Trenchard argued that
aircraft could become the primary weapon in the defense of
the Singapore naval base.

He alleged that the estimated

₤1,250,000 for the fifteen-inch naval gun emplacements
would be a fraction of the actual costs. 49

In addition, a

Japanese invasion fleet’s capital ships would be
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particularly dependent upon lightly armored auxiliary ships
that would “offer an easy target to attack by aeroplanes,”
at least one-hundred fifty miles away from their intended
target. 50

Trenchard’s views were opposed by the First Sea

Lord, Admiral David Beatty, who noted that the Air Staff
needed to put forward concrete proposals rather than
present abstract concepts and by Chief of the Imperial
General Staff Lord Caven, who thought that the base would
require only the necessary reconnaissance aircraft to spot
for the guns. 51

In his opinion, “bombers and torpedo-

carrying aeroplanes would be unnecessary [and] the
provision of those types of aircraft would be in the nature
of a luxury and not a necessity.” 52

All of the chiefs were

guilty of blindly defending the responsibilities of their
particular service.

Successful military operations would

require the close cooperation and coordination of the three
services and interservice bickering hindered the successful
defense of the empire.
In a major address before Cambridge University on
April 29, 1925, Trenchard delineated the current status of

50
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the Royal Air Force and what he saw as its future in the
defense of the Empire:
If there were aerodromes suitably arranged and built,
even though they cost a few millions, it would save in
expenditure. You need not tie air squadrons in every
spot of the British Empire to defend it, and so long
as you have these facilities and arrangements the
actual unit becomes very mobile and will be a thousand
times still more mobile when great aircraft carriers
of the future come into being. 53
The Air Ministry and the Royal Air Force would continue to
make the case that the service provided a mobile and
economic defense for the Empire.

Trenchard’s proposals for

a mobile defense and the reexamination of the Singapore
concepts opened a new dissension among Britain’s Chiefs of
Staff.
Before the creation of the Royal Air Force, navy and
army responsibilities were clearly defined in regard to
port defense.

The navy’s responsibility was to defend

imperial ports by intercepting hostile naval force at sea.
The immediate security of any port was the charge of the
local army garrison whose duties included operating coastal
defense batteries as well as repelling any invasion force.
Trenchard’s ideas about Singapore and Pacific defense,
alienated both services and disrupted their traditional
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balance.

Trenchard claimed that aircraft could cover local

port defenses by replacing the expensive gun batteries with
aircraft as well as using them to augment or even supplant
the navy’s interdiction responsibilities. 54
Throughout the spring and summer of 1925, the British
Chiefs of Staff continued to bicker about their respective
roles in regard to Singapore and the Empire’s Pacific
defenses.

On one point the chiefs were in agreement.

They

now viewed Japan as the one power that could and would
threaten the status quo in the Pacific.

Admiral Beatty

believed the Japanese to be:
A race who considered themselves to possess a mission
in this world and were a military race from beginning
to end. . . .He [Beatty] considered that the menace
from Japan was most serious and that to believe that
there was no possibility of war during the next ten
years was in reality living in a fool’s paradise. 55
The Chiefs of Staff Committee also noted a new airbase
that the Japanese had began on Formosa which they believed
was a clear violation of Article 19 of the Washington
Treaty that forbade the expansion and construction of
military facilities south of Japan.

At a distance of 300

miles from Hong Kong, the base was still just beyond the
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operational range of the larger military planes in 1925,
but the chiefs recognized that continuing improvements in
aircraft would eventually place this important port in
jeopardy.

Lord Cavan reported that the current state of

the Formosan aerodrome was in “somewhat bad order” and that
the Japanese planes based there were used only for internal
policing. 56

Likewise, Air Marshal Trenchard was not quite

as concerned, indicating that the Japanese were at least
ten years away from developing aircraft that could threaten
Hong Kong.

Trenchard was prepared to abandon Hong Kong in

the face of any Japanese military strike.

Once the

Japanese base became operational, the geographic
limitations of Hong Kong would prevent the RAF from basing
a significant force at the port that could prevent or limit
Japanese air attacks. 57

The British Chiefs of Staff

concluded that there was no action that could be taken:
although the Japanese Air station at Formosa as at
present equipped does not constitute a menace,
nevertheless, it contains essential elements which
could rapidly be expanded into a formidable military
air base and its existence can consequently be held to
be a violation of Article 19 of the Washington Treaty.
It is desirable that the Foreign Office should enter a
protest on the first convenient opportunity, but it is
recognised that the appropriate moment for such action
56
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must be subordinated to wider considerations of which
the Foreign Office are the judge. 58
As for the Singapore base, considered by all the
Chiefs of Staff as pivotal to the Empire’s eastern
defenses, Trenchard was not prepared to station a
significant RAF force there.

Only a small airfield

maintenance staff of thirty officers and men would be
assigned to Singapore.

Touting the advantages of air

mobility, the RAF’s Pacific defense aircraft would be
stationed somewhere in India and moved to Singapore in the
event of a security crisis or threat from the Japanese. 59
Trenchard believed doing so would provide cost benefits for
the government and would not antagonize the Japanese even
though the British airbase at Singapore would remain. 60
Air Marshal Trenchard also envisioned a growing need
for the participation of the Royal Australian Air Force in
that country’s and the Empire’s Pacific defense.

Despite

the potential threat of the new Japanese aircraft carriers,
Trenchard still believed that, “Australia is in no danger
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of being attacked by Air.” 61

Even so, Trenchard thought

that if the Australians expanded the country’s aviation
infrastructure and provided more money to expand the force,
Australia would be in a position more adequately to defend
itself from invasion than was possible under existing
methods. 62

Trenchard concluded that:

The Air could amplify and partially replace some of
the functions of the Navy and Army, it should be
possible to obtain a more efficient defence of
Australia itself, and a system of greater value to the
Empire as a whole with no increase in cost. In order
to render effective such an inter-connected scheme, it
would be necessary that for a term of years, the air
should be allotted a reasonable proportion, say onethird, of the funds available for defence; I feel
convinced that the deterrent to Japanese aggression
would exceed that now provided, at a cost not
exceeding the existing defence votes. 63
The rhetoric coming from Whitehall in regard to
potential reductions in overseas commitments made it
obvious to the Pacific Dominions that they would have to
become more dependent upon themselves for defense.

The

false arguments that aviation provided an economical method
of defense still appealed to the Australian leadership.
The concept of mobile air defense or a rapid reaction force
outlined by Trenchard was always a contingency for the
Air Marshal Sir Hugh Trenchard, 18 September 1925,
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Australians.

They believed that a small well-trained air

force could move to prepositioned airfields at any
threatened location.

These air units then could augment

the local land and naval forces.

It was clear that

Australia’s small budget could not afford an expansion of
the nation’s permanent air force.
On July 1, 1925, the Royal Australian Air Force
created three new squadrons in an attempt to bolster its
diminishing air defenses.

No. 1 and No. 3 Composite

Squadrons consisted of a flight of day bombers, a flight of
army cooperation aircraft, and a flight of single-seat
fighters.

No. 101 Squadron, located at Point Cook,

contained fleet cooperation aircraft.

These new squadrons

became the origin of the Australian Citizen Air Force
(CAF). 64

The personnel framework of the CAF squadrons

consisted of one-third permanent air force members and the
remaining two-thirds were reservists. 65

Those who joined

the CAF were obligated to serve eight years: four years
actively in the CAF and the remaining four in reserve.

The

CAF was essentially an air militia subject to call up
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during a national emergency and, like Britain’s Auxiliary
Air Force, it would depend upon volunteers to fill the
ranks.

The Australians hoped that the CAF would become a

low-cost solution to expand their air force but the CAF was
of questionable military value.

These units’ subsequent

and highly publicized accidents and lack of military
discipline earned the force the reputation and nickname of
the “Flying Club.” 66
By the fall of 1926, the Royal Australian Air Force
made some progress toward expansion.

In August the RAAF’s

annual budget more then doubled from ₤347,000 to ₤728,000.
The dramatic increase was a result of ₤250,000 directed for
the purchase of a flight of nine Supermarine Seagull patrol
aircraft and a naval seaplane carrier, H.M.A.S. Albatross,
to service these aircraft. 67

In addition, the RAAF planned

for a steady increase in personnel.

By 1929, the

Australians intended to expand the permanent air force from
89 officers and 780 airmen to 110 officers and 872 airmen,
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and expand the Citizen’s Air Force from 54 officers and 259
airmen to 98 officers and 456 airmen. 68
While the Australians demonstrated a small but serious
effort to expand their air force, New Zealand’s lack of any
substantial force remained a concern for the British Air
Staff.

With four officers and eleven airmen and about 100

pilots in reserve, one military airfield located at
Christchurch and only eighteen operational aircraft of all
war types, the Royal New Zealand Air Force was simply not
considered in imperial military calculations. 69
In late 1925 and into early 1926, European tensions
eased as the League of Nations seemed to function smoothly
and the Locarno Pact reduced Franco-German animosity.

The

British Chiefs of the Staff therefore began a top to bottom
reassessment of British and imperial defense priorities.
Even the Committee of Imperial Defence concurred with a
report by the Foreign Office that “there is no present
reason to anticipate a war among the Great Powers of

68
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Europe.” 70

With this as a consideration, Trenchard argued

that the Empire’s chief defense priority should be directed
against Japan.
With the introduction of the 1926-1927 air estimates
the fifty-two squadron expansion plan had to be curtailed.
While the Royal Air Force’s budget saw an overall increase
of ₤486,000 from the 1925 estimates, the need for
government economies and the reduction of international
tensions made it more difficult to justify such growth.
The most dramatic cut introduced by the Air Ministry was
the reduction of money for the Fleet Air Arm from
₤1,320,000 in the 1925 budget to ₤299,800 in 1926. 71

Even

if the government wished to continue with its expansion
plans, it would not have been possible.

Secretary for Air

Hoare had to admit during his introduction of the air
estimates that the RAF was unable to meet its expansion
goals.

The inability to recruit personnel to fill the

needed slots, the lack of airfields to base the expanded
force, and the need for more training facilities and
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equipment all combined to restrain any growth. 72

For

Secretary Hoare the RAF’s expansion plans remained in place
but were now subject to a “temporary deferment.” 73
With expansion on hold, the Air Ministry and the RAF’s
leadership focused greater attention on air mobility in
regard to the service’s role in imperial defense.

In

series of speeches before the Royal Academy and the British
Empire League, Secretary Hoare argued that with a wellmarked imperial route structure RAF squadrons could move
swiftly from one imperial territory to another. 74

According

to Hoare, for this vital communication system to be
economically viable and practical required the active
support and participation by the Dominions. 75

At the end of

the summer of 1926, the celebrated British aviator, Sir
Alan Cobham, made a dramatic flight from England to
Australia and back.

Cobham’s success seemed to support the

Air Ministry’s position in regard to imperial air
communication and defense.
At the end of 1926, the Dominions’ prime ministers
traveled once again to London to meet for another imperial
72
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conference.

Of the many agenda items discussed at these

meetings, one of the central defense issues was aviation.
In preparation for the meeting Cabinet Secretary Maurice
Hankey specified a focus on “Air Policy generally and in
particular the progress made with Air Defence and also the
proposed development and co-ordination of Strategic Air
Routes for purposes of Empire Defence and Communications.” 76
In regard to the progress of air defense by the Pacific
Dominions there was reason for both optimism and pessimism
for the British Air Ministry.
In his address to Dominion premiers at the Imperial
Conference, Trenchard again emphasized the theme of mobile
air defense.

He recognized that a system of linked

airfields was ambitious and expensive but if they were
built methodically in peacetime, in the event of a crisis
the network would be available. 77

At the end of the

conference, the ministers came to a general agreement in
regard to the Empire’s air defense, reconfirming proposals
from the 1923 conference to maintain an imperial standard
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for equipment, training, and doctrine. 78

In addition there

was a general consensus to establish Trenchard’s airfield
network and to place regional air defense needs in the
hands of the respective Dominions. 79
During the period from Ramsay MacDonald’s first
premiership to the 1926 Imperial Conference there was a
growing recognition of the value of aircraft for imperial
defense.

Successful aerial operations, particularly in the

Middle East, seemed to bolster the Air Ministry claims of
an inexpensive imperial defense.

Once again, the upstart

Royal Air Force infringed upon the traditional defense
spheres of the British Army in regard to port defense and
the Royal Navy’s protection of the British Isles from
invasion and safeguarding imperial trade routes.

While the

goal of fifty-two combat squadrons remained a consistent,
though modest, goal through the successive Labour and
Conservative ministries, the ability of Britain to achieve
this benchmark was not possible.

The Royal Air Force could

not attract the personnel to fill its permanent ranks, the
continuing postwar apathy towards the military and the long
78
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seven-year enlistment were the principal reasons cited for
public disinterest in joining the air force.

The creation

of part-time Auxiliary Air Force in Britain and the Citizen
Air Force in Australia were attempts to solve this problem.
While the British Auxiliary Air Force units demonstrated
some success in attracting personnel, the poor operational
record of the CAF indicated its questionable value as a
supplementary fighting force for the RAAF.

Even with the

minor expansion of the both the RAF and the RAAF with
auxiliary units, the easing of international animosities of
the period made it difficult to justify an air force of the
size proposed by the Air Staff.
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CHAPTER 7
IMPERIAL AIR MOBILITY, THE SALMOND REPORT, AND AIR MARSHAL
TRENCHARD’S LAST SALVO
1927-1929

Even when the present programme of expansion has been
completed, and, even reckoning upon the co-operation
the air forces of Australia, Canada, and South Africa,
our Empire air power will remain all too small for its
responsibilities. . . . In the meantime it is of
prime importance to compensate for smallness of
numbers by extra mobility. 1
Maj. F.A. de V. Robertson
Consideration of international conflict was hardly a
priority for Stanley Baldwin’s government from 1927 to
1929.

With the Locarno Treaty in place, the signing of the

Kellogg-Briand Pact renouncing war, and new disarmament
discussions planned and taking place, large and expensive
armament programs seemed a waste of the taxpayer’s money.
With the need for budget savings, military funding was
directed elsewhere, and the British adopted a tacit policy
of unilateral disarmament.

1

With spending cuts looming and
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the potential for conflict among the services for limited
monetary resources, the leadership at the Air Ministry and
within the Royal Air Force attempted to design a plan of
Imperial defense that took these realities into account.
For the Royal Air Force “air mobility” was touted as the
fundamental operational concept.
The 1927-1928 Air Estimates demonstrated these growing
budgetary pressures upon the service.

At the end of the

1926 -1927 budget cycle, the service was subject to a
“super cut” and returned ₤500,000 of unspent funds to the
Treasury originally intended for equipment and personnel
for four new squadrons approved in the 1923 expansion
scheme. 2

These squadrons were never created because the RAF

could not attract enough recruits, and there was little
chance that the recruiting conditions would change.
Postwar apathy toward the military, the long seven-year
enlistment cycles, and poor pay rates were the most likely
causes for the RAF’s inability to draw personnel.

This

resulted in the decision to reduce its 1927-1928 Estimates
by ₤450,000. 3

One segment of the Air Estimates that did

expand was ₤92,000 designated for Imperial air
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communications links or airfields. 4

This was first

significant amount of money directed to the imperial air
route system.
When the Secretary of State for Air, Samuel Hoare,
presented the air estimates to Parliament, he now placed
“the greatest possible importance to the development of
these strategic air routes, which are essential to the
effective and economical employment of the Air Arm in the
field of Imperial defence.” 5

In addition to the ₤92,000 for

airfield development and construction, another ₤30,000 was
designated for the RAF to conduct a series of long-distance
flights to South Africa, India, and the Far East. 6

Though

an air route system had been discussed in the past, it did
not receive the money required to make it practical because
of the quality of available aircraft.

Developing this

imperial air route system now became a top priority for
Hoare, who gained a clear understanding and firsthand
experience of the system’s commercial and military
potential when he participated in the inaugural flight
opening the route from Britain to India.

The flight left

England on December 27, 1926, and arrived in Delhi on

4
5
6
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January 8, 1927, making thirteen scheduled stops along the
way.

In his report to the cabinet about his imperial air

tour, Hoare stressed both the commercial and military
potential of this accomplishment.

During his six weeks

absence, Hoare inspected the Royal Air Force units in four
different overseas commands and discussed with these airmen
ways to further the development of British air power. 7

For

Hoare, the flight was a “conspicuous example of the
mobility upon which our Empire depends for its defence and
its communications.” 8

For the next several years, air

mobility became the axiom touted by the Air Ministry and
the RAF as contribution to imperial defense.
In March 1927, the Committee of Imperial Defence (CID)
issued a comprehensive review of the principles of the
Empire’s defenses.

This assessment was the first such

review attempted by the CID since 1910, and was long
overdue because of the changing political and technological
landscape since the previous analysis.

Even though there

had been significant changes in the political makeup of the
Empire and new technological advances, for the CID the
protection of sea communications and the maintenance of
7
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naval supremacy remained as the pillars of Imperial
defense. 9

The Committee acknowledged the growing

independence of the Dominions within the imperial framework
and felt that it was of the highest priority that “general
organization of our defence should be in complete
harmony.” 10

The growing independence of the Dominions

concerned the committee because it could lead to the
fragmentation of the Empire and weakening of its overall
military capability.

In addition, the Committee also saw

the need to review the defense capability of the Empire
because of the dramatic changes in military technology.
Many obvious advances in military technology had taken
place in artillery, submarines, automatic small arms, and
wireless and telephone communication.

But the airplane had

made the most significant advances in the past seventeen
years.

The committee concluded that:

The increased efficiency and reliability of aircraft,
which, in their infancy in 1910 have proved their
value as a weapon and as a means of communication,
and, in fact, have introduced a new dimension into the
art of war, besides revealing the possibility of
further developments which must be considered in
preparing for future eventualities. 11
9
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The advent of aircraft increased the vulnerability of
British sea communications by subjecting shipping lanes to
another means of attack.

The CID also acknowledged the

corollary of this danger by recognizing that aircraft could
provide a defence against air attack, be of great value for
reconnaissance and also supplement the local defences
against sea or land attack.
Understanding this, the committee adopted the Air
Ministry’s concept that mobile air forces could strengthen
the Empire’s position at vulnerable points by the ability
to move aircraft to those locations along well-organized
air routes and to have air force detachments permanently
located at points where assistance might be required.

The

CID stated, “Air security depends not so much upon the
strength of any air units maintained locally, but upon the
efficiency of our arrangements rapidly to bring large air
forces to a threatened point when the need arises.” 12

Once

again, the CID emphasized that it would be each Dominion’s
responsibility to organize its resources to delay
aggression until assistance could arrive from other parts

12
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of the Empire as well as providing relief to threats
elsewhere in the Empire. 13
In regard to aircraft, the committee also specified
the basic oversight of their use in times of peace and war.
In times of peace, the air force would be employed to
prevent or suppress frontier raids or outbreaks of internal
disorder in “semi-civilized” countries where suitable
conditions and terrain existed.

Successful air operations

to suppress insurgencies in the open regions of Sudan and
Iraq in particular seemed to confirm the view of the CID.
To this end, the CID decided that the underlying principle
of rapid deployment depended upon a chain of interconnected
airfields with adequate ground protection provided by both
army and RAF ground security forces. 14

With this principle

of mobile deployment in place, the air force would be
required to operate in compliance with the Empire’s
established strategy and supplement or cooperate with naval
or ground forces when required.
Even though mobile deployment was now the established
policy, even the Air Staff recognized that it was not a
panacea and that the strategy had numerous and serious
limitations.
13
14
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the Air Staff related to aircraft and their supply.

The

staff argued that once the air routes were finally
established, large stocks of aircraft would still need to
be kept or held at certain main airbases within the likely
theaters of war. 15

In addition, the question of where to

establish large ammunition and bomb depots needed to be
addressed.

Finally, how were these large stocks of

munitions in quantities needed to make the aircraft a
viable fighting force to be transported to any crisis
point? 16

Another aspect that was not addressed by the Air

Staff concerning these ammunition depots was the vast sums
of money that would be required to buy enough munitions to
supply a fighting force at a remote location.

The existing

ammunition stocks were so small that air operations would
cease well before they could be replenished.
Even with these potential complications, defensive air
mobility remained the operational concept for imperial
defense upon which the leadership of the Royal Air Force
concentrated its efforts during the next several years.
Secretary of State for the Colonies Leo Amery, in a letter
15
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to the Air Staff, praised air mobility for the future
defense of the Empire:
As the administrative mobility of Air Forces develops,
and air routes spread across the world, the advantages
attendant upon centralization in peace and immediate
speed of action in emergency, which have already been
so amply illustrated in local air control, will be
extended, in conjunction with naval and military
action, to the whole system of Imperial Defence. 17
As the Committee of Imperial Defence reconsidered the
changing needs of the Empire’s defense in 1927, so too were
defense planners in Australia and New Zealand reexamining
their own conditions and how their forces fit within the
Imperial defense system.

At the 1926 Imperial Conference

the parties concurred that the primary responsibility of
local defense was the responsibility of each Dominion,
which made them more self-reliant for their own defense
responsibilities.
Of particular concern to military planners in
Australia was the completion of Japan’s naval air expansion
program between 1928 and 1930.

Moreover, the 1921

Washington Naval Agreement would expire in 1931.

The Air

Staff in Australia took a particularly candid review of the
condition of the Royal Australian Air Force.

17
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1926-1927 estimates to the 1928-1929 estimates, the staff
expected a modest increase of the air force’s budget from
£458,144 to £500,144, a level of funding still woefully
inadequate for the service’s needs. 18

The RAAF was still

flying surplus World War I fighters and trainers. 19

One of

the main pillars of Australian air defense for the previous
five years had been that even though these aircraft were
obsolete, they would be sufficient to train a cadre of
pilots and mechanics for future expansion.

The Australian

Air Staff now recognized that they did not have “the
necessary machines for the training of pilots to provide
for a reasonable reserve.” 20
Of even more concern for the Australians, the RAAF was
now about to be outclassed and outnumbered by the Japanese
Naval Air Service, which would soon be increased by two
large fleet carriers.

The construction of the Akagi was

completed at the Kure Naval Yard on March 25, 1927, and the
Kaga was finished a year later on March 31, 1928 at the
Kawasaki Naval Yard in Kobe.

These two carriers were

converted battle cruisers of 36,500 tons and 38,200 tons
respectively and were similar in size and displacement to
18
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the U.S.S. Lexington and Saratoga. 21

These new Japanese

aircraft carriers outweighed the largest British carrier,
H.M.S. Courageous, by 14,000 to 17,000 tons respectively.
The British would not have similar sized aircraft carriers
until they launched the four 29,000 ton H.M.S. Illustriousclass carriers just after the start of World War II. 22

An

intelligence study correctly determined that Japan would be
capable in 1928 of operating 130-150 aircraft from these
ships and that all of Australia’s important cities,
mobilization areas, oil reserves, and munitions factories
were within range of aircraft operating from them. 23

With

potential Japanese air superiority over Australia, previous
strategic assumptions now had to be revised.

To overcome

their current weakness, the Australian Air Staff estimated
that they required an average annual expenditure of
approximately £2,500,000 per year from 1927 to 1931 for
aircraft, equipment, workshops, hangars, and machinery. 24

A

sum of £10,000,000 over five years was far beyond the
21
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Australian government’s ability to take in.

The only

optimistic aspect of the Air Staff memorandum was that the
country’s air routes were fairly well organized, with
established connections between Darwin, Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide, Perth, and Derby.

Only the coastal region north

of Brisbane required attention. 25
New Zealand’s government was still unwilling to direct
funds toward their own air arm.

In February 1927, the

British Air Staff submitted proposals to New Zealand’s
government to give aircraft a greater share of the
Dominion’s coast defense duties by replacing gun
emplacements with aircraft.

The leadership of the Dominion

decided to defer a decision on expanding the Air Service
because of the continuing rapid development of aircraft and
the heavy expenditure required for their purchase. 26

Even

though the New Zealanders were unwilling to buy new
aircraft, they did not totally abandon their Imperial
defense responsibilities.

In August 1927, Prime Minister

Gordon Coates announced his intention to contribute
₤1,000,000 towards the construction of the Singapore Naval
Base.

Coates intended that the money would be paid in
25
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annual installments over the next eight years. 27

Some New

Zealanders, influenced by the air power advocates, objected
to the Dominion contributing towards the construction of
the Singapore base:
Capital ships (i.e. battleships and battle cruisers)
are fast becoming obsolescent owing to the steady
increase in the effective power of airships and
aeroplanes; and that the huge expenditure proposed to
provide a Singapore for the wants of these ships will
be almost entirely wasted. 28
The 1927 Air Estimates directed ₤30,000 for the Royal
Air Force to conduct a series of long distance flights to
South Africa, India, and the Far East.

On October 14,

1927, a flight of four Supermarine “Southampton” twinengine flying boats commanded by Group-Captain Henry M.
Cave Browne Cave departed Felixstowe, England, for the Far
East, their mission designated as the “Great Cruise.”

In

the wake of many famous flights that took place earlier in
the year, most particularly Charles Lindbergh’s solo flight
from New York to Paris in late May, Hoare wanted to
reassure the British Cabinet that the intent of the “Great

27
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Cruise” was to prove the practicality of the Royal Air
Force’s air mobility mission:
The cruise is to be undertaken with the object of
gaining experience in the problems involved when
flying-boats carried out an extended independent
cruise. It is also hope to gain experience of the
problems involved in the reinforcing of points on the
Imperial routes with aircraft drawn from England or
other parts of the Empire. In no sense is the cruise
to be regarded as a “stunt,” and no attempt will be
made to cover the route between London and Australia
in “record” time. 29
For the next several months the all-metal-hulled
“Southhamptons” would fly more than 23,000 miles on a route
from England to Singapore then on to Australia.

In

Australia, the flight finished a complete circuit along the
coastline of the continent and returned to their ultimate
destination, Singapore.

Except for alighting at few

isolated locations, the “Great Cruise” called at existing
air stations, successfully tested the aircraft’s
duraluminum hulls in a wide range of climatic conditions,
tested for fuel evaporation, and explored remote corners of
the Empire. 30
By the end of 1927, the Royal Air Force was winning
the public relations battle against the army and the Royal

29
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Navy in regard to Imperial defense.

The argument that

mobile defense offered a rapid and inexpensive method to
defend the Empire appealed to frugal politicians.

The

success and goodwill generated by the “Great Cruise” seemed
to provide evidence for the air force’s position.

That

November, after a careful analysis of the RAF’s strategy,
the Imperial General Staff formulated a series of arguments
that countered the air force’s plans.
One of the army’s primary imperial security
responsibilities focused on coastal and port defense.

In

1925, Trenchard, without any evidence that aircraft could
replace fixed gun defenses, proposed their elimination at
Singapore.

He stated, “I would urge that no precipitate

step be taken now which may involve the locking up of money
in fixed defences whose function can be so admirably
fulfilled at less cost by utilizing the mobility of
aircraft.” 31

The use of aircraft to replace the fixed guns

had many drawbacks from the army’s perspective.

First,

mobile defense by its nature implied that aircraft would
not be located in the immediate vicinity of a port and
would take time to stage to the threatened area.
Meanwhile, the port would be subject to constant attacks
31
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until the air force could assemble a defensive strike
force.

The ability of this concentration was subject to

factors beyond the control of the air force such as weather
or enemy attacks elsewhere. 32

According to the Army General

Staff, aircraft were more vulnerable than the air force
would care to admit.

These fragile craft were subject to

constant mechanical breakdown and would face defensive fire
from antiaircraft guns and enemy defensive aircraft to and
from the target.

The success and accuracy of any bombing

mission was dependent upon the ability of the air force to
concentrate a large number of aircraft and the “intensity
of their fire is very low.” 33

Finally, there were factors

relating to costs that the air force ignored:
As regards [to] the financial aspect its not possible to
make any general comparison;. . .The life of guns is
long, and the initial expenditure not great, since in
most cases existing armament can be economically
converted; the life of aircraft, on the other hand, is
small, even in peace, and continual changes must be made
to keep up to date; owing to liability to temporary
mechanical defects, a considerable reserve must always
be held in hand; large auxiliary establishments have to
be maintained; and the defence if provided by aircraft,
can not simply be placed in “care and maintenance,” and
yet be ready for immediate action. 34
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For these reasons, the General Staff maintained that the
clear role for aircraft in coast defense was in cooperation
and as a supplement to the fixed gun emplacements rather
then an expensive replacement for them.
In January 1928, the British Chiefs of Staff began a
series of meetings to review the status of imperial defense
in the Far East.

The British Air Staff had made

projections earlier that the entire southern half of the
British Isles was now subject to aerial attack.

In the Far

East, the trade routes throughout the entire Dutch East
Indies and Hong Kong were vulnerable without the RAF having
forces in place to defend them. 35

In a small war or a war

in the Far East, the Mobilization Committee of the Air
Staff had already projected a monthly wastage rate for
single-seat fighters and day bomber/reconnaissance aircraft
of 50 percent, and 30 percent for their pilots, for army
cooperation aircraft the rate of loss was projected to be
40 percent and 20 percent respectively. 36
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The naval base at Singapore remained the focal point
of these discussions.

Trenchard was committed to complete

the air base at Singapore but was not concerned about
stationing aircraft there.

He argued that a major war with

Japan was still unlikely within the next ten years and was
unwilling to assign a squadron to the base before 1933. 37
He did confirm with his colleagues that the “Southamptons”
at present flying to the Far East as part of the “Great
Cruise” would ultimately be permanently stationed at
Singapore. 38

To Trenchard, the present status of Britain’s

relations with Japan did not warrant a large commitment of
air force material at Singapore, and that “If we started to
have little bickerings with Japan. . .that the Air Ministry
would insist on putting in our Squadrons, even a Home
Defence Squadron, out at Singapore.” 39

Among the Chiefs of

Staff, however, there was a growing doubt as to whether
reinforcements from India for the garrisons of Singapore
were likely to be available on or just before the outbreak
of war. 40

37
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safely in India and moved to Singapore after the initial
attacks. 41

Significantly, the chiefs ultimately concluded

that:
A hostile landing on the mainland of Johore, with the
object of an attack on Singapore Island from that
direction would, owing to the difficulties of the
terrain to be traversed and various other factors, be
an operation of so difficult a nature, that the
probability of an enemy attempting it on a large scale
may be excluded. 42
The chiefs thus dismissed the exact strategy and tactics
that the Japanese employed to capture the island base in
1942.
By 1928 some progress on the airfield’s construction
could be seen.

The “L” shaped landing ground suitable for

use by light aircraft was available, barrack accommodations
for the construction and maintenance crews were nearly
completed, and the seaplane slipway, jetty and maintenance
buildings were also under construction. 43

The Air Staff

anticipated that the airbase could be operational for most
types of aircraft by 1932 or 1933 but would be finally
completed only by 1937.

No specific provisions were made
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for the number and types of air units designated for
Singapore’s defense. 44
The Singapore airbase was the last link in the chain
of planned strategic bases that the Royal Air Force
intended to build for the air route to the Pacific
Dominions.

In 1928 well-organized air routes were in place

from Cairo to Basra and across the Indian subcontinent from
Karachi to Calcutta.

The locations for the airfield chain

from Calcutta to Singapore were being surveyed, and the
financial arrangements to pay for these air routes were
being worked out between the British government and the
governments of India and the Malay States. 45

But the

important link from Iraq to Karachi over Persian airspace
had yet to be settled.

The Air Ministry preferred a route

along the northern Persian Gulf but the Persian government
would only allow the east-west passage of aircraft once per
week. 46

The Air Ministry attempted to get agreements with

Persia opening up the air space but also began to plan out
a less desirable contingent route along the southern coast
of the Persian Gulf.

At the July meetings of the Chiefs of

Staff, Trenchard argued that the development of the

44
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imperial air routes “should be in the first order of
priority.” 47

But in November 1928, the CID disregarded

Trenchard’s view by delaying completion of the airbase at
Singapore until 1937 and reducing the capital expenditure
estimate from ₤705,000 to ₤601,000. 48

In addition, the

committee’s expenditure schedule did not include any money
for the “provision for aircraft or the maintenance of air
squadrons.” 49
The Australian Defence Committee acknowledged the
importance of the Singapore base for their defense needs
and that of the entire Pacific region.

They concluded that

until the base was completed, the British battle fleet,
“despite the numerical superiority conferred by the
Washington Treaty, cannot meet the Japanese on equal
terms.” 50

The growing unease about Japanese intentions

remained the focus of Australia’s defense planners.

The

Defence Committee warned, “The traditional policy of Japan
is to commence hostilities without warning and to attack
47
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the foundations of her opponent’s sea power from the
start.” 51

In addition, the council also concluded that a

Japanese invasion of Australia should not be dismissed.
They believed that the Japanese army and navy were capable
of transporting and maintaining in the field a maximum of
three infantry divisions. 52

As part of the review of the

Pacific defenses and how the Australian services fit into
the imperial scheme, Prime Minister Stanley Bruce invited
the RAF to comment on the current condition and needs of
the Royal Australian Air Force.

The British Air Ministry

accepted the Australian invitation and sent Air Marshal Sir
John M. Salmond to conduct a review. 53

Salmond had a broad

experience in regard to Imperial air defense matters.

He

was the supreme military commander in Iraq during the
uprisings of 1919-1923 and had reorganized and commanded
the home air defenses from 1923 to 1928.

From January

through July 1928, Salmond visited Australia and New
Zealand and in September issued a detailed comprehensive
report concerning the air defenses of the Pacific
Dominions.
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Salmond was particularly concerned about the rapidly
increasing obsolescence of the Royal Australian Air Force’s
equipment.

His report by began by stating, “I consider

that the RAAF would be totally unfit to undertake war
operation in co-operation with the Navy or Army.” 54
Australian airplanes and equipment were long overdue for
replacement and their poor quality had a detrimental effect
upon the quality of airmen being trained.

He found that in

the two years proceeding his report, 10 officers and 136
airmen voluntarily left the service to take advantage of
lucrative offers of civilian employment. 55

The undersized

RAAF could ill afford the loss of this number of personnel
and remain a viable force.

Salmond’s report also harshly

criticized the part-time Citizen Air Force.

For Salmond,

modern air warfare required the highest degree of
competence and efficiency that could only be obtained
through “constant training in a ‘full time’ permanent
unit.” 56

The RAAF would be better off without these CAF

units, or, at the least should restrict these units to a
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single type of plane rather than comprising multiple types
of aircraft:
I do not find the stability in these squadrons to
justify this policy, well intended as it is, and I
consider better value would be obtained in future by
confining these or any future Citizen Air Force
squadrons to one service type machine and one
operation role only. 57
Touting the current vogue of air mobility, Salmond felt
that sheer size of the Australian continent and the sparse
distribution of the country’s population made air power the
most economic and efficient means for self-defense.
To correct the deficiencies of the RAAF, Salmond
proposed a relatively modest nine-year plan to reverse the
deterioration.

For Salmond, the first priority was to

reequip the existing five squadrons with new aircraft.

In

addition, Salmond recommended the following new units
should be established: one army cooperation squadron based
at Canberra; one fighter squadron and one flying boat
reconnaissance flight at Point Cook; one flying boat
reconnaissance flight at Sydney in New South Wales; one
bomber-reconnaissance squadron and one fighter flight at
Richmond, New South Wales; and finally, one bomberreconnaissance squadron at Leverton, Victoria.

With such

an aerial force, Salmond believed that the RAAF would
57
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become a useful deterrent as well as increasing the
effectiveness of Australia’s army and navy. 58
Salmond’s modest Air Force expansion proposal was
consistent with his assessment of the likely threat to
Australia.

Salmond gave little credence to a large-scale

invasion and thought that attacks on Australia by “enemy”
battleships and large aircraft carriers was highly
improbable. 59

More plausible forms of attack would be small

raids by cruisers, armed merchantmen, and submarines, small
landing raids or modest air attacks by small aircraft
carriers or seaplane tenders; and most likely extensive
attacks upon Australian trade routes. 60

Citing the American

aerial bombing trials against the German battleship
Ostfriesland in July 1921 and the encouraging experiments
with aerial torpedoes in a 1926 British Mediterranean Fleet
exercise, Salmond felt that “in aircraft we have a weapon .
. . of such vast capacity for development that it must be a
primary consideration in framing all future schemes of
defence.” 61
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While Air Marshal Salmond conducted his review of
Australia’s air defense, Prime Minister Stanley Bruce faced
an ever-burgeoning budget deficit that had a long-term
ripple effect upon the air defense of the Dominion.

Bruce

informed the Australian Defence Council that:
In view of the present state of our finances, the
absence of any likelihood of an immediate
international crisis, and the fact that the experts do
not by any means agree as to the best means of
defending ports, [I am] of the opinion that it would
be most unwise at this state to incur heavy
expenditure in forms of defence which, bearing in mind
the possible developments in aircraft, might be out of
date and ineffective before many years have passed. 62
Both Minister for Defence Sir William Glasgow and Chief of
the Air Staff Air Commodore Richard (“Dickey”) Williams
accepted the prime minister’s views. 63

Prime Minister Bruce

informed the Defence Council that, “there [is] not the
slightest hope of increasing the amount of money available
for Defence in 1928-1929.” 64

In Australia, action on the

Salmond Report was over before it was delivered.
Following the formal presentation of the Salmond
Report to the Australian government in October 1928, the
Australian Military Board, comprising of the Dominion’s
service Chiefs, challenged almost every premise of
62
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Salmond’s conclusions. 65

The board considered Salmond’s

strategic ideas “an unsound starting point on which to
frame a comprehensive defence policy for Australia.” 66
Salmond’s disregard for a significant attack upon the
Dominion also distressed the Australians.

The limited

expansion of the air force in the Military Board’s view was
“of such comparatively small dimensions that an air force
so constituted cannot be regarded as meeting any of our
strategical problems.” 67

The board continued that, “We are

mainly concerned with the preservation of our national
security and integrity, and it would be unwise to ignore
the major possibility and to delude ourselves that their
defence can be entrusted to a few squadrons of aeroplanes,
however mobile.” 68

The Military Board went one step further

and now questioned how committed the British were to the
defense of the Pacific Dominions.

In so doing, the board

made an eerily accurate supposition of future events:
It is a reasonable assumption that, if war were to
break out with a Pacific power, it would be at some
time when Great Britain was involved in war in Europe.
Under such circumstances it is doubtful if the British
65
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Government, under pressure of British public opinion,
would sanction the dispatch of the fleet to the Far
East until the local problem, in Europe, had been
dealt with; and since a modern battle fleet cannot
operate effectively unless it has available a suitable
base it is clear that a delay such as which is
apprehended would afford an enemy an opportunity to
attack the base in the Pacific, and, if the attack was
successful, to prevent the main fleet from coming to
the Pacific. 69
Following his investigation of air defense conditions
in Australia, Salmond went to New Zealand to conduct a
parallel examination of the conditions there.

Salmond’s

evaluation was the first such reassessment of conditions in
New Zealand since Group Captain A.V. Bettington’s report
issued in 1919.
force.

In 1927-1928, the NZPAF was an anemic

During an inspection by the Duke of York, the

photographers following the duke outnumbered the personnel
drawn out for his inspection at the Wigram Aerodrome
outside of Christchurch. 70

When Salmond arrived at Wigram,

the New Zealand force consisted of only five officers and
seventeen enlisted personnel, six training aircraft and
twelve service aircraft, nine of which were completely
obsolete. 71

69

Unambiguously, Salmond concluded that:
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Consequently, from a defence standpoint the Dominion
is lacking in Air Forces capable either of sustained
co-operation with the Army or Navy, or of acting
independently in defence against air attack or as a
deterrent to sea-borne raid attack. 72
Following visits to points of strategic value on the north
and south islands and consulting with the Dominion’s army
and navy leaders, once again, Salmond advised that only
modest measures were needed to correct New Zealand’s air
defense conditions.

On the north island at Auckland,

Salmond recommended the formation of one reconnaissance
flight, one torpedo bomber flight, and one full fighter
squadron, and on the South Island at Blenheim, he called
for one torpedo bomber flight.

At Christchurch he

recommended basing one army cooperation squadron and a
fighter squadron and establishing a service-run flight
school. 73

Salmond was highly critical of New Zealand’s

training scheme, which consisted of government-subsidized
local aero clubs to train the Dominion’s pilots and
encourage interest in aviation.

Salmond observed that “the

military value of the flying training activities of the
Aero Clubs is very small.” 74
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Salmond also encouraged the Dominion to expand its air
force officer pool.

Of New Zealand’s fourteen air force

officers, only five, two majors, two captains, and a single
lieutenant were considered to be on permanent duty.
Salmond recommended that this pool be expanded to include a
single lieutenant colonel, three majors, six captains, and
sixteen lieutenants to command the expanded force.

In

addition, these officers would require formal training and
should be sent to London for instruction at the RAF War
College at Cranwell as the New Zealanders had agreed to do
at the 1926 Imperial Conference. 75
Finally, Salmond suggested the elimination of the New
Zealand Air Board within New Zealand’s Defence Department
and the creation of a separate Air Ministry or Department.
New Zealand’s current command structure, Salmond thought
made the Dominion’s air force more vulnerable to budget
reductions by authorities within the country’s defense
establishment.

For Salmond, “any subsequent [budget]

reductions rendered inevitable by financial stringency
[could] be ordered by the cabinet only.” 76
Financially, the Salmond’s proposals were reasonable,
considering that New Zealand’s Prime Minister, Gordon
75
76
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Coates’s was prepared to spend ₤1 million over the next
eight years for Singapore.

To build and man this air force

expansion would require an initial commitment of ₤348,300
in capital outlay for equipment, hangars and barracks,
emergency landing sites, and the loan of an RAF Officer to
assist with the expansion.

Salmond then estimated that

such a force would require an annual budget of ₤168,000 for
maintenance of equipment, personnel, and training. 77
Salmond hypothesized that the reinvigorated New
Zealand Air Force would contribute to the defense of New
Zealand.

Where Salmond viewed an air attack against

Australia as “improbable,” he believed that “the scale of
possible air attack as visualized by the CID against which
provision is required at New Zealand ports is nil.” 78
Realistically, Salmond deemed a seaborne attack in the form
of raids by cruisers, armed raiders, and submarines as the
most likely scenario. 79

Some form of air force was required

to serve as an effective deterrent to an invasion and to
support New Zealand’s ground and naval forces.

Like the

RAAF, the NZPAF’s primary missions would include long77
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distance reconnaissance, long-range torpedo and bomb
attacks on enemy warships and transports, antisubmarine
patrol, convoy escort, and observation for long-range
fire. 80
The Salmond Report received the same reaction in New
Zealand as had the Bettington Report in 1919.

The

Dominion’s leaders recognized the need for air defense but
were unwilling to commit their meager funds to funding an
air arm of significant size or strength.
By the beginning of 1929, the local economic
conditions throughout the Empire were strained.

The

British economy, stagnant at best since 1921, was in
crisis.

Even though there were plans for air expansion,

demands for lowering expenditure made these plans
prohibitively expensive.

With looming budget cuts, Hoare

still had to cope with the air force’s increased
operational costs brought on by extended imperial
responsibilities in Iraq, Aden, the North West (Indian)
Frontier, and Sudan.

In addition, the RAF needed to

replace its existing stocks of obsolete and dilapidated
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aircraft. 81

Once again, the Royal Air Force’s expansion

scheme was the first victim of the budget cut when Lord
Birkenhead’s Committee recommended that the air force
postpone any growth until 1935. 82
The growing economic crisis once again brought a shift
to Britain’s political makeup.

In the May general

election, the Labour party won 288 seats in Parliament to
260 for the Conservatives; fifty-nine Liberals held the
balance of power.
In Australia, the financial situation was even worse.
The Dominion’s economy was almost totally dependent upon
agricultural exports.

Worldwide and imperial demand for

its primary commodities, wool and wheat, disappeared.

With

declining revenues, the government would nearly default on
payments on the debts accumulated during the 1920s for
infrastructure improvements.

Finally, the unemployment

rate, like that of the other industrial nations, neared 35
percent, even before the onset of the Great Depression.
At the July 8, 1929, meeting of the Australian Council
of Defence, Prime Minister Stanley Bruce informed his
military advisors about the dilemma the Australian budget
81
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faced.

According to Bruce, if the present rate of

expenditure and revenue continued, the budget would incur a
deficit of ₤5 million by the end of the present year. 83

In

response, the Minister of Defence, Maj. Gen. Sir William
Glasgow, agreed to reduce the military’s budget by
eliminating a planned five-year program for the improvement
of the Dominion’s military equipment, expansion, and
training.

The prime minister informed the air force’s

representative, Group Captain Stanley J. Goble that, “Air
Force expansion under Sir John Salmond’s scheme was out of
the question at present.” 84

Group Captain Goble informed

the Bruce that the RAAF had made reductions significantly
below the minimum force requirements recommended by
Salmond.

For example, Salmond recommended that the RAAF

required a minimum aircraft reserve of 125 percent of those
actively flying but the RAAF reduced their reserve aircraft
figure to 50 percent of the current force strength. 85
Glasgow warned Bruce that these reductions would “probably
result in the Air Force being left in the future with an
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equipment of obsolete machines.”

Bruce simply replied,

“There was no hope of more money.” 86
The growing financial difficulties in Australia
brought political difficulties.

In response to labor

unrest, Prime Minister Bruce attempted to eliminate the
Labour Conciliation and Arbitration Court, which would
return arbitration power from the federal government back
to the state level.

On September 10, 1929, eleven months

into Bruce’s third term, the former Prime Minister William
Hughes and five other Nationalist party members crossed
party lines and voted with the Labour Party against Bruce’s
proposal.

The actions of these men forced Bruce into

another general election, which resulted in the first
Australian Labour Government led by James Scullin taking
office on October 21, 1929.

Unfortunately for Scullin, his

government had to face the worldwide depression triggered
by the Wall Street crash that took place a week after he
took office.
Within two weeks of becoming prime minister, Scullin
faced a struggle among his service chiefs. The military
budget reductions that Bruce had instituted pitted the
three services against one another.
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In an attempt at least

to maintain their current funding, Chief of Staff of the
Royal Australian Navy Rear Admiral William M. Kerr, Sir
John Monash, the commander of the Australia’s forces during
World War I and Sir Brudenell White, the former and future
Chief of the General Staff, would argue for the elimination
of the Royal Australian Air Force at the Council of Defence
meeting on November 12, 1929. 87

With such an influential

group of current and former military leaders aligning
against the RAAF its elimination as a separate service was
a real possibility.
London.

News of these events soon reached

A day prior to the Australian Council of Defence

meeting where discussion about the elimination of the RAAF
took place, Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs Sidney
Webb in London cabled Scullin about the imperial defense
implications of such action.

Webb warned Scullin that

different command structures would have a detrimental
effect on the ability of the Royal Air Force to cooperate
with Australian units and that the “Aim hitherto has been
the establishment of the closest possible correspondence in
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methods of training and organisation between the air forces
of the Empire.” 88
The debate between the service leaders and the prime
minister took place at the November 12 Council of Defence
meeting.

Speaking on behalf of the Royal Australian Air

Force, Air Commodore Richard Williams provided the air
force’s now familiar position that it was a cost-efficient
deterrent and a rapid, mobile defense force; moreover, land
based aircraft could cope with the threat presented by the
new Japanese aircraft carriers. 89

Scullin supported

reducing national expenditures but was unwilling to take
such a dramatic step as elimination of the RAAF so early
into his tenure as prime minister.

In the end, Webb’s

arguments swayed Scullin’s decision.
In June 1929, Air Marshal Sir Hugh Trenchard, the
Chief of the Air Staff announced that he would retire at
the end of the year.

For the first twelve years of the

RAF’s existence, Trenchard had served as its chief.

He

oversaw its creation during the war and protected the
service from being dismantled in the postwar years.
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economic dislocation now becoming chronic, Trenchard issued
a paper, “The Fuller Employment of Air Power in Imperial
Defence,” which summarized all of the activities of the
Royal Air Force during his tenure as Chief of the Air
Staff.

The themes of the paper centered upon the

successful operations of the RAF in the Middle East and the
advantages of air mobility.

Most important, Trenchard once

again repeated how the service provided an economical
defense.

Along this line, Trenchard called for

substituting air power to replace the army and navy’s coast
defense responsibilities.
Trenchard’s paper would once again bring to the
forefront the interservice rivalries that had been
repressed since 1923.

In considering 25,000 miles of the

Empire’s coast defense, Trenchard felt that, “the whole of
our system of coast defence requires re-examination in the
light of modern conditions.” 90

In addition, Trenchard

believed that the Dominions had the most to gain by
utilizing aircraft but were hesitant to act because of
indecision on this matter in London:
the Governments of Australia, South Africa and New
Zealand while recognizing that their present coast
90
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defences are out of date, are taking no action until
agreement has been reached on the air question between
the three Fighting Services at Home, and a definite
policy for coast defence can be adopted by the
Imperial Government. 91
For Trenchard, the Dominions needed direction from London
and he felt their air units would become a key component of
imperial defense.
The Dominions are awaiting a lead from the Imperial
Government in this matter and are especially
interested in the possibilities of air power in coast
defence; and any units which may be provided in the
Dominions for this duty will also be available in the
event of war with a non-maritime Power to form part of
any Dominion contribution to an Imperial striking
Force. 92
The heads of the army and navy were quick to condemn the
newest assault on the respective services, defense
responsibilities.

Throughout December, a series of

memoranda were issued by the respective departmental
secretaries in defense of their current responsibilities as
well as attacking Trenchard’s proposals.

Secretary of

State for War Thomas Shaw informed the cabinet that his
military advisers completely disagreed with the entire
premise of Trenchard’s paper. 93

91

Shaw made his own proposal
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for economy by once again calling for the elimination of
the Royal Air Force as a separate service.
I desire equally an examination, in conjunction with
the Treasury, of the question of the present
constitution of the Royal Air Force as a separate
service, with what seems to me to be duplication of
staff and administrative services. I am of the
opinion that a close scrutiny of this problem will
reveal the fact that substantial economies, without
any loss of efficiency, can be thus effected. 94
Secretary of State for Air Christopher Birdwood Thomson
quickly responded to Shaw’s memorandum, protesting that
Trenchard’s proposals should not “degenerate into an
interdepartmental wrangle.” 95

Thomson defended Trenchard,

whose suggestions he felt, “deserve serious
consideration.” 96

Albert Victor Alexander, First Lord of

the Admiralty, though not as vitriolic as Shaw about
Trenchard’s proposals agreed “with the Secretary of State
for War that in a matter of such prime importance to
Imperial defence we cannot afford to be precipitate.” 97
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In regard to the 1920s, the period ended as it began
with Britain’s military services fighting among themselves
for meager defense funds.

In response, the leadership of

the Royal Air Force forwarded the strategic concept of
mobile air defense as a means to achieve defense economies
while providing protection its vast Empire.

As the Great

Depression took hold of the world’s economies, their
budgets would become even more strained.

With still no

looming threat, the second Labour government continued to
look to collective security through the League of Nations,
the Locarno Pact and its imperial partners as the principal
means to maintain international peace.

Abhorring

armaments, MacDonald embraced disarmament as the primary
means to solve the mounting economic crisis.
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CHAPTER 8
DEPRESSION AND DISARMAMENT
1929-1933

We venture to suggest that no opportunity should be
lost to open the door, however little, to practical
co-operation in Empire Defence and to relief of the
disproportionate burden at present borne by the United
Kingdom. 1
George F. Milne, Frederick L. Field, and
John M. Salmond
In June 1929, the Labour ministry under Ramsay
MacDonald took office for a second time.

The primary

themes of election, unemployment and the quest for
international peace through collective security dominated.
Though all of the political parties promised relief in
these spheres, the electorate viewed Labour as the best
party to deliver results.

MacDonald took office in a

precarious position with a thin plurality of 287 Labour
seats to 261 Conservative seats and 57 Liberal seats.

Like

the government in London, the governments of the Dominions
1
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were preoccupied with combating the depression.

The key

weapon utilized by all of them was the reduction of
government expenditures in an attempt to bring budgets into
balance.

The curtailment of defense expenditure once again

was the principal means of achieving this budgetary goal.
In December 1929, the Secretary of State for Air,
Christopher Thomson, decided to postpone the RAF’s fiftytwo squadron expansion plan for eight years.

The fifty-two

squadron scheme had been the foundation of RAF defense
planning since 1923.

Thomson took into consideration the

current international situation and fiscal emergency and
determined that the completed program would not be needed
until 1938. 2

He immediately cut money intended for the

planned expansion for three regular squadrons slated in the
1930 air estimates.

He based this decision “on the grounds

of the wholly exceptional exigencies of the financial
situation.” 3
At this time the Royal Air Force was also in
transition with Trenchard’s retirement and replacement by
Air Marshal Sir John M. Salmond as the Chief of Air Staff.
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During his tenure as the Chief of the Air Staff, the
British government’s main goal in foreign policy once again
became naval and air disarmament.

Salmond viewed

disarmament as foolish principle because other powers would
not keep their pledges. 4

Foolish or not, for the next three

years Salmond had to guide the Royal Air Force through the
disarmament minefield.

In addition, Salmond expressed

concern as to how the Dominion air forces would fit into an
international air disarmament accord which in any case ran
counter to his 1928 recommendations. 5
The Dominions’ prime ministers met once again in
London for the 1930 Imperial Conference.

The world

economic crisis dominated discussions at the meeting but
defense matters were not forgotten.

In preparation for the

conference, the Committee of Imperial Defence established
the Sub-Committee on the Reduction of Armaments.

This

committee began to outline the British position on
disarmament that would later be followed in Geneva in
February 1932 when general disarmament talks began under
4
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the auspices of the League of Nations.

The subcommittee

also prepared recommendations for the Dominions’ military
strength and how their militaries fit into the British
imperial defense scheme.

The sub-committee’s chair, Lord

Robert Cecil, a veteran of the 1927 Geneva Naval
Conference, recognized the growing independence of the
Dominions within the imperial system.

On December 4, 1931,

this independence was formally recognized when the British
Parliament passed the Statute of Westminster that gave
formal recognition to the autonomy of the Dominions within
the British Empire.

The statute declared that the British

Commonwealth of Nations was now a free union of selfgoverning Dominions, bound by a common allegiance to the
throne, and that the British Parliament might not legislate
for the Dominions except at their request and subject to
their assent.

Although the statute was a year away from

passage, Cecil was still anxious to get the views of the
various Dominions on questions regarding disarmament; but
he also emphasized that each Dominion would speak for
itself in international forums. 6

Cecil also argued that

since the Dominions were responsible for the composition

6
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and scale of their military forces, each would have to be a
separate signatory to any disarmament convention. 7

The

position prescribed by the committee became Britain’s
negotiating stance at Geneva over the next three years.
Like Lord Cecil, Air Minister Thomson was concerned
about the Dominions’ ideas about imperial air defense and
disarmament.

In preparation for the Geneva talks, Thomson

wanted to coordinate a joint air disarmament policy between
the different parts of the Empire. 8

Thomson also requested

the Dominion’s estimations on how disarmament would affect
their home defenses and the operation of imperial air
routes to the Dominions, and how limited budgets would
curtail aviation activities and technical development in
each Dominion. 9

In response, both Australia and New Zealand

would use the coming imperial conference to review the
status of their respective defense establishments.
Australia’s first Labour government, led by James
Scullin, looked to MacDonald’s disarmament plan as its
model for defense.
7
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Green, wrote to Scullin with his assessment of Australia’s
military preparations and was most concerned about the lack
of unanimity among Australia’s military leaders.

The

service chiefs echoed the same arguments of the British
political leaders in Whitehall.

The navy maintained that

sea power was economical, essential to protect Australian
trade routes, and afforded the best security against
invasion. 10

The army’s leadership disputed the navy’s

claims because the naval force was too small and the army’s
defense responsibility remained port defense and that it
needed a sizable land force to repel invasion.
The Royal Australian Air Force leaders continued to
rely on the third option argument that air power could
potentially supplant both naval forces and army shore
batteries.

Naturally, both naval and army leaders

dismissed the air force’s position. 11

In February 1930,

Green suggested to Scullin that he appoint a committee
whose members were “not holding office” to review
Australia’s existing defense policies to reconcile the
disputes between the services as well as enable the
10
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government to determine its future defense policy. 12

The

services were too intransigent defending their limited
budgets against each other.
In March 1930, Scullin informed the Australian Defence
Committee of the pending budget cuts.

The inability of

Australia’s service chiefs to agree on the basic principles
of defense forced the government to distribute the
reductions on a “pro rata basis.” 13

In April, the cuts

drove the air force to eliminate its aeronautical research
station outside Sydney. 14

Later, when Scullin took over the

Treasury portfolio in July, he cut RAAF permanent personnel
by three officers and thirty-seven other ranks. 15

Even with

these cuts, Green, who supported a strong Australian air
force, managed to implement a limited expansion training
scheme for Australian pilots and bought a few new aircraft
for the service.
Air power in New Zealand remained an afterthought in
the Dominion’s defense scheme.

In 1930, the New Zealand

Permanent Air Force consisted of only nine officers and
forty-one enlisted men.
12

There were only nine combat
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aircraft in the inventory consisting of six obsolete
Bristol fighters and three Gloster Grebes.

Half of the

Dominion’s eight training aircraft were World War I vintage
Avro 504s and four de Havilland Moths. 16

In addition,

ninety officers in the Territorial Air Force supplemented
the NZPAF.
In January 1930, an incident in Western Samoa
illustrated the pathetic state of the NZPAF.

A small

uprising of the indigenous Mau population broke out against
New Zealand’s mandate.

When the riots resulted in a dozen

deaths, New Zealand dispatched the cruiser, H.M.S. Dunedin
and a company of naval militia to suppress the disorder.
To avoid being locked out of the operation, the NZPAF
contributed a de Havilland Moth DH60 light training
biplane, a single pilot, and two mechanics.

The use of the

aircraft became a series of operational errors.

To aid

communication with ground troops and the Dunedin, a radio
set was installed in the aircraft, which because of its
size had to be mounted in the front cockpit, thus
displacing the observer.
worthless.
16

The radio ultimately proved to be

The pilot could not reach it and tune it while

Major General R. Young, Commander N.Z. Military
Forces, 1 June 1930, Defence Forces of New Zealand,
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flying and it broke down in the tropical weather
conditions.

The set was soon removed from the aircraft and

the pilot and observer resumed delivering messages to the
ground with streamer bags.

When attempts were made to use

the airplane for mapping and aerial photography, the
vibration and an inadequate camera resulted in blured and
useless images.

The tropical weather also made maintenance

difficult, and the frequent pop-up storms caused numerous
forced landings.

The final indignity came on January 23,

when a rock-throwing Mau attacked the airplane.

Unarmed,

the pilot’s only means of retaliation was to fire his
emergency signal flare at the assailant.

In response, the

mechanics hastily mounted a Lewis machine gun in the
observer’s seat and lashed a second Lewis gun to the
aircraft wing struts. 17

This second gun was useless because

it was impossible to aim as well as reload in flight.

The

poor performance of the NZPAF in Samoa convinced the
conservative United Party government of Joseph Ward that
changes needed to be made.
The first step to improve NZPAF was an immediate
increase to the force’s budget.

17
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appropriated ₤53,097 for military flying, almost doubling
the preceding year’s budget. 18

Though a paltry sum, it

still demonstrated a new commitment to the Dominion’s
military aviation.

In May, Joseph Ward resigned the

premiership for health reasons and was replaced by George
Forbes.

In preparation for the imperial conference late in

the year, Forbes’ government informed London about New
Zealand’s plans for participating in imperial air defense.
First the government planned to implement Salmond’s 1928
air defense recommendations, “insofar as the finances of
the country permit.” 19

With the new infusion of money, the

priority was to continue infrastructure improvements to the
Dominion’s principal airbase, Wigram, outside Christchurch,
as well as to establish a new flight of coastal
reconnaissance flying boats at Hobsonville. 20

Second, the

government intended to send within two months’ notice fully
trained pilots and mechanics to fill two Royal Air Force
squadrons and to fill another two squadrons within another
two months.
18
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that they were willing to send these men to any destination
required by the imperial government at New Zealand’s
expense. 21

Training for these four squadrons was programmed

into the 1930 budget and initiated under a “Territorial
Scheme.” 22

The Chiefs of the Imperial General Staff

welcomed this support from New Zealand stating that, “Even
if it were not found practicable to send aircraft to this
country, if a reserve of fresh pilots, arriving at a time
when the personnel at home who might be expected to be
feeling the strain acutely, would have the most far
reaching effect.” 23
Squadron Leader Thomas M. Wilkes was sent to London to
establish a “permanent” liaison office in Whitehall to
coordinate the activities of the NZPAF with the Royal Air
Force.

The British reciprocated by appointing Wing

Commander S. Grant Dalton as director of New Zealand’s
aviation services.

The appointment combined the duties of

officer commanding the NZPAF and the comptroller of civil
aviation.
21
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aviation, New Zealand’s government directed ₤8,300 in
subsidies to various flying clubs with the goal of training
ninety new pilots each year. 24
In September, the government purchased four new Hawker
“Tomtit” trainers to replace the aged Avro 504s.

The

₤7,200 spent for the aircraft and ₤3,000 spent on spare
engines and parts “swallowed up the balance of the funds
available this year for aircraft and spares.” 25

Although

the government made attempts to improve the Dominion’s
aeronautical situation, its efforts were still feeble.

By

the middle of 1931 because of the continuing effects of the
depression, Forbes reversed all of the previous year’s
“improvements.”

The NZPAF budget returned to ₤30,000 and

was “barely sufficient for the maintenance of existing
personnel and equipment.” 26

In addition, Squadron Leader

Wilkes was recalled and the Air Liaison office in London
closed.

The government’s policy hinted at how New Zealand

would later benefit imperial air defense.

Clearly, they

could not provide much in the way of material assistance,
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but New Zealand was willing to provide trained personnel to
Britain for use and deployment at their discretion and
would help fill the wartime ranks of the Royal Air Force.
Imperial defense matters at the 1930 Imperial
Conference almost were left off the agenda because economic
issues were the primary concern.

Even though defense was a

peripheral topic at the conference, the subject remained
important, and the economic discussions had a direct effect
on military decisions.

The conference mainly confirmed the

agreements of the 1926 conference on imperial defense but
there were some interesting and important new developments.
The British Chiefs of Staff, Field Marshal George Milne,
Admiral Frederick Field, and Air Marshal Salmond felt that
the Dominions needed to expand their imperial
responsibilities even further:
If arrangements for Imperial defence are to be a
practical proposition, the Dominions will have to
regard themselves as responsible for more than “local
defence” and we suggest that before long, perhaps at
the next Imperial conference, serious consideration
should be given to the question of allotting larger
“areas of responsibility” in defense. 27
Even though the chiefs wanted a larger commitment from the
Dominions for regional defense, they were concerned about
27
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the growing independence of the Dominions within the
Imperial system: “The extent of co-operation by the
Dominion forces, if even where it is assumed that the
latter would be cooperating, cannot be gauged, and the
Dominion forces have to be regarded largely as an extra
asset not to be taken into account.” 28
Naturally, the Southwest Pacific would become
Australia’s and New Zealand’s “area of responsibility.”
The military forces of the Dominions were still weak and
would continue to depend upon the British for their
defense.

The Australians and New Zealanders insisted that

construction of the Singapore naval base continue.
Unfortunately for the Dominions, with the Labour Party
again in power, interest in developing the base again
waned.

On April 22, 1930, Britain, the United States,

France, Italy, and Japan signed the London Naval Treaty,
agreeing not to start construction of any new capital ships
until 1937 and further reducing their respective fleets.
MacDonald felt “Fully justified in taking advantage of the
favorable international situation to slow down the work on
the naval base at Singapore and obtain some relief from the

28
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large expenditure involved, at a time when the United
Kingdom’s Exchequer is heavily burdened.” 29
Even the British air staff was prepared to postpone
any new work on Singapore’s aviation facilities until 1936,
unless, “the political situation vis-à-vis Japan changed
suddenly for the worse.” 30

It was also the opinion of the

British in the current political environment that “Japan
was unlikely to disturb the peace.” 31

This assessment was

soon proved wrong when the Japanese invaded Manchuria
within a year.

The leaders of Australia and New Zealand

understood the financial situation but once again opposed
MacDonald’s decision. 32

In their opinion, no changes should

have been made to the progress of the base.

The Australian

Air Staff continued to view the Singapore base as vital to
the defense of the Pacific and Australian interests.

The

Australian Air Staff also felt the base’s air defenses must
be developed to counter any Japanese air attack, and to
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enable aerial reinforcement to reach the Dominions.

In

addition, these facilities, when completed, would become an
important economic link between Australia and India. 33
While lobbying for the continued construction of the
Singapore base and the expansion of the air route to India,
the Australians stepped up their presence in the Solomon
Islands to enlarge the buffer between the Australian
continent and the Japanese.

The Australian Defence

Committee, believing that Japan would not risk an attack on
the islands in greater force than a raiding party,
organized a chain of coast-watching stations throughout the
islands to counter this possibility. 34

These stations

proved to be invaluable during World War II.

In addition,

they felt that if the Japanese sent a strong expeditionary
force more than 3,000 miles to the Solomon Islands they
would expose their communications to attack by British
forces. 35

The committee assumed that a Solomon Island

operation would be difficult for Japan because the
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resources of the islands were not sufficient to support an
army of occupation for any length of time. 36

Even though

Australia’s military leaders concurred with the British and
felt that Japanese occupation of the Solomons was unlikely,
they were not prepared to surrender them to Japan.

The

view declared by Prime Minister Billy Hughes at Versailles
in 1919 that, “no 5,000,000 people can possible hold this
continent when, 80 miles off, there is a potential enemy.
There are literally hundreds of other islands stretching
out, every one of them a point of vantage from which
Australia could be attacked,” remained more persuasive to
Australian planners. 37

Expanded occupation of the Solomons

would reduce the threat of air attack on Australia by
denying Japan the islands as bases for Japanese bombers.
As the 1930 Imperial Conference came to an end in
November, a British delegation departed for Geneva to
participate in general League discussions on disarmament.
Between 1925 and 1933, Germany had been training pilots and
ground crew on fifty Fokker D XIII fighter aircraft in
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Lipetsk, Russia. 38

This was expressly forbidden by the

Versailles Treaty.

At Geneva, the British negotiators

faced a near-impossible mission, trying to reconcile the
German desire for equality with the other powers and the
French desire for security.

As new aircraft with improved

speed, payload, and size became available, the predictions
of mass destruction by aircraft now seemed closer to
reality.

For these reasons air power now became a primary

disarmament topic at Geneva.
The Committee of Imperial Defence Sub-Committee on Air
Disarmament examined the many aspects of aerial disarmament
and outlined the British position for the negotiations.
The subcommittee first rejected any attempt to limit
aircraft horsepower.

Sir Harry Batterbee, the Assistant

Secretary at the Dominion Office, was concerned that such a
limitation would be detrimental to the continued
development of imperial civil air communication.

Other

members of the committee disregard Batterbee’s concerns
because they believed that civil aircraft now were not
suitable for military purposes.

The committee ultimately

concluded that horsepower restrictions would be ineffective
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because this principle could be easily evaded. 39

Like

horsepower limitation, limiting the size of aircraft was
also deemed impractical because this could potentially
encourage designers to develop smaller aircraft armed with
smaller but more powerful bombs. 40

The subcommittee would

also concur with the British Air Staff in rejecting the
idea of arms limitation through limiting air force budgets.
Limited budgets would still allow a power to build any
particular type of aircraft and easily evade treaty
obligations through “the undisclosed diversion of monies
ostensibly provided for other purposes.” 41
As in naval agreements, the subcommittee eventually
decided that the most practical means of aerial disarmament
would be to limit the number of a power’s operational and
reserve aircraft and personnel to a predetermined ratio.
This provided the most flexible means to manage the Royal
Air Force.

This fixed number of aircraft could then be

distributed in proportion to the specific strategic needs
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of the empire.

The committee concluded that there was

“nothing to prevent us concentrating the whole of our air
forces at home, or, if we wish, overseas.” 42
was highly improbable.

This action

The concept of a numerical air

strength ratio as a negotiation position was the weakest
stance for British diplomats at Geneva.

Because the Royal

Air Force was the fifth largest behind, France, the United
States, the Soviet Union, and Italy, there was no incentive
for the other powers to set limits or reduce the size of
their air forces.

Moreover, Britain would be obliged to

accept a status of continued inferiority.
During the summer of 1931, the economic conditions in
Britain continued to deteriorate, and the Labour Ministry
faced massive budget deficits.

The government’s inability

to respond to the situation led to MacDonald submitting his
resignation on 24 August 1931.

King George V convinced

MacDonald to stay in office and address the crisis by
forming a National government with representatives in the
cabinet from the Conservative and Liberal parties.

This

first National government was short-lived falling under
Conservative pressure to hold elections.
42
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1931, Parliament was dissolved and new elections took place
on 27 October.

Within a week, the King asked that

MacDonald form the second National government.

Weakened by

the election, Labour chose Arthur Henderson as its leader,
and MacDonald became a prime minister without a political
party.

The election tilted parliamentary power in favor of

the Conservatives. 43
This Conservative shift was most influential in the
change of direction of Britain’s foreign policy.

As

disarmament talks continued in Geneva, negotiators at the
conference discussed the possibility of outlawing the
aerial bombing of civilians.

The British delegation

rejected the proposal outright.

The new Air Minister, Lord

Londonderry, argued that such a proposal would limit the
RAF’s peacetime imperial policing duties. 44
Meanwhile, Scullin’s government in Australia supported
the endeavors of the League of Nations and the attempts at
Geneva to reduce arms and promote collective security.
the same time, Scullin recognized that the country was
still dependent upon Britain for all aspects of its
defense.
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At

determined the country might need to strengthen its three
military branches to “further safeguard against invasion
based on that aspect of deterrence.” 45

For this reason, the

Australians, while supportive of general disarmament,
thought that the subject should be approached with caution.
Echoing many of the concerns of the British Air Staff,
the Australian Air Staff opposed any sort of limitation on
aircraft size and horsepower because “our geographical
position and great distances . . . [would] constitute a far
more serious restriction to us than countries more
favorably situated and with shorter distances to contend
with.” 46

As Lord Cecil had argued earlier, the Dominion

aircraft needed to be regarded separately from British
aircraft totals.

The major powers needed to recognize that

Australia, like other small nations, was also “faced with
the problem of raising forces compatible with national
security.” 47

Unfortunately for the Australians, powers such

as France and Italy still did not view the Dominions as
sovereign countries.

If a numerical ratio was to be

established, as it had at with the Washington Naval
45
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Conference in 1922, they wanted the Dominions’ aircraft
included in the British air force strength.
The worsening economic conditions in Australia in late
1931 threatened Scullin’s Labour government.

In the fall

of 1931, Joseph Lyons with several other Labour ministers
abandoned the party in a disagreement over Labour’s
economic policies.

As a result, Lyons and his political

allies joined with members of the conservative Nationalist
party and formed the new United Australia Party (UAP) under
Lyons’s leadership.

In the elections held that December,

Lyons became the first national candidate to utilize the
airplane for campaigning across the country.

Following the

victory of the UAP, Lyons, a fiscal conservative, served as
both Prime Minister and Secretary of the Treasury.

His

principal concern was to reduce government debt and to
maintain balanced budgets.

At the same time, Lyons

determined that “the provision made for Defence has been
inadequate for some years” and increased military spending
from £3,105,188 in 1932 to £3,522,820 in 1934 with £438,000
directed to the RAAF. 48
Unlike the Australians, who demonstrated the desire
for some autonomy outside the imperial system, the New
48
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Zealanders would not even consider taking an independent
path.

The declining economic conditions increased

Dominion’s dependence on Britain.

Air Marshal Salmond was

most disappointed about the continued weakness of the NZPAF
and that New Zealand’s leaders had not implemented any of
his earlier recommendations. 49

The fragile political

divisions in New Zealand prevented the government from even
considering an expansion of the air force at this time.
The United party’s minority government (a remake of New
Zealand’s Liberal party) of Prime Minister Forbes could not
alienate the Labour Party’s pacifists wing, nor could it
afford to lose the support of the fiscally conservative
rural farmer constituency that was highly sensitive to
public money being “wasted.”

Neither group would support

the expansion of the Dominion’s military forces, especially
at a time when there was no obvious threat to the Empire or
Dominion. 50

This view would soon change.

On September 18, 1931, Japanese troops occupied Mukden
on the pretext of a Chinese attack on the South Manchurian
Railroad.

By the end of the year, the Japanese faced with

only feeble Chinese resistance, completed their occupation
49
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of Manchuria.

The Japanese offensive placed British

diplomats in a difficult position.

Some, such as Sir

Francis Lindley, Britain’s ambassador in Tokyo, were
sympathetic to Japanese claims in Manchuria, did not wish
to antagonize the Japanese against British Far Eastern
interests and also warned that a false step might also
develop into a general war between the powers. 51

Other

voices in the Foreign Office however, opposed this blatant
Japanese aggression and wanted strong action taken by the
League of Nations. 52

In the opinion of Cabinet Secretary

Maurice Hankey, the League was unlikely to persuade the
Japanese to cease their offensive, and he was “very glad
that the utter futility of the present covenant has been
demonstrated in the Far East . . . no one is ever likely to
believe in sanctions, and they will become more and more a
dead letter.
of.” 53

Personally I would like to see them got rid

Hankey was opposed to Britain’s participation in the

League because it constrained Britain’s ability for
independent negotiations.

Economic sanctions might have

had some effect upon the Japanese because of the fragile
51
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state of their economy.

Even though the members agreed

that this was clearly an instance of Japanese aggression,
the League was never able to come to a consensus and take
the steps necessary to implement these sanctions.

Although

New Zealand ultimately followed the British position at
Geneva, the Dominion’s representatives joined with the
Soviet Union and pressed for sanctions against Japan. 54
The Manchurian crisis brought an end to discussions at
Geneva relating to aerial disarmament and inspired the
British military to reevaluate its defense network in the
Pacific.

Japanese aggression had a disquieting effect in

Whitehall.

From the perspective of the service chiefs, the

crisis developed out of the “clear sky” and “the suddenness
which Japan took action and the success with which her
intentions were concealed notwithstanding the glare of
worldwide publicity to which she was exposed at the League
of Nations.” 55
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prediction that proved to be accurate: “If Japan were ever
to prepare for operations of a wider scope, it must be
assumed that these preparations would be concealed with
equal ardor and a blow struck with equal suddenness in
order to gain the initial advantage.” 56
Even before the Manchurian crisis, the British Air
Staff reported that “our most serious deficiency is the
shortage of aircraft for the duty of assisting in the
maintenance of sea communications.” 57

In addition, the

staff felt that there was also a severe shortage of heavy
bomber/transport aircraft capable of “effective and
versatile air action.” 58

In a discussion at the Joint

Planning Sub-Committee of the CID, the RAF’s
representative, Group Captain Charles Portal and navy
representative Captain Andrew Cunningham (both future
chiefs of their respective services), highlighted the
difficulties that faced British imperial defense.

The

talks also revealed how dangerously thin their respective
forces were spread.

The debate concerning the Pacific’s

defenses remained centered on Singapore.
56
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Portal believed that it would take at least eighteen
months to station three squadrons of aircraft there and
this move was still dependent upon the construction of new
facilities to service these aircraft. 59

Portal’s disclosure

ran counter to the RAF’s argument that they could defend
the empire through rapid redeployment.

Cunningham also

questioned whether or not these aircraft would even be
available and if the aircraft and trained crews even
existed.

The subcommittee’s discussions focused on

Singapore’s shore based guns and permanently assigned eight
air force squadrons and a naval division of ships to the
base.

Cunningham argued that the group’s fixation on

Singapore’s defenses would have an adverse effect upon the
military services’ mobility and increase the “possible
dangers elsewhere in the empire.” 60

Portal was not as

pessimistic as Cunningham about the availability of
squadrons and personnel, pointing out that the RAF were
making the necessary armament available along the imperial
air routes and at strategic points throughout the Empire.
Finally, Portal claimed unrealistically that the sixty-five
aircraft designated for the air defense of the Far East
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would, “put [the Japanese] carriers out of action, or
alternatively, if the landing were attempted, would create
havoc, amongst the transports and tows.” 61

Even at this

time this number of aircraft would be inadequate compared
to the 220 aircraft carried by Japan’s three fleet
carriers, Ryujo, Kaga, and Akagi.

Portal and Cunningham

both believed that the Japanese would not risk all of their
carriers on a combined attack on Singapore. 62
In the opinion of the British Chiefs of Staff, the
crisis in the Far East now made the Pacific Dominions even
more unreliable partners in imperial defense.

“It must be

remembered that in a war with Japan, public opinion, in
both Australia and New Zealand, would likely at the outset
press for an exaggerated amount of local protection.” 63

The

chiefs were also concerned that the military forces in
Australia and New Zealand were considerably reduced and it
was doubtful whether they could even be made available. 64
The 1932 “Annual Review of Imperial Defence Policies”
summarized the overall situation in the Pacific and put the
blame for this weakness on the Ten Year Rule,
61
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The report points in particular to our own unreadiness
to deal with the situation in the Far East owing to
the weakness in the defenses at Hong Kong, Singapore,
and Trincomali. This section attributes our weakness
in the Far East a good deal to the Ten Years
assumption underlying the Service Estimates. 65
As a result, the Chiefs of Staff recommended and the
government accepted the cancellation of the Ten Year Rule.
As in Britain, the crisis in Manchuria created two
camps in Australia.

John G. Latham, Australia’s Attorney-

General and Minister for External Affairs, summarized
Australia’s position before the Committee of Imperial
Defense:
The only nation which could be regarded as a potential
invader was Japan. As regards the latter, [my]
government felt that owing to Japan being so involved
on the mainland against Manchuria, not to mention
places like Shanghai, the risk to Australia by an
invasion force for many years was small.
Even though military planners viewed the burden placed on
Japan by their military adventures in Manchuria as
diminishing the threat to Australia, the Dominion remained
dependent upon the promise of the British fleet being sent
to the Pacific if the Japanese decided to move south. 66
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From the Australian perspective, the greatest danger
from Japan were raids rather then a full invasion.

The

sources of these raids would be limited to naval aircraft
launched from limited numbers of aircraft carriers.

With

their maritime defense dependent upon the Royal Navy, the
Australians decided to emphasize air power.

Latham felt

that a strong air force would act as a deterrent for the
Japanese and for this reason he believed that it would be
better to put “a large amount of their money into bombing
aeroplanes.” 67
position.

There was one important caveat to Latham’s

He indicated that Australia would abide by any

aerial convention agreed upon at Geneva and would defer to
the position adopted by the British delegation.
Unbeknownst to the Australians, the disarmament discussions
were essentially over by this time.
Many in Australia were opposed to disarmament.

The

warnings of Australia’s former Prime Minister Billy Hughes
summarized the situation for the British Empire and
Australia in the Far East in September 1933:
I regard the position here as serious as the days
preceding 1914. Japanese are a fine race but their
ways are not our ways. In the nation with great armed
forces behind it should rather choose the risk of war
than certainty of national oblivion. If we want to
hold Australia, we must be prepared to defend
67
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Australia, and we know that Australia was never so
open to attack as she is now. Disquieting use of
British fleet’s backwardness shows that, despite all
goodwill, the British navy is no longer in a position
to come immediately to our aid. Recent events in the
Pacific show that Australia must be prepared to hold
her own until the British navy arrives. We must have
air force, submarines, surface craft adequate to
patrol our coast and efficient land forces. 68
The Great Depression devastated national economies
across the world.

With people starving in the streets,

many believed that it was a waste to spend money on the
military.

The solution favored by the Labour government

was to entice the other powers to reduce military spending
in preference for domestic programs instead; so, arms
reduction was as pragmatic as it was altruistic.

Although

indeed naïve in retrospect, this is also an understandable
viewpoint given the breadth and severity of the Depression.
So at the same time diplomats met in Geneva in attempts to
reach agreement on reductions in the military, Germany,
Italy, and Japan preferred to solve their economic problems
through military preparation and expansion.

The British

government realized the path these powers were following
but there was still hesitancy to rearm for fear of further
weakening the British economy.
68
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was seen as just as dangerous to Britain’s survival as an
attack on the country by these powers.

The British leaders

did not dismiss the threat posed by Germany, Italy, and
Japan and soon began the expansion of their military forces
and industrial infrastructure, albeit in a more restrained
manner.

To accuse Britain and her Dominions of ill-

preparedness overlooks their dire economic circumstances
and concerns over military expenditures.
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CHAPTER 9
THE INTERNATIONAL CRISES AND IMPERIAL REARMAMENT
1934-1936
But the time has come when we can no longer afford to
ignore the fact that, while other nations talk of
disarmament, almost all nations but ourselves are
increasing their air armaments extensively. If other
nations will not come down to our level, then,
inevitably, our national and Imperial security demands
that we must begin to build up towards theirs. 1
Sir Philip Sassoon
In response to Hitler and the Nazi party’s acquisition
of power in 1933 and walking out of the League of Nations
in October, the British recognized the need to review the
Empire’s defenses.

On November 14, 1933 they responded to

this need by forming the Defence Requirements SubCommittee.

With depleted armed forces, the British faced

the ominous scenario of a rearmed Germany and an aggressive
Japan.

To counter this state of affairs, the British

wanted to improve relations with Japan, strained since the
termination of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance in 1922.

The

British also began to rearm, especially in regard to air
1
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power.

The worsening international situation was just as

obvious to the leaders of the Pacific Dominions, who, like
the British, undertook to reevaluate the conditions of
their wholly inadequate armed forces.
In the spring of 1934, the British Chiefs of Staff
rated the Royal Air Force fifth among the world powers
behind France, the Soviet Union, the United States and
Italy, blaming the current deficiencies on the Ten Year
Rule. 2

The Defence Requirements Committee (DRC) had been

appointed on November 3, 1933, to examine the current state
of national and imperial defenses and determine what
actions were required to improve the situation. ∗

There was

one important new strategic assumption: these changes were
to be based on a rearmed and aggressive Germany.

During

the meetings from January to March 1934, members of the DRC
concluded that Nazi Germany was not an immediate threat,
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but that it was the greatest threat to peace and stability
in the long run. 3

Lord Londonderry, the British Air Staff,

and the cabinet agreed, predicting that Germany could not
deploy an effective air force for about five years,
estimating that Germany would require this amount of time
to instruct pilots, aircrews, and ground crews, and
manufacture aircraft to equip a modern air force from
scratch. 4

The Royal Air Force at this time would have to

cope with some of the same expansion difficulties as
Germany including the expansion of manufacturing
capabilities and addressing the need for skilled workers.
Londonderry pressed MacDonald to make a rapid decision to
help “lay the foundation” for the expansion of the RAF 5
MacDonald assured Londonderry that this was his intention. 6
The Chiefs of Staff agreed that the present strength
of the Royal Air Force was “wholly inadequate for the
3
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requirements of Imperial security.” 7

The committee also

determined that:
We are still short of what was as long ago as 1923
regarded as the minimum number of squadrons required
for home defense and this despite the rapid process of
air expansion which has been taking place continuously
since that date abroad. War reserves are non
existent. 8
Once again, the committee returned to the fifty-two
squadron proposal. 9

Londonderry saw this goal as the “bare

minimum” and felt that the Royal Air Force would require
twenty-five additional new squadrons for a total of
seventy-seven. 10

He warned the cabinet that before

implementing such a policy, public opinion would have to be
persuaded to fund these dramatic increases.

There was also

the practical concern with planning the rapid expansion of
airbase infrastructure, training, and recruitment. 11
Londonderry gave no indication how the air force would
solve these problems.

Most important was the development

of new methods of aircraft construction.

7
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Similar to the launch of H.M.S. Dreadnuaght in 1906
that made all other capital warships theof period obsolete,
the development of all-metal aircraft in the mid-1930s
rendered all existing fabric-covered aircraft obsolete as
well.

Increased horse-power from turbochargers,

retractable landing gear, and the ability to carry a
greater number of guns contributed in the rapid increase in
aircraft performance and capability.

Britain’s feeble

aircraft industry had to adapt to the production of these
new designs as well as expand rapidly to build the aircraft
necessary to equip seventy-seven squadrons.

The pressure

created by aerial rearmament on the British aircraft
industry would not be seriously addressed until 1935.
In 1930, the Air Ministry issued Specification F.7/30
to encourage Britain’s manufacturers to come up with new
and innovative designs in fighter aircraft.

These changes

called for increases in armament to include four machine
guns or heavy cannons, a service ceiling of more than
30,000 feet, a speed of more than 250 mph, and improved
rates of climb and maneuverability. 12

By 1934, aircraft

such as the Hawker Fury series, the Gloster Gladiator, and
the Westland P.V.4 were among the improved biplane designs
12
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introduced, but the innovative monoplane designs such as
the all-aluminum Bristol Type 133 and Supermarine Type 224
showed more promise for the future.

In 1934, the most

significant designs were started by Sidney Camm at Hawker
Aircraft with the Hurricane and by Reginald Mitchell at
Supermarine with sketches for the Spitfire.

The government

and the Air Ministry now faced a difficult decision.
Should money be spent to re-equip the existing and newly
formed squadrons with obsolete equipment or should
expansion be put off until the advanced monoplane designs
became available? 13

To make this technological transition,

the RAF, like the Luftwaffe, would essentially have to
start from scratch.

The responsibility for this conversion

fell to Stanley Baldwin’s new government.
In May 1934, a select group from the cabinet, Lord
Londonderry, Foreign Secretary John Simon, Chancellor of
the Exchequer Neville Chamberlain, and the Permanent
Secretary Maurice Hankey met to formulate a five-year plan
for the expansion of the RAF.

Simon argued for increasing

the air force by forty new squadrons, consisting of ten
squadrons for home and Far Eastern defense respectively and
twenty squadrons for the essentially nonexistent Fleet Air

13
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Arm.

At this meeting, Londonderry changed his earlier

position regarding the expansion of the RAF beyond the
fifty-two squadron proposal.

Londonderry now feared that

it would be uneconomical and detrimental to the efficiency
and quality of the force. 14

Chamberlain seemed surprised by

the Air Ministry’s reluctance about a rapid expansion, but
he was willing to overlook these concerns and forwarded to
the cabinet a five-year plan calling for “some 1287
aircraft.” 15

The Committee’s proposal designated eighty-

eight aircraft specifically for the Far East, a provision
that concerned Chamberlain who wondered if “they were to be
considered as definitely locked up there?” 16

To alleviate

Chamberlain’s concerns, Hankey explained that the
production of these aircraft came toward the end of the
five-year program and were essentially a reserve.

Hankey

indicated that if the “situation vis-à-vis Japan improved
and deteriorated in Europe, it might be possible to take
some of these aircraft for home defense.” 17
At the group’s May 15 meeting, the issue of Far
Eastern air defenses continued to concern Chamberlain, who
14
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wondered if the ten new squadrons designated for home
defense were enough and whether it was necessary to send
another ten squadrons to the Far East.
was the growing German menace.

His primary concern

From 1933 to 1934, German

military spending grew from RM7.4 million to almost RM4.2
billion. 18

Correspondingly, the German air budget increased

from RM78,348,450 in 1933 to RM210,187,650 in 1934. 19

For

Chamberlain:
There should be no difficulty in convincing public
opinion of the necessity for increasing our air
force’s at home, but [I do] not think that
arrangements to increase air forces at such places as
Penang would carry very much conviction. 20
With support from the former Air Minister and now First
Lord of the Admiralty, Sir Samuel Hoare, Londonderry
repeated his support for the fifty-two squadron home
defense plan.

He noted that expansion of the Royal Air

Force had been prevented in the past by financial
stringency, and although he welcomed the relaxation of that
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limitation, “he saw no need for panic.” 21

The addition of

ten new squadrons to the existing forty-two home defense
squadrons was sufficient but other squadrons were required
overseas.

Hoare added that the overseas air defenses were

actually weak because the existing twenty-six squadrons
overseas had been drawn from home.

Simon and Chamberlain

continued to press Londonderry and Hoare on the adequacy of
the fifty-two squadron plan.

Chamberlain considered sixty-

five home defense squadrons a more appropriate force with
an additional twenty squadrons formed by 1940.

In Hoare’s

opinion, the fifty-two squadrons were sufficient for home
defense even though the DRC concluded earlier that this was
the “bare minimum.” 22

Chamberlain replied, “if the Air

Force agreed that this was all that were required, it was
another matter.

Personally, [I am] inclined to think that

they had been asking for too little.” 23 Chamberlain’s
distaste for a large British land commitment on the
Continent ultimately overrode both the DRC and Londonderry.
Through his control of the budget Chamberlain significantly

21
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changed Britain’s defense priorities by expanding the Air
Ministry’s budget 94 percent above the DCR’s request. 24
With an influx of new money from the Exchequer, Chief
of the Air Staff Edward Ellington issued Air Defence
“Scheme A.”

This new plan deemphasized Britain’s global

commitments and focused on the German menace.

The scheme

required numerous changes and redesignations as the
situation changed in Europe but it was the first redress to
the weakened state of the Royal Air Force.

The plan called

for the expansion of the RAF to seventy-five home defense
squadrons with a progressive increase to the budget from
₤2.4 million to ₤10.85 million between 1934 and 1939 (see
Appendix II). 25

Ellington was not comfortable with the

plan’s focus on Europe and thought that, “it may be
difficult to justify exclusive concentration on home
defense requirements for the next five years to the entire
neglect of the Fleet Air Arm and Far Eastern
requirements.” 26

Chamberlain insisted on refocusing
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25

Britain’s defenses on Europe and Germany.

Realizing that

Britain did not have the military resources to fight both
Germany and Japan at the same time, he believed that
Britain should reestablish friendly relations with Japan
and free all of the nation’s resources to meet Germany: “We
cannot overstate the importance we attach to getting back,
not to an alliance (since that would not be practical
politics), but at least to our old terms of cordiality and
mutual respect with Japan.” 27

Foreign Secretary Simon

thought it was dubious to take any concrete actions to
improve Britain’s relations with Japan.

He still believed

that Japan and Germany were the two main sources of anxiety
for which military provisions should be made.

Londonderry

concurred with Simon’s assessment and that “we must be
ready to fight on two fronts against both Japan and
Germany.”

28

In May, the proposals of the Defence Requirements
Committee were brought before the cabinet for review.

The

cabinet’s general consensus agreed with Chamberlain’s view
that Germany was the primary threat to peace.

27
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alleviate their worries about Japanese intentions in the
Far East:
The most striking feature of the Report of the Defence
Requirements Committee in dealing with the situation
in the Far East is the extent to which our Empire
security depends on the avoidance of hostilities with
Japan. . . . We agree of the importance of improving
relations with Japan. Possibility of our being
menaced in the Far East at a time when we might be
faced with a dangerous situation in Europe is one that
we ought to do our utmost to avoid. It would involve
war on two widely separated fronts and would strain
our resources to the uttermost. 29
Japanese aggression in China and subsequent withdrawal from
the League of Nations, as well as the pressure created by
competition over regional trade were just a few of the
obstacles to improving Anglo-Japanese relations that needed
to be addressed. 30

If British policy and security in the

Far East depended upon “a permanent friendship with Japan,”
specific proposals were needed to bridge the divide between
the two countries.

The cabinet, unlike Chamberlain, was

not prepared to abandon the security of the region by a
strategy exclusively focused on Germany.

First Lord of the

Admiralty Eyres Monsell, Lord Privy Seal Anthony Eden, and
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs James H. Thomas

29
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felt that steps needed to be taken to remedy the serious
weaknesses in the Far East. 31
The most troubling aspect of Chamberlain’s proposal
was his belief in coming to some accommodation with Japan.
Thomas warned Chamberlain of the obvious unease that this
position would have for the Pacific Dominions, “For them
Japan was the danger.

If we were to adopt a policy such as

was now suggested, it would create a very serious
situation, because it would be quite impossible to convince
the Dominions that there was no danger from Japan.” 32
Secretary of State for War Douglas Hogg accused Chamberlain
of abandoning the Empire in the east to the mercy of
Japan. 33

Baldwin considered both Germany and Japan as

“political mad dogs” but he was actually less nervous about
the threat from Germany and believed that Japan posed a
wider threat to peace. 34

Baldwin’s concern about Japanese

intentions was supported by a Defence Requirements
Committee note that informed the cabinet that Japan’s
defence expenditure had raised from ¥407,000,000 in 19311932 to ¥936,000,000 in 1934-1935 and this did not include
31
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expenditures in Manchuria. 35

Although Japanese actions

concerned Baldwin, he would ultimately support
Chamberlain’s position because “finance was necessarily the
guiding consideration and it has been felt that the needs
of the Far East must be sacrificed to a considerable extent
for the more pressing demands of Home Defence.” 36

Baldwin

also tried to reassure his Cabinet colleagues that the
intent of the plan was to remain as flexible as possible:
“If it should be found at any time there’s an
intensification of the danger from one quarter or another
whether in the East or in the West, then the programme may
have to be expedited or adjusted in accordance with the
circumstances of the moment.” 37

On June 11, the German

delegation walked out of the Geneva Disarmament talks, an
event that strengthened Chamberlain’s position in regard to
concentrating British efforts in Europe.

He delivered a

long and sharp rebuke to his Cabinet colleagues and the

35
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Defence Requirements Committee over Britain’s policy in the
Far East:
The proposals of the Defence Requirements
Committee were designed to enable us to defend our
possessions and interests in the Far East, to defend
India, and to fulfill our European commitments. A
layman cannot contend that for this purpose the
Programme is excessive. Nevertheless, the result of
our deliberations is to put it bluntly, that we are
presented with proposals impossible to carry out.
But today it can hardly be disputed that the
anxieties of the British people are concentrated on
Europe rather than on the Far East, and that if we
have to make a choice we must prepare our defence
against possible hostilities from Germany rather from
Japan. My first proposition then is that during the
ensuing five years our efforts must be chiefly
concentrated upon measures designed for the defence of
these islands. 38
For Chamberlain, a global strategy was impossible to carry
out because the government could not pay for it.

As

Chancellor, he believed that a strong economy was as
important to Britain’s defense as a sound military, and he
did not want to forsake one for the other.

In addition,

Chamberlain concluded that the immediate defense of Britain
was more vital than its global commitments.
If reconciliation with Germany, Italy, and Japan was
of benefit to the economy and limited the need for spending

38
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on the military so much the better. 39

To this end,

Chamberlain concluded his argument by questioning the
validity of the Admiral Jellicoe’s Fleet to Singapore Plan,
the pillar of Britain’s interwar Far East defense planning.
He wrote that, “We must postpone the idea of sending out
today a Fleet of capital ships capable of containing the
Japanese Fleet or meeting it in battle.” 40

Chamberlain’s

position created an uproar in the cabinet, although Simon’s
opinion also corresponded closely with Chamberlain’s.

He

argued that, “If the British Empire in the East were to
break up, that would be a terrible calamity, but it would
not be quite so desperate as if we were attacked and
defeated at the heart of the Empire.” 41

Sir Philip

Cunliffe-Lister, Secretary of State for the Colonies,
recognized that “If we were to become involved in a war
with Germany and in the Far East at the same time, it would
be just about the end of all things for us.” 42

British and

imperial defense policy was now split between East and West
with British concerns centered in Europe, and Australia and
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New Zealand focused on the Pacific.

Former South African

Prime Minister Jan Smuts suggested that a departure from
the traditional model of the Empire’s defense:
The Dominions have even stronger affiliations towards
the [United States] than Great Britain . . .
therefore, our Far Eastern policy should be based on
friendship with all and exclusive alliances or
understanding with none, the ultimate objective of
that policy should continue to conform to that general
American orientation. 43
Smuts recognized the prevailing isolationist view in the
United States at this time but thought that the Americans
would not tolerate further Japanese expansion especially if
it threatened their interests in the Philippines. 44

The

Australians and New Zealanders at this time did not accept
Smuts’s proposal and for the moment continued to maintain
their exclusive affiliation with Great Britain, though
London’s Pacific policies were hardly reassuring.

As the

situation deteriorated later in the 1930s, the Dominions
heeded Smuts’s proposal and turned their defense
orientation to the United States.
Knowing the likely negative reaction of the Dominions’
leaders to new priorities regarding the Pacific, the
British Cabinet was not disposed to inform them of the
43
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details.

By early 1934, both Australia’s and New Zealand’s

leaders recognized the deteriorating situation in Europe
and Asia.

There was a growing realization in Australia

that Britain might not or would not fulfill its commitments
to Imperial defense in the Pacific.

Following the advice

from London to create a better relationship with Japan,
Australia’s Minister for External Affairs Sir John G.
Latham created and led the Australian Eastern Mission.
From March 22 through May 22, 1934, the Australian
delegation traveled throughout the Pacific to advance
Imperial as well as Australian diplomatic and trade
affairs, but its primary objective was to improve relations
with Japan. 45

The Eastern Mission, however, had no success

at reaching diplomatic accommodation with Japan; its
failure, on the contrary, motivated the Australians to
improve their military preparations.

The third option of

air power figured prominently in the Dominion’s new
security measures.
E.T. Crutchley, Australia’s representative in the
Dominions Office, indicated that the Australians were
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“rather shocked” that British air strength was ranked fifth
in the world by their own admission. 46

This, according to

Crutchley, stimulated the Australians “desire to strengthen
their defences.” 47

It is doubtful that the British ranking

was the actual motivation for increased aerial preparation;
that Britain was not willing to increase Far Eastern
defenses was probably more of a concern.

The Lyons

government looked at the international situation and noted
the failure of the disarmament conventions at Geneva, the
inability of the League of Nations to impose sanctions on
aggression, and the obvious weakness of the Commonwealth’s
armed forces.

Lyons initiated the Three Year Programme as

“a stepping stone” toward improving national security and
increased by ₤8,000,000 Australia’s military budget. 48

The

primary goals of the government’s new policy were to
supplement British sea power in the region, strengthen and
reorganize Australia’s army as a deterrent against
invasion, and expand the air force’s ability to cooperate
with the army and navy. 49
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Australia used the 1928 Salmond Plan as a point of
reference for its air defenses.

Owing to the depression,

the Salmond Plan had not been carried, but in September
1933 Prime Minister Lyons reaffirmed the recommendations in
the proposal.

When Lyons presented the 1934 budget to the

Australian Parliament, he specifically noted that it
contained ₤430,000 for “provision of seaplanes and land
aircraft for the strengthening of the aerial defences of
the Commonwealth.” 50

This money was to be spent in

replacing obsolete types of aircraft and to start raising
new squadrons.

In March 1934 the Australians placed an

order for eighteen Hawker Demon fighters and later
increased this order to sixty-four aircraft.

Hawker

Aircraft took a full year in filling Australia’s order and
did not deliver the aircraft until March 1935. 51
In Australia’s Parliament, former Prime Minister James
Scullin doubted that enough money was being spent on the
air force and questioned whether money budgeted to purchase
a new cruiser would be better spent on aircraft.

For

Scullin, aircraft would be a better defense against raids
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than a single cruiser. 52

Defending the government’s

position, Assistant Minister for Defence, Josiah Francis
spoke of the recent purchase of Hawker aircraft and the
planned purchase of an additional twenty-four Supermarine
Mk.V Seagull amphibian patrol aircraft.

In Francis’

opinion, “At no time has Australia been better equipped.” 53
This may have been the case, but five squadrons of aircraft
were still pathetically little to defend the Australian
continent.
The Hawker Demon purchase was just one aspect of the
aviation component of the Three Year Programme.

The plan

included money for four new “general purpose” squadrons
with one each based at Leverton, Victoria, and at Perth,
Western Australia, with two squadrons designated for
Richmond, New South Wales.

A coastal reconnaissance

squadron was also planned for Leverton, a new aircraft
repair and supply depot was to be built at Richmond, and
the naval cooperation flight at Richmond would be expanded
to a full squadron. 54
Australia’s budget.
52
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more than double from ₤334,143 budgeted in June 1933 to
₤860,885 in June 1934. 55

The Australians projected that the

₤860,885 figure would again double to ₤1.6 million by 1939.
The British Air Staff welcomed the Australian’s
expansion plans and hoped that the RAAF would be of value
both to local and overall imperial defense.

This

contingency, however, was not specifically discussed with
the Australians at the time. 56

The British Air Staff wanted

Australian squadrons to replace the RAF units in Singapore
because of the growing demand for squadrons for home
defense:
In view of our own concentration during the next few
years on the provision of air forces for the defense
of the United Kingdom, it is probable that we shall be
short of aircraft at the outbreak of the war in the
Far East and any contribution which Australia could
make would be of great value. 57
In Cabinet discussions regarding Far Eastern defenses,
Maurice Hankey pressed for expanding Australia’s role in
and to “see what they might be willing to do.” 58

Chief of

the Air Staff Ellington replied that, “reinforcements of
[Australian] squadrons would be very useful, but even if
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this was not possible; a supply of trained pilots would be
almost equally valuable.” 59
Like Australia, New Zealand also recognized the
deteriorating international situation and initiated its own
military expansion, the Six Year Programme.

Their plan

called for an additional ₤840,000 directed toward the three
services with ₤267,000 specified for the purchase of new
aircraft. 60

In January 1934, the NZPAF ordered a full

squadron of Vickers Vildebeest torpedo bombers as the first
phase of this expansion.

On February 3, Sir James Parr,

High Commissioner for New Zealand in London, attended a
demonstration flight and accepted delivery of these
aircraft on behalf of the Dominion. 61

Later that month, on

February 27, the New Zealand Permanent Air Force by royal
decree officially changed its title to the Royal New
Zealand Air Force (RNZAF). 62

With only 20 officers and 100

airmen, the title was more grandiose than the force.
Unlike the Australians, New Zealand’s air planners worked
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closely with the British Air Staff in regard to the
expansion of the RNZAF.

Initially, the British recommended

a force of fifty-one combat aircraft that would include
eighteen army cooperation, fourteen torpedo bombers,
fourteen fighters, and five flying boats. 63

The British Air

Staff also noted the growing improvement in the strength
and capabilities of Japanese carrier-based aircraft, in
view of which, New Zealand should develop, “at some future
date for a quota of aircraft for naval purposes.” 64

In all,

the Air Staff recommended that New Zealand required a force
of 100 aircraft to “cover all contingencies.” 65
With Pacific Dominions strengthening their defense
measures, concern surfaced in Britain that each might
follow a different strategic plan.

Under the pretense of

serving as Britain’s official representative to the
centennial celebration of the founding of Melbourne,
Cabinet Secretary Hankey toured the Pacific Dominions to
discuss and attempt to coordinate Imperial policy. 66

Hankey

had the delicate task of “communicating . . . the
63
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particulars of the defensive policy they [the British] have
recently adopted, together with the reasons for that
policy, including a review of the general international
situation.” 67

Hankey informed the Dominion’s leaders that

Britain meant to “continue efforts to secure a permanent
basis of friendship with Japan,” but admitted the obvious
difficulties of carrying out this policy. 68

Hankey expected

the Pacific Dominions to play a greater part in imperial
defense.

Hankey’s discussions ranged over numerous topics

including the complete reorganization of Australia’s
civilian control of its military organizations.

In regard

to air defense, Hankey informed the Dominions of the
accumulating evidence of Germany’s rearmament program,
especially in aviation and of the new measures that the Air
Ministry was taking to correct the condition of the RAF. 69
Hankey encouraged the continued buildup of the RAAF to the
level envisioned by Air Marshal Salmond.

He also felt that

RAAF needed to be more cooperative with the navy in regard
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to coastal defense and in developing ground support
capability to assist the army.

Focusing the mission of the

RAAF as an auxiliary to the navy and army would require the
air force to reconsider its current force composition. 70
For Hankey, “the defence of Australia’s interest might
easily require the co-operation of Air Forces, whether with
or without military forces, in the first line of Australian
defence.” 71

In addition, Hankey now wanted Australia’s

leaders to think beyond defending their own borders.

He

considered it desirable for them to organize their military
forces to enable them to be sent abroad in an emergency and
that doing so was “necessary to the safety of Australian
interests.” 72

Hankey thought the RAAF could be particularly

useful for general imperial security.

He warned the

Australians that it was probable that the British could not
provide the necessary air defense in the Far East:
In view of the heavy commitments in the air, His
Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom cannot yet
provide in time of peace all of the Air Forces needed
for the naval bases and coaling stations in the Far
East. The provision of landing grounds at certain
ports is being considered with a view to a possible
scheme of air reinforcements in an emergency. The
provision of these reinforcements from India and the
Middle East might prove difficult, and any assistance
that Australia could provide might prove invaluable
70
71
72
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and important strengthening of one or other of the
strong points on the eastern route – Australia’s first
line of defence. 73
When Minister of Defence Archdale Parkhill presented
Hankey’s proposals to Lyons, the prime minister simply
marked them as “approved.” 74

The government soon began to

take the steps to extend Australian assistance in the Far
East.

The largest commitment for independence was

reestablishing a local aircraft industry by direct support
for the creation of the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation.
In addition, the government also provided £30,000 annual
subsidy to Qantas Empire Airways to build, maintain, and
staff the strategic flying boat air route from Sydney to
Singapore. 75

Lyons was committed finally to completing the

expansion of the RAAF to the levels recommended by Salmond
in 1928.
Hankey next traveled to New Zealand accompanied by
Australia’s Minister for External Affairs and former
Minister of Defence, Sir George Pearce.

73

The two men had a
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series of discussions with New Zealand’s Prime Minister
George W. Forbes and Minister of Defence John G. Cobbe.

In

these meetings, the parties agreed that their military
units should start training together, especially army and
air force units. 76

In New Zealand at this time there was no

Air Ministry and the RNZAF remained under army and navy
control.

For this reason, the group did not consider it

practicable to maintain complete and up-to-date air units
available to be sent abroad.

In the case of New Zealand,

the best form of cooperation would be individual pilots and
crews assigned to British units. 77
Throughout 1935, Britain and the Pacific Dominions
continued to implement the defense programs initiated in
1934.

Once again there were calls for the creation of an

“Imperial Air Force” as a means of saving money, although
this concept was not favored at the Air Ministry.

The

principles of liaison, cooperation, and conformity
continued to be seen as the best for expanding imperial air
defense. 78

76
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for their own defense freed Britain from adding them to
their defense responsibilities.

Delays in producing

aircraft hindered the Dominions’ ability to provide for
that defense.

The twelve Vickers Vildebeest that New

Zealand bought in February 1934 were not delivered until
February 1935. 79

The difficulty both Dominions experienced

in obtaining aircraft hampered their expansion efforts.
For the RAF, the lack of personnel also held back their
expansion plans.

To address this problem, the British

government in March 1935 approved a plan for the RAF to
recruit pilots and technical crew in both Australia and New
Zealand. 80
Australia’s goal in 1935 was completing Part I of the
Salmond plan by the formation of new units, increasing
personnel, and updating equipment and infrastructure.

In

all ₤708,536 was budgeted to the RAAF to increase its
personnel from 126 to 178 officers, 946 to 1,476 airmen,
and to set a target of training sixty new pilots annually.
Fifteen of these new pilots were to be assigned to five
years service with the RAF 81

79
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form of attack on Australia would come from highly trained
“first-line (regular)” Japanese naval air units, the RAAF’s
leadership now recognized the limited effectiveness of the
Citizen Air Force units.

RAAF officers who returned to

Australia following service in the RAF concluded that the
skills of CAF pilots “compares very unfavorably with RAF
pilots [and] this includes formation flying, fighting
tactics, bombing and gunnery, reconnaissance, photography
and artillery co-operation.” 82

Also in regard to the CAF,

the Australian Air Staff determined that:
They are never likely to approach the R.A.F. standard
and cannot be considered as ready to take the field
until they have completed a period of intense
collective training, depending on equipment and other
facilities available. These remarks apply equally to
skilled ground personnel of the units. 83
Probably for these reasons the Australian government did
not include any money for the expansion of the CAF in the
1935-1936 budget even though the CAF had been touted
throughout earlier as the most reasonable and inexpensive
means for Australia’s aerial defenses. 84
In June 1935, a complete transformation of the
National Government to Conservative control took place when
82
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Ramsay MacDonald stepped down as prime minister and Stanley
Baldwin returned to power.

As part of Baldwin’s cabinet

restructuring on June 7, he replaced Londonderry with
Philip Cunliffe-Lister (raised to the peerage as Lord
Swinton in November 1935) as Air Minister.

Described as

one of Baldwin’s best appointments, Cunliffe-Lister, a
strong proponent of rearmament, oversaw the RAF expansion
programs for the next three years. 85

His appointment could

not have been more timely; the demands upon Britain’s
resources by air force expansion plans throughout the
Empire proliferated.

Early in his tenure, Cunliffe-Lister

with assistance from former Air Minister, William Douglas
Weir, established the shadow factory system.

This system

included the construction of new aircraft factories with
government funds. In addition, the Air Ministry directed
that each of the fifteen major airframe and five engine
manufacturers produce only one or two types of aircraft or
engines, enabling the manufacturers to concentrate their
efforts. 86

Although the production numbers were initially

disappointing, these actions in mid-1935 placed British
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aviation in a wartime mode and by 1940 British aircraft
production outpaced German production.
The pending technological conversion had critical
implications for imperial defense.

Whatever designs were

adopted by the Royal Air Force, the British manufacturers
would have produce enough aircraft to reequip the existing
forty-two squadrons as well as produce planes for new
units.

The imperial policy adopted in 1918 held that all

of the Dominions’ air forces should be equipped, trained,
and organized like the RAF.

The intention being to allow

the smooth transfer, cooperation, and operation of all of
the Empire’s air forces.

This required the British

manufacturers to provide aircraft for twelve RAAF and
Australian CAF squadrons and also to equip five squadrons
of the RNZAF and New Zealand Territorial Air Force (NZTAF)
units.

There were also Canadian, South African, Rhodesian,

and Indian squadrons to consider as well.

In addition to

military needs, the growing civil and commercial aviation
sector required more aircraft.

Because it would not be an

easy task for the depressed British aircraft manufacturers
to expand production levels rapidly, the Dominions’ air
forces faced the prospect that their squadrons would
receive a lower priority to the demands of the RAF
298

The specter of a simultaneous European and Far Eastern
war became a growing concern for the British Chiefs of
Staff in 1935.

The Defence Requirements Committee Report

argued that 1936 would be a dangerous year in the Far East,
with Japan reaching the potential for hostile action.
Japan was spending over 47 percent of the nation’s budget
on the military (see Appendix III). 87

By 1936, Japan would

have almost completed the modernization of her capital
ships and expanded her air force, including the carrierborne units. 88

These additions to Japan’s air strength

meant the British faced a force of considerable size and
effectiveness.

The British determined that Japan’s Naval

Air Service had 389 aircraft with 158 flying from aircraft
carriers and the Army Air Force strength stood at 402
aircraft with 198 stationed in Japan, 141 in Manchukuo, and
forty-one in Korea. 89

By 1937-1938, Japanese naval

authorities announced the expansion of their front-line
strength to 384 ship borne aircraft and 424 shored based
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aircraft. 90

The British also assumed that the Japanese Army

Air Force would likely expand to 603 firstline aircraft. 91
Even though the British military recognized the threat
posed by the growth of Japan’s military aviation
capabilities, they seriously underestimated Japanese
competence in the area of design and construction of
aircraft:
At the present time the Japanese aircraft industry
relies almost entirely on airframes and engines of
foreign design which are purchased abroad and then
laboriously copied in Japan and given Japanese names.
So long as this state of affairs continues, Japanese
aircraft will always be two or three years behind
modern air powers in design and performance. 92
Britain would pay dearly for this mistake when war broke
out.
The British chiefs were most concerned about a
Japanese threat to Singapore.

Though the greater part of

Japanese land-based aircraft were stationed in Japan, their
air routes had been organized so that the squadrons could
move rapidly south to Formosa, placing them within striking
distance of Singapore and Hong Kong. 93

Moreover, Japan’s

increased carrier forces provided an even more effective
means to attack Singapore.
90
91
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feared the “the possibility of a sudden military action
against ourselves” and that “European complications would
be Japan’s opportunity.” 94

Thus, a “bolt from the blue”

could not be disregarded and was not “inconsistent with the
Japanese conduct on previous occasions.” 95

The Air Staff

therefore recommended doubling the RAF’s strength at
Singapore by assigning six land-based attack squadrons and
three seaplane reconnaissance squadrons to the base.
Additionally, one squadron should be posted to the Far East
exclusive of Singapore. 96

Air Marshal Ellington hoped that

Australia and New Zealand would also provide additional
squadrons or other reinforcements since Singapore was
critical for their security. 97

The new proposals to station

permanent squadrons in the Far East ran counter to the
RAF’s claims for strategic mobility so highly touted
throughout the interwar period.
94
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Ministry approved plans to build a chain of airfield in the
Far East in 1926, the chain was not completed to Singapore
until 1937. 98

In addition, the British still depended upon

the permission from the Netherlands to attain access
through the Dutch East Indies on the final legs to
Australia.
Ellington was advised by one of his officers that, “If
we now ask for squadrons to be permanently located at all
these places it is possible that our claims regarding the
mobility of air forces may be quoted against us.” 99

The

number of squadrons at Singapore remained capped at three
land-based and two seaplane squadrons until adequate
runways and facilities were built in 1938 to accommodate
the proposed expansion. 100

The British Committee of

Imperial Defence remained convinced that the focus of any
Japanese attack in the Pacific would be Singapore, and that
as long as the base remained operational the only aerial
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threat to Australia and New Zealand would be light raids
launched from cruisers or raiders, not aircraft carriers. 101
Britain’s position was not reassuring to Australian
Defence Secretary Sir Robert Parkhill, who asked for a
complete reassessment from the CID in light of Japan’s
growing number of aircraft carriers and naval aircraft. 102
For Parkhill, such a force constituted a serious danger to
Australia.

The appearance of inaction by the Australian

government on air defense led to a sharp public criticism
by Australia’s Chief of the Air Staff Richard Williams, who
argued that “it should not be beyond the resources of
Australia to provide itself with an Air Force strong
enough, when operating from its own bases, to repel an
enemy invasion.” 103

Williams’s criticisms brought a swift

and pointed rebuke from Parkhill: “The inference to be
drawn from the competitive claims made by the Chief of the
Air Staff is that the Government’s Policy and Programme are
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unsoundly based.

If the report is correct, such criticisms

cannot be tolerated.” 104
Although Williams was not reprimanded for these
comments, it was another instance in his long career of
antagonizing his superiors.

It is probable that such

comments by Williams would contribute to his removal as the
Chief of the Air Staff in 1938.

Contrary to Williams’s

assessment, the lack of progress in the Commonwealth’s
military expansion did concern Parkhill, who according to
E.V. Crutchley, “realized that the provision of adequate
defence organisation necessitated the expenditure of large
sums of money, but such was the important necessity of a
sound defence policy that the Government felt its duty was
to find the funds required.” 105

By the end of 1935,

Parkhill concluded that for an adequate air defense,
Australia needed to reestablish its own aircraft industry.
Such a move to “improve the present position of reliance on
oversea sources of supply which may not be available in
war” was an “important step towards further national self
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sufficiency.” 106

The late delivery of the Hawker Demons

earlier in the year was just the first warning that RAF
expansion would interfere with the RAAF’s development.

In

January 1936, the RAF announced its plan to have 1,750
frontline aircraft, train 2,500 new pilots and 22,000
airmen, and assign them among 123 operational squadrons by
1938. 107

Parkhill noted that for Australia, this meant

that, “Owing to the enormous expansion in Air Forces in
Great Britain it is becoming increasingly difficult to
obtain delivery of equipment and in times of emergency it
would probably be quite impossible.” 108
As a result of perceived difficulties in buying
equipment from Britain, the Commonwealth Aircraft
Corporation was established in October 1936 to begin
constructing aircraft for the RAAF.

Australia’s decision

to manufacture aircraft produced a shift in the
relationship between the Commonwealth and the United
Kingdom.
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build -- the British Westland A.39/34 Lysander or the
American North American Type 16.

The Australian Air Board

was under great pressure to select Westland’s aircraft.
The board recognized that aircraft development was
proceeding at an extraordinary pace and that in many ways
it had surpassed the performance levels existing at the
outset of the Three Year Programme. 109

The Lysander was an

ungainly aircraft with a high parasol fabric-covered wing
supported by two large struts and fabric-covered steel and
aluminum tube fuselage.

In addition, the aircraft’s fixed

undercarriage further reduced its performance.

Poorly

armed with two forward and one rear flexible mounted .303
Browning machine guns, the aircraft had little combat value
beyond its role of artillery spotting and liaison duties.
Ultimately, the board concluded that the Westland was
already an obsolete design and that it “would make no
contribution whatever to the development of the modern
stressed skin type, nor give employees any experience in
this direction.” 110

For this reason the Australians

rejected the British model and decided to start
109
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manufacturing the North American Type 16.

Unlike the

Westland Lysander, even though the aircraft was considered
an advanced trainer, it incorporated the latest all-metal
stressed skin monocoque construction and retractable
landing gear.

The 1923 assumption that the Dominions’ air

forces would exclusively use British equipment was thus
abandoned.

The Australian decision was not well-received

in Britain where the British High Commissioner in Australia
protested strongly to Lyons’s government:
My Government have instructed me to state that it was
a fundamental condition of their agreement to give all
possible support to the establishment of the new
aircraft factory in Australia and that there should be
uniformity of service type between the two countries,
and it was on this understanding that the Royal Air
Force undertook to co-operate fully in supplying
secret technical information. The proposal set out in
the Prime Minister’s telegram to which I have referred
runs completely counter to this understanding; and, in
view of the explicit assurances given by the
Commonwealth Government at every stage of the recent
discussion that only British types of service aircraft
would be manufactured, its adoption would be received
by my Government with surprise and dismay, and would
necessarily involve the reconsideration of the whole
question. 111
British concerns about using American designs for
Australian-made aircraft continued until the outbreak of
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the war.

Yet the inability of British manufacturers to

supply both the needs of the RAF and those of Australia
also remained.

Winston Churchill was particularly critical

of Baldwin’s government and the growing disparity between
British and German armaments and called for the creation of
a central ministry to oversee British production. 112

As a

result, Baldwin created the cabinet position of Minister
for the Coordination of Defence to oversee all aspects of
British defense production.

Many expected Baldwin to

appoint Churchill as the new minister.

Churchill later

wrote that he would have “gladly” accepted the post.

Two

days following Germany’s reoccupation of the Rhineland, on
March 13, 1936, Baldwin, influenced by Chamberlain,
appointed Sir Thomas Inskip to head the new ministry. 113
Inskip was described as one of Baldwin’s worst
appointments, a thoroughly incompetent minister, and one of
the most astonishing political appointments since “Caligula
made his horse consul.” 114

Churchill described him as

having “the advantages of being little known and knowing
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nothing about military subjects.” 115

In Inskip’s defense,

he had little chance to succeed even if he had a stronger
personality; his new ministry had “no real powers and
little staff.” 116

Throughout 1936, the new ministry had no

effect on the aircraft supply problem, which confirmed the
Australian’s decision to turn to the United States for new
aircraft and assistance in the formation its aircraft
manufacturing capability.

In addition, the Australians

viewed the expansion of the RAAF and the completion of Air
Marshal Salmond’s recommendations critical for Australian
self-defense.
In New Zealand, a fundamental political shift took
place with the election of that Dominion’s first Labour
government led by Michael J. Savage on December 5, 1935.
In defense matters, the accession of Labour to power was
met with some trepidation by New Zealand’s military
leaders.

The Chief of Staff, General William Sinclair-

Burgess, wrote to Maurice Hankey regarding the inexperience
of the new leadership:
Their present knowledge and experience of defense
matters is not very extensive as this is their first
period of office, but I believe they are anxious to
learn. . .[and] at present have very little
appreciation of the necessity for Imperial cohesion
115
116
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and do not realize that the protection and progress of
New Zealand is bound up with that of England. 117
Although Savage’s government shifted the Dominion’s defense
assumptions, Burgess’s concern was overstated, and Savage
continued to look upon the relationship within Britain as
fundamental.

Unlike its neighbor, New Zealand did not

stray from traditional ties to Britain by inviting the
United States to assist with aircraft production.

In 1936,

Savage completely reorganized the Dominion’s defense
establishment and shifted its focus from a predominantly
naval orientation to a policy emphasizing the third option
-- air power.

In June the Savage government advised its

service chiefs that, “In view of the imperative need for an
extension of air defence, [they must] re-organise their
whole defence estimate entailing a reduction in their naval
commitments, in order to ensure the maximum expansion in
the air.” 118

Doubts about the “Singapore Strategy”

motivated this shift in policy.

The “grave situation” in

the Mediterranean due to developing tensions with Italy
made it seem problematic that the British fleet could be
117
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sent to Singapore in the event of hostilities with Japan. 119
The New Zealanders nevertheless turned to Britain for
assistance in the new strategy based on increased air
power.
The new position taken by New Zealand naturally
pleased the Air Staff in London.

Recognizing that the 1928

Salmond recommendations no longer applied to conditions in
1936, the Air Staff deemed a reevaluation of New Zealand’s
aerial defense needs was necessary.

The Air Staff advised

that two new torpedo bombing squadrons and two flying boat
reconnaissance squadrons should form the core of New
Zealand’s aerial defenses. 120

The staff continued to

believe that the Dominion might be subject to light raids
by the Japanese, the best protection against which was
early warning.

To achieve this, New Zealand was advised to

annex the island groups north of the Dominion, which
provided “almost unlimited opportunities for extending the
radius of the action of flying boats.” 121

Having addressed

local defense needs, the Air Staff suggested that New
Zealand could then assist against the “increasing air
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threat to the heart of the Empire” by contributing
aircraft, pilots, and complete squadrons. 122
To maintain and promote the imperial ties, Wing
Commander Ralph Cochrane was sent out in October 1936 to
work with New Zealand’s Air Staff. 123

After meetings with

New Zealand’s chiefs and inspecting the few existing RNZAF
squadrons, Cochrane submitted a five-point plan to enhance
New Zealand’s air defenses over a three-year period.

These

proposals expanded upon the Air Staff’s suggestions made in
June.

Foremost for Cochrane was that New Zealand needed to

create an Air Board within the Ministry of Defence and
remove all vestiges of army and navy control over the air
force. 124

In regard to the strength of the force he

recommended the formation of two “permanent” squadrons of
twenty-four medium bombers, together with reserve aircraft
and repair facilities. 125
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more reserve personnel should be trained to operate these
two new squadrons as well as an army cooperation squadron.
The Dominion should also continue to encourage civil air
transport as a “valuable backing to the regular Air Force”
and subsidize the aero club training “so that the results
conform more closely to defense requirements.” 126

Finally,

Cochrane wanted to make sure that the British remained
directly involved in the Dominion’s defense plans: “The
government of the United Kingdom [should] be invited to cooperate in developing facilities to enable aircraft to
operate in the areas of the Pacific islands.”

Cochrane

estimated that the cost of the proposals would be
approximately ₤1,100,000 with an annual maintenance cost of
₤435,000. 127
Cochrane’s five-point plan replaced Salmond’s 1928
recommendations and became the basis of New Zealand’s air
defense until war broke out in 1939.

Cochrane’s proposals,

like Britain’s Air Scheme “A,” would be subject to constant
modifications over the next few years as the international
situation grew more threatening.
The three years from the beginning of 1934 to the end
of 1936 were a transitional period when the British economy
126
127
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began to prepare for war.

Although British leaders

continued to express hopes for peace, disarmament, and
reconciliation, behind this façade there was deep alarm
about the lapse of the nation’s defense capability and the
rapidly developing threat of war.

In response, they began

in earnest to rearm the nation, especially its aerial
defense.

The aviation manufacturing sector, weakened by

lack of demand during the 1920s and devastated by the
Depression, needed to be revitalized if it was to meet the
demand for air force expansion.

Although the process was

slow, the industry began to recuperate during this period
with new and innovative designs as well as increased
production.

Unfortunately for the Dominions, the British

aviation industry was still incapable of supplying their
needs as well as those of the Royal Air Force.

The

priority given in British strategic planning to Germany
over Japan and the consequent difficulty in obtaining
British aircraft conditioned the development of armed
forces and defense planning in Australia and New Zealand.
The Dominions’ self-interests and desire for selfpreservation now took precedence over the unity of the
empire.
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CHAPTER 10
THE FINAL PREPARATIONS
1937-1939
People sometimes speak of Australia and New Zealand as
two isolated nations looking for help from the
outside. . . . But in truth. . .they themselves are
nations which can contribute at great deal to the
security of the Pacific itself from their own
strength. 1
Lord Philip Henry Kerr
Germany’s and Italy’s aggressive policies during 1935
and 1936, such as German rearmament, reoccupation of the
Rhineland, abandonment of the Locarno Treaty and the
annexation of Abyssinia, as well as both powers assisting
General Francisco Franco’s forces in the Spanish Civil War,
convinced the British Chiefs of Staff by 1937 that Britain
and France would be engaged in a war with these two powers
“within the next few years.” 2

On this assumption Great

Britain began converting its industrial resources to a war
footing.
1

The international situation also focused the
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discussions at the 1937 Imperial Conference, the last such
meeting before the war, on the Empire’s global defense
needs.

A new emphasis by the British on air defense

benefited the Royal Air Force.

But while the RAF received

a greater share of the nation’s industrial resources than
the other services, there was uncertainty concerning its
strategy.

Air strategists debated whether to build an

offensive/deterrent bomber force, or to place most
resources in a defensive fighter force.
of new defense schemes followed.

A rapid succession

In the years just before

the outbreak of the war, the members of the British Empire
attempted to resolve some lingering problems surrounding
imperial security especially in regard to aerial defense.
By early 1937, Sir Thomas Inskip, Minister for
Coordination of Defence, reported to the cabinet that the
Royal Air Force’s recruiting, training and engine delivery
programs were proceeding satisfactorily but he felt that
airframe production was “disappointing,” particularly in
regard to bombers. 3

Inskip remained optimistic that the

production figures would increase since the Shadow Factory

3

Sir Thomas Inskip, 1 February 1937, “Progress in
Defence Armaments,” C.P. 40, CAB 24/267, (London: Swift
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Scheme had yet to come into effect. 4

This new production

scheme regulated production to a limited number of aircraft
types and dispersed construction of aircraft components to
non-aircraft manufacturers to augment the production of the
traditional aircraft factories.

In Parliament, Air

Minister Sir Philip Sassoon confirmed Inskip’s assessment
and blamed the delays on overly optimistic schedules and
forecasts by the manufacturers. 5

Inskip soon came to the

conclusion that it was not possible to attain parity with
the Germans in offensive bomber forces; he decided to
concentrate British efforts on fighter production.

For

Inskip, “the role of our Air Force is not an early knockout blow . . . but to prevent the Germans from knocking us
out.” 6

Although there was optimism about an increase in the

aircraft available to the Dominions in the near future, the
preponderance of aircraft built by British industry
remained in Britain to the detriment of those nations who
were also in desperate need of aircraft for their
rearmament programs.

4
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The 1930 and 1937 Imperial Conferences both met at
times of crisis.

Facing dire economic collapse, the

conference addressed fiscal matters at the 1930
discussions, and defense topics were secondary.

In

contrast, the delegates to the 1937 conference confronted a
deteriorating international situation; foreign affairs and
defense were their primary concerns.

Prime Minister

Baldwin summarized expansion of armaments and the danger of
aggressive powers in his opening statement: “We, in this
country, have decided that it is our duty to put our own
defences in order, at a cost the magnitude of which you
know.” 7

Baldwin did not exaggerate the sheer size of the

cost, from February 1936 to January 1937; his government
increased the RAF’s budget from ₤118,000,000 to
₤177,000,000. 8
On May 28, 1937, two weeks after the Imperial
Conference opened, Baldwin retired and Neville Chamberlain
became prime minister.

Many of the defense policies that

he had shaped as Chancellor of the Exchequer were
continued, in particular the priority given to RAF
7
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expansion over the development of a large continental army.
In addition, the British Chiefs of Staff and Chamberlain
reaffirmed earlier strategic assumptions: Germany was still
regarded as the principal threat to peace and stability,
Italy now menaced vital British imperial communications and
trade through the Mediterranean, and finally, the security
of India, Australia, and New Zealand from Japanese
aggression hinged upon the Singapore Naval Base. 9

The

British chiefs were skeptical of the motivation behind the
formation of the Anti-Comintern Pact signed by these three
powers on November 25, 1936.

Although touted as a unified

league against the expansion of communism, the pact looked
more like an alliance to the British that increased the
risk of Britain being involved in a war simultaneously in
Europe and the Far East. 10
The British chiefs considered Japan their third
priority and believed that Japanese military action in the
Pacific was likely if war broke out in Europe.

The chiefs

thought that the only solution to Japan’s need for raw
materials and its expanding population was to create a more
9
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self-sufficient Empire. 11

They held that Japan had two

strategies to consider: a policy centered on the Asian
mainland favored by their army, or the southern strategy to
capture the rubber and oil reserves in the Dutch East
Indies preferred by their navy.

Japanese aggression in the

Far East began much earlier than the British chiefs had
anticipated.
In July 1937, while the imperial conference met, the
Japanese army began open warfare with China.

At this time,

the Imperial Japanese Navy was not prepared to execute the
southern attacks because its naval expansion program, which
included the modernization of a number of battleships as
well as completing the super battleships Yamato and
Musashi, would not be completed for another two years. 12
Until the Japanese launched attacks against the western
powers in December 1941, there were numerous and constant
incidents between Japan and western military and commercial
interests throughout China.

The most notable were the

Japanese air attacks on the British gunboats Scarab and
Cricket, and the sinking of the American gunboat Panay.
Not in a position to fight both Britain and the United
11
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States, the Japanese apologized for these attacks, while
both the British and Americans were similarly reluctant to
become entangled in open war over China at this time. 13
Despite increased tensions in Asia over the Japanese
aggression in China, no steps were taken to reinforce the
RAF.

The chiefs noted that reinforcements of Britain’s Far

Eastern air defense could come only from the “Metropolitan
Air Force,” and any reduction to these RAF units “would
leave the United Kingdom dangerously inferior in the air to
Germany.” 14

The underlying message to the Pacific Dominions

was that they could not count upon any additional support
from Britain.

In fact, Australia and New Zealand were

pressed to provide air units for Singapore’s defense.
Chamberlain agreed with the chiefs’ strategic
priorities relative to Germany, Italy, and Japan.

He felt

that “there were limits to our resources, both physical and
financial and it was vain to contemplate fighting singlehanded the three strongest powers in combination.” 15

To

this end, Chamberlain thought that “we ought to direct our

13
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foreign policy so that we did not quarrel with Germany.” 16
By maintaining peace with Germany, Britain might reduce the
danger from both Italy and Japan but he still recognized
that, “we should regard Germany as our greatest potential
danger and should give first priority to defence
preparation against that country.” 17

Defense preparations

against Italy and Japan were considered secondary.

With

additional funds provided for construction at Singapore in
the earlier 1934-1935 budget, preparation of the base’s
defense and support facilities were considered completed by
the British at the beginning of 1938.

Except for some

minor work on the fifteen-inch gun emplacements, “the
Singapore naval base,” according to one historian,
“appeared to be in a state of readiness and adequately
defended.” 18
To the British, Australia and New Zealand seemed to be
avoiding commitments to the Empire’s overall security.
With Chamberlain’s emphasis on Germany and only secondary
interest in the Pacific, an independent course by Australia
and New Zealand was predictable.

16

The third option of air
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power was one of the key elements in their divergence from
Britain.

The British were particularly concerned about the

emergent influence of the United States in Australia’s
aviation industry and in furnishing American aircraft to
RAAF squadrons.
The RAAF’s switch from British to American types of
aircraft was driven by practical reasons.

Australia’s

Minister of Defence, Sir Robert Parkhill, deemed that the
construction of aircraft was “the most substantial and
important step in Australia’s self-sufficiency and the
provision of local security that has taken place.” 19
Parkhill preferred the North American Type 16 for its use
of the latest stress skin construction methods and he noted
that no aircraft used by the Royal Air Force at that time
was built in this manner. 20

In addition, the latest British

fighters, particularly the Hawker Hurricane, were designed
primarily for the defense of London with limited range and
could not fly from Melbourne to Sydney, a distance of 600
miles, without refueling.

In justifying the selection of

American aircraft, Sir Alexander Gore, the Australian High
Commissioner, informed the British Air Ministry that the
19
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“reason for choosing American machines is that defence of
the United States, with its great distance and long
coastline, correspond with those of Australia.” 21

Gore

noted, moreover, that the Australians were not abandoning
the use of British aircraft and intended to manufacture
them as soon as a suitable type was available. 22

Parkhill

became increasingly frustrated with the British Air
Ministry’s objections to American aircraft.

A telegram by

the British High Commissioner, Sir Geoffrey Whiskard, to
the Dominion Office quoted Parkhill’s statement to the
press about the situation:
The present position has been forced upon the
Commonwealth Government by the inability to obtain
full facilities for manufacture of a satisfactory up
to date type from England embodying latest methods of
construction. To wait for such facilities would be to
involve considerable delay. The British aviation
companies had the same opportunity as General Motors
Corporation, designers and builders of [the North
American] N.A. 16, to collaborate with the
Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation in manufacture of
aeroplanes and engines in Australia. They had, in
fact, been given special time to co-operate with the
Federal Government but were unwilling to do so. They
have the same opportunity but none of them was
prepared to invest any money. 23
21
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Whiskard felt that Parkhill should not be allowed to “get
away with statements of this nature, without official
remonstrance from us.” 24

In his reply from the Dominion

Office Under-Secretary, Sir Harry Batterbee, agreed with
Whiskard’s view but cautioned that, “if possible we should
not allow ourselves to be dragged further into the dispute
until we have had an opportunity of a full talk with
Casey.” 25

Richard G. Casey, Australian Treasurer and

Minister for Supply and Development, was scheduled to visit
London in March 1937 in preparation for the Imperial
Conference and to discuss the delivery of military supplies
to Australia.

Regardless of the British concerns, if the

Australian plans to expand the RAAF were to proceed the
only solution from their perspective was to have American
aircraft augment their squadrons.
The Australians recognized the considerable pressure
Britain faced with the RAF expansion, but in early 1937, a
series of newspaper reports pointed out that “big warplane
orders are being carried out by British firms for more than
one foreign government,” and that the companies had

24
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bypassed the requirements and orders made by the
Dominions. 26

Apparently several shipments of fighters had

been sent to Scandinavia with a particularly large order
going to Finland.

Squadron Leader Thomas A. Swinbourne,

Assistant to Chief of the Air Staff Williams, conveyed
Australian frustration to the British in preparation for
the Imperial Conference: 27
We feel very strongly here that whilst the Dominion
Governments are anxious to buy military aircraft in
British factories then these orders should be
fulfilled and preference given over any order from a
foreign country. In this respect it is thought that
we should have exactly the same standing as the Royal
Air Force and receive our initial equipment aircraft
immediately after the Royal Air Force initial
equipment aircraft; and that whilst we are endeavoring
to bring our defence up to date orders should not be
accepted from foreign countries which might delay the
equipment of our own forces. 28
Swinbourne also preempted any discussions at the conference
about the manufacture of American aircraft types by
informing the Air Ministry that, “there’s nothing much
[more] to say about this.” 29

26

Swinbourne confirmed Gore’s
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earlier statement with the Air Ministry that the
Australians were willing to produce British aircraft as
soon as a suitable design for Australian conditions became
available. 30
The British gave way to Australia both in regard to
the production of American aircraft and on the question of
priority of delivery of aircraft to the Dominions over
foreign governments.

Secretary of State for Air, Lord

Philip Swinton, in a public address observed that
Australian aircraft production represented a “valuable
addition” to the Commonwealth’s munitions supply and also
satisfied the British goal of decentralizing aircraft
production. 31

Finally, in regard to aircraft deliveries, an

agreement was reached between the Dominions and the Air
Ministry that preference would be given to the Empire’s
requirements once Britain discharged existing obligations. 32
A number of British manufacturers already had extensive
overseas contracts.

Between November 1937 and April 1939

Gloster delivered 245 Gladiator fighters to Lithuania,
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Belgium, China, Ireland, Greece,

30
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Portugal, Egypt, and Iraq. 33

Between 1937 and November

1939, Bristol Aircraft sold 74 Blenheim bombers to Finland,
Turkey, Yugoslavia, Finland, and Romania.

Thirteen

Blenheims were also sold to Romania in an ineffective
attempt to dissuade them from joining the Axis. 34

Between

January and May 1939, Hawker Aircraft broke the agreement
reached with the Australians and New Zealanders not to sell
aircraft to foreign powers by signing contracts to sell
Hurricanes to Poland, Yugoslavia, Belgium, Finland, Turkey
and Rumania. 35
By the time the Imperial Conference opened in May,
Australian Prime Minister Joseph Lyons had announced the
further expansion of the RAAF.

He noted that Australia had

just completed Part I of the 1928 Salmond Scheme for eight
combat squadrons, but he also announced his intention to
double the RAAF to seventeen squadrons comprising 194 front
line aircraft by 1939. 36
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In New Zealand, Prime Minister Savage’s government
seriously considered abandoning the operation of the
Dominion’s cruisers H.M.S. Achilles and H.M.S. Leander in
favor of an investment in aircraft.

In a Committee of

Imperial Defence meeting in early 1937 before the Imperial
Conference, New Zealand’s Finance Minister and
representative, Walter Nash’s announcement shocked the
attendees especially the Royal Navy’s Admiral Sir Earle
Chatfield.

Nash reported that New Zealand’s government was

committed to three principles of defense: the defense of
New Zealand’s territory, the defense of communications in
the Pacific, and the general defense of the interests of
the whole Commonwealth.

These principles were not new but

Nash informed the committee that New Zealand intended to
achieve these goals exclusively upon the recommendations
provided by Wing Commander Ralph Cochrane who had recently
been appointed as New Zealand’s Chief of the Air Staff on
April 1, 1937. 37

Cochrane firmly believed that aircraft

could supplant naval ships and coastal guns and that
aircraft could become the key component to New Zealand’s
defense.

37

From Nash’s fiscal perspective, the initial
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capital outlay of ₤1,124,000 and the ₤435,000 annual
expenditures for the RNZAF’s expansion were considerable
for New Zealand considering that the Dominion’s total
annual defense budget at that time amounted to ₤1 million.
Constrained by limited funds, New Zealand concluded that
the maintenance of naval forces was probably not the best
approach to defending their shores.

The cruisers, H.M.S.

Leander and H.M.S. Achilles, could do little to defend New
Zealand’s territory, especially if raiding forces of any
size came into their waters.

In addition, New Zealand’s

government fully accepted Cochrane’s conclusions that
aircraft “would be a better protection against such raids
than would cruisers.” 38
Stunned by the announcement, Admiral Chatfield tried
to convince Nash that the cruisers were of vital importance
to communications in the Pacific and that the two squadrons
of twenty-four aircraft designated to replace them provided
“purely local protection and would not help in obtaining
general superiority in the Pacific.”

Nash indicated, to

Chatfield, that these aircraft could reinforce Singapore
but even though New Zealand recognized its imperial

38
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commitments, “nevertheless she wished first to concentrate
on her own local defence.”

Likely pleased with the

direction of the meeting’s discussion, Air Marshal Edward
Ellington, asked if he had anything to contribute, said
that, “Mr. Nash had argued the air problem very completely
and from the point of view of [my] own service, [and have]
little to add.” 39

Hankey and Inskip held that New Zealand’s

decision was a complete departure from the defense
principles established at the 1923, 1926, and 1930 Imperial
Conferences and argued forcibly that the Dominion should
continue its obligation to Imperial defense by the
continued maintenance of the cruisers.
Discussions about the cruisers continued throughout
the conference.

By September 1937, the British convinced

the Savage government to keep its commitment and retain the
two cruisers.

Savage also decided to continue New

Zealand’s efforts to expand its air force to the levels
recommend by Cochrane.

Following these parallel paths was

not insignificant for New Zealand, which had to nearly
double its annual defense budget to £1.9 million. 40

If New

Zealand ceased to pay for the cruisers, the ships would not
39
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have been scrapped and they certainly would have remained
within the Royal Navy’s force structure.

It was a matter

of who provided the money for the cruisers’ maintenance and
crews.

Chatfield recognized that if New Zealand did not

pay for the cruisers this responsibility would fall upon
Britain. 41
Following extensive discussions at the Imperial
Conference on European matters, the talks turned to Far
Eastern defense.

Admiral Chatfield informed the Dominions’

representatives, Parkhill and Nash, that if war broke out
with Japan, they could not count on the British “being able
to support anything more than a defensive policy in the Far
East,” until the issue was settled with Germany. 42
As usual, the importance of Singapore dominated the
discussions.

The British Air Staff attempted to persuade

the Australians that it was in their best interests to
provide for or cooperate in the defense of Singapore.

The

staff proposed that a visit of an RAAF squadron should be

41
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arranged, which they hoped could lead to locating an
Australian squadron there permanently. 43

In addition, they

offered to appoint an Australian officer to the Staff
Headquarters, Royal Air Force, Far East.

In early January

1938, the recently appointed Chief of the British Air
Staff, Sir Cyril Newall, wrote to his Australian
counterpart, Air Marshal Williams, appealing for Australia
to send a liaison officer to Singapore as a “step toward
general cooperation.” 44

Williams did not respond to

Newall’s request for two months, and when he finally did
his reply was unenthusiastic:
I fully appreciate the value of such an appointment,
but try as I will I cannot see my way to make such an
officer available at the moment. We are very short of
officers with any sort of experience not only for
staff duties but also for command of the units, and I
cannot see any possibility of making an officer
available for this appointment for some time.
However, I will keep the matter in mind and should it
become possible to do so I will let you know. I’m
sorry. 45
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Only in March 1939 was an RAAF liaison officer posted to
Singapore, the critical fortress in the Pacific upon which
the defense of the Pacific Dominions and other British
territories depended. 46
Both Australia’s and New Zealand’s delegations at the
Imperial Conference were more concerned about their
defenses closer to home.
Dominions’ concerns.

Chatfield dismissed the

He still believed that a Japanese

invasion of Australia was unlikely, although he suggested
that Australia could be subject to “raids.”

He observed

that “it was difficult to define the size of a raid – it
might be anything from a few men landing in a boat to
destroy a wireless station to a landing of much greater
strength as a diversion to draw off forces from elsewhere.
In any case it would have no real effect other than an
annoyance.” 47

To create a buffer to protect the Dominions

from such attack, Parkhill insisted that steps be taken to
secure the north island groups because of their “considered
value from an air point of view.” 48
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The British Air Staff studied the problem on behalf of
Australia and made a number of recommendations to make sure
that the RAAF could effectively operate from the islands.
First, Australian pilots needed to be trained and equipped
to operate over distances up to 1,500 miles. 49

To operate

effectively in the area, they required the establishment of
a number of landing grounds or seaplane bases with
“adequate stocks of fuel, bombs, ammunition, and
maintenance spares,” and this necessitated the assistance
and cooperation of the British. 50

Most importantly, the Air

Staff had reason to believe, “that the necessary facilities
could be provided without undue expense in a sufficient
number of islands.”

Based upon the Air Staff’s assessment,

Ellington agreed with Parkhill to utilize the islands and
find suitable and economical locations to develop seaplane
bases. 51

The conference adopted the proposal by Australia

and New Zealand to begin the establishment of stations
throughout these island groups.

Australia soon began to

bolster the defenses at Port Moresby and Rabaul.
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addition, New Zealand began construction of a small station
at Fiji.
By 1938, Britain’s priority of rearming the Royal Air
Force continued to strain the relationship with the Pacific
Dominions and particularly frustrated some of the leaders
in Australia.

Deliveries of combat aircraft were

unfulfilled or canceled outright.

Plans to cooperate in

the air defense of Singapore began to unravel as well.

In

a speech on March 8, 1938 outlining Britain’s defense
priorities, Neville Chamberlain stated that Great Britain
“might not be able to defend her overseas possessions.”
This created grave misgivings in Australia. 52

Chamberlain

confirmed the essence of the speech and informed Australian
Prime Minister Joseph Lyons that “our first main effort
must have two main objectives: we must protect this country
and we must preserve trade routes upon which we depend for
our food and raw material.” 53

Chamberlain attempted to

reassure Lyons that Britain was not abandoning Australia’s
defense, although it was essential that Britain’s defense
was his first priority:
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We are merely doing what every other country is
compelled to do, and, while strengthening our defenses
as a whole and adopting a general system of priorities
which provides first for our most threatened and most
essential points, but is applied with care and
discrimination. The idea that in the event of war we
may not (depend on the defenses of) [hand written
correction, “be able to defend”] our overseas
possession is entirely false. 54
Despite Chamberlain’s reassurances, there now was a growing
concern within the Australian government -- accentuated by
the lagging supply of aircraft -- about Britain’s
commitment to Australia’s defense.
The former Prime Minister and now Minister for
External Affairs, Billy Hughes, raised the issue in the
Australian Council of Defence in February.

For Hughes the

situation was “serious and required immediate action.” 55
Hughes urged the council to buy combat aircraft from the
United States to meet the gap unmet by the British. 56

The

newly appointed Minster of Defence, Harold Thorby, felt the
expansion of the production program at the Commonwealth
Aircraft Factory could bridge the gap and meet the RAAF’s
needs by the end of June 1939. 57

Never known to understate

a situation, Hughes replied, “There [is] little doubt that
54
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if Hitler were in command of the situation in Australia he
would take immediate steps to rectify the situation.” 58
Air Vice Marshal Williams felt that Australia was
already close to achieving its goal of 200 first line
aircraft and reserves to protect Australia based on their
“Raid Policy.”

Hughes asked Williams what would happen if

Japan attacked Australia with an aircraft carrier to which
Williams replied that, “there was very little danger of a
carrier coming into Australian waters with a raiding
force.” 59

It appears that Williams accepted the British

strategic assumption that the Japanese would not risk
sending their valuable carriers on such a long mission.
Neither the British nor Williams had any empirical evidence
to support this assumption (proved wrong when four Japanese
aircraft carriers attacked Darwin on February 19, 1942).
Lyons then asked Williams if it were practicable for the
air force to expand beyond seventeen squadrons within a
reasonable time as he publicly announced at the Imperial
Conference.

Williams felt that it was possible, but it

would take all of Australia’s efforts to meet their
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seventeen-squadron goal within three years. 60

The

seventeen-squadron plan became a stated goal for the
Australians, but to achieve this would require support from
American manufacturers.
By the summer of 1938, the failure of the British
industry to deliver aircraft to the Dominions remained
unresolved.

The inability to obtain delivery prompted

Lyons to appeal directly to Chamberlain.

Lyons informed

Chamberlain that:
It is very disturbing to find that after the
expenditures of millions of pounds much of it is
ineffective from a defense point of view through
inability to obtain the essential needs which have
been on order for long periods. Special mention is
made of the perspective delay in delivery of twinengined aircraft the type of which has been changed
and delivery of which is reported not to be possible
for two years. 61
Chamberlain appreciated the frustration that the
Australians were experiencing but informed Lyons that “your
difficulties in obtaining supplies are to a great extent
similar to difficulties which we ourselves have experienced
in meeting our own requirements. 62
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Beaufort, a twin-engine attack bomber, was just starting to
come off the production lines.

Of the first 100 aircraft

off Bristol’s production line the second 50 were promised
to the RAAF.

Unfortunately, the earliest anticipated

delivery date was not until the summer of 1939. 63

The only

aircraft that the British were able to deliver on a regular
basis was the Avro Anson, light liaison/trainer twinengine, which was worthless as a combat aircraft. 64
Unable to form many of the new squadrons in their
expansion plans because of the delayed aircraft deliveries,
the RAAF decided to form several new squadrons equipped
with Ansons.

It was better to have these squadrons

operational even with inadequate aircraft rather than to
wait to form them later when more advanced aircraft were
available.

Eventually the Ansons would be replaced with

American Lockheed Hudsons and British Bristol Beauforts.
The Australian Council of Defence thought that it was
“extremely doubtful” that the British would allow aircraft
to leave Britain in the middle of a European crisis and
decided to ensure an alternative supply of aircraft by
Overseas Delivery of Aircraft, Armament, Ammunition, and
Equipment,” A9787 63, NAA.
63
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buying the American Hudsons. 65

Lockheed promised the

delivery of fifty Hudsons to Australia between July and
December 1938 and Bristol expected to deliver fifty
Beauforts between July and August 1939, with an additional
forty promised by the summer of 1940. 66

In addition, the

Council also anticipated the delivery of 100 Wirraway (the
Australian production version of the NA Type 16) from the
Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation by February 1939. 67
As the pace of the RAAF’s expansion intensified, a
troubling series of fatal crashes took place.

Facing

questions in the press and in Parliament, Prime Minister
Lyons requested that Britain send someone to investigate
these accidents and determine if the RAAF’s training and
operational procedures were the root cause of the problem. 68
The British delegation was led by none other than Chief of
the Air Staff Ellington.

Ellington’s inspection did not

bode well for the Australian CAS Richard Williams.
Williams later wrote that he found out about the inspection
through a newspaper report.
65
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appointed Minister of Defence, Frederick Shedden, about why
he was not informed of the visit, Shedden replied that “in
his view, the [inspection was] something of which the Chief
of the Air Staff need not be informed.” 69

Ellington issued

a broad report on RAAF’s strategic assumptions, training
methods, equipment, and the underlying reasons for the
accidents.

Ellington’s findings determined that poor

design or inadequate maintenance of the aircraft played no
role in the increase of the RAAF’s accident rate.

To

Ellington, the root cause of the problem was “due to
disobedience of orders or bad flying discipline,” and
pointed to “a need for strict enforcement of the
regulations.” 70
In general, Ellington considered the composition and
distribution of the RAAF and planned expansion suitable to
meet the needs of the Dominion’s air defense, but he felt
that the service was not independent enough and too willing
to subordinate itself to the needs of Australia’s army and
navy. 71

During his tour of the RAAF establishments,

Williams took Ellington to the Commonwealth Aircraft
69
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Corporation to show him the Wirraway production line.
According to Williams’s account of the visit, Ellington
refused even to watch the demonstration of the aircraft
that was arranged for him. 72

Ellington was highly critical

of the Wirraway dismissing it as too slow and nothing more
than an armed trainer and informing the Australians that it
should be regarded only as a “temporary expedient.” 73
Williams pointed out to him that the Wirraway had a better
performance than the Hawker Demon biplane that was
currently Australia’s front-line fighter and was obsolete
by this time. 74

The Air Board also took exception to

Ellington’s comments about the Wirraway, noting that every
aircraft could be considered a “temporary expedient” or for
“interim use” until a better aircraft became available. 75
The cabinet also dismissed Ellington’s criticism with the
assertion that the Wirraway was “still the best aircraft in
existence for the work required of [the] single-engine twoseater [reconnaissance and army cooperation] squadrons.” 76
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Ellington’s assessment about the Wirraway being nothing
more than a “trainer” was essentially correct but the
British did not provide or could not offer the Australians
a more advanced aircraft design.
The principal purpose for Ellington’s visit was to
discover the underlying causes of the RAAF’s accidents and
not to assess Australia’s aircraft industry.

A principal

component of his analysis was a review of pilot training
and maintenance to determine if Australian procedures were
wanting.

Ellington evaluated the initial training of

pilots at the Flying Training School at Point Cook and that
of other ranks at Leverton and considered them to be
methodically carried out, but thought that there was
considerable room for improvement in advanced training
especially that relating to aerial gunnery. 77

The

Australian Air Board sharply rebutted this criticism by
placing the blame on the British:
Advance training of pilots and crews in the
application of flying to war obviously cannot precede
(sic) without the necessary guns, bombsights, bomb
racks, instruments etc. and of these there has been,
and still are great shortages. On 1st July the value
of equipment ordered from England over the last two
years and remaining undelivered approximated
£1,900,000.” 78
77
78
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The Australian cabinet also noted that training had been
interfered with because aircraft and engines were
“unserviceable owing to the non-arrival of spare parts on
order in England and training in gunnery was hindered by
mechanical troubles experienced with new machine guns
produced at the Small Arms Factory.” 79
Ellington pointed out that another inherent limitation
to the air force was the unsatisfactory development of new
flight instructors, which he considered an “urgent
matter.” 80

These additional instructors were needed for the

RAAF’s Flying Training School, cadre squadrons, and to
supervise instruction at Australia’s civil aviation
schools.

There were not enough instructors to keep up with

the demands required to expand the ranks with new pilots.
Again, the Air Board sharply disagreed and were “surprised”
by Ellington’s observations.

In the board’s opinion, the

numbers were adequate for the current rate of expansion and
the training facilities and aircraft available. 81
After examining the reports on the flying accidents,
Ellington concluded that even though the RAAF was a smaller
force, the number of accidents per flying hour was higher
79
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than that of the RAF.

The solution to Australia’s problem

according to Ellington was “strict enforcement of the
regulations.” 82

The Air Board contended that Ellington had

used erroneous figures to compare the accident rates of the
RAAF to the RAF and felt that considering all the factors
surrounding the accidents that the RAAF’s rate was
“actually better” than that of the RAF. 83

The cabinet was

not as dismissive of Ellington’s suppositions as the Air
Board and believed that “great weight must be attached to
his conclusions.” 84

The ultimate result of the Ellington

Report came on January 16, 1939, when Prime Minister Lyons,
declared in Parliament that:
The Air Board cannot be absolved from the blame for
these criticisms and that the main responsibility
rests on the Chief of the Air Staff.
By arrangement with the Air Ministry, Air ViceMarshall Williams is being sent abroad for two years,
during which period he will be attached in the first
instance to the Chief of the Air Staff, Royal Air
Force. Later, the Air Ministry proposes that he should
assume the appointment of officer in charge of
administration of the Coastal Command and subsequently
executive command of an operational group. 85
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Once again, Air Marshal Williams learned of events through
the newspaper.

When Williams confronted the Prime Minister

about his removal as Chief of the Air Staff and transfer to
Britain, he reported that Lyons had informed him that:
The Government, having been criticised in regard to
accidents and having got a man of the standing of Sir
Edward Ellington out here to report on the Service,
cannot, just accept his report and say, ‘Thank you.’
It must do something. It is politically expedient for
the Government to send you to England at the present
time. 86
It appears from the evidence that there was more behind
Ellington’s inspection then just determining the cause of
the RAAF’s flying accidents.

The accident numbers seem to

have corresponded proportionally with the increase in
flying hours brought on by the air force expansion, and an
investigation at this level did not require the direct
involvement of the Chief of Staff of the Royal Air Force.
It is probable that the Australian government was looking
for a way to remove Air Marshal Williams.

There is little

doubt that Williams was a thorn in the government’s side.
His public criticisms of its policies in the press such as
the ones made in 1935 (for which he received a severe
rebuke from Minister of Defence Parkhill) exemplify his
inclination to operate outside the chain of command.
86
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For

Prime Minister Lyons to remove a man of Williams’s standing
and experience in the middle of an international crisis
required an outsider and someone of Air Marshal Ellington’s
stature.
For all of the planning and discussions that took
place in regard to Pacific defense throughout the interwar
period, direct exchanges between Australia and New Zealand
were woefully lacking; in fact, they were almost
nonexistent.

This lack of communication between the two

Dominions is appalling considering their proximity and
mutual interests.

In July 1938, New Zealand’s Military

Chiefs, Major General John E. Duigan, Group Captain Ralph
Cochrane, and Commodore Henry Edward Horan, informed New
Zealand’s Cabinet that “liaison with the United Kingdom is
completely satisfactory, the liaison with Australia is very
incomplete in everything except a few matters” and
recommended that steps should be immediately taken to
exchange defense information with Australia. 87

Ironically,

New Zealanders found out about Australian defense
activities through copies of Committee of Imperial Defence
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papers received from London. 88

To correct the omission, on

September 23, 1938, Savage sent a letter to Lyons
suggesting that “the Pacific Dominions should meet to
discuss questions relating to defense and strategic
cooperation between Australia and New Zealand.” 89

In

January 1939, Savage proposed several broad topics for
discussion at the meeting, including: the potential threats
to the Empire’s Pacific interests; measures to take to
defend these interests; coordination of defense policies of
the two Dominions, finding additional sources of military
supply after the outbreak of war; commercial and military
trans-Pacific air routes; and United States Pacific defense
policies. 90
The Pacific Defence Conference met in Wellington from
April 14 to 26, 1939.

A week before the opening session,

Lyons suffered a fatal heart attack, which placed the
Australian government in a state of flux.

For twenty days,

Earle Page, leader of the conservative Country Party, took
over as prime minister until Lyons’s larger coalition
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party, the United Australia party, elected its new leader,
Robert Menzies.

Because Page was only in temporary custody

of the government, a low level Australian delegation was
sent to Wellington headed by Admiral Sir Ragnar Colvin, a
British Royal Navy officer recently appointed as
Australia’s Chief of the Naval Staff.

Colvin also served

as Britain’s naval representative at the Conference. 91
Many of the old discussions such as Singapore, that
potential threat of Japanese raids, and the overseas
commitment of Australian and New Zealand’s air, ground, and
naval forces were repeated.

In addition, the return of

Germany’s former Pacific colonies the exchange of military
staff officers between the two Dominions defense
responsibilities of relating to the regional island groups
as well as the growing influence of the United States in
regard to trans-Pacific air routes were discussed.

91
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Overall, no new initiatives came out of the conference; the
attendees only confirmed strategic agreements already made
at earlier Imperial Conferences.

Colvin, without a single

Australian political representative in his delegation, was
not in a position to speak for the Australian government on
any new initiatives.

The only joint accord made at the

conference was the agreement to preliminary aerial
reconnaissance routes and the division of the defense of
the island groups that surrounded the two Dominions.

The

conference designated the Australian sector as New Guinea,
the Solomons, and New Hebrides, while New Zealand would
cover the area from Fiji to Tonga. 92

This was not a

difficult decision because each Dominion’s geographical
proximity determined this division.

In regard to New

Zealand, the conference attendees determined that Prime
Minister Savage’s desire to train 1,000 pilots annually was
overly ambitious and scaled the plan back to 650 pilots. 93
Savage’s 1,000-pilot plan highlighted the critical problem
in regard to instruction of the Empire’s aircrews.

It is

surprising that for all of the discussions during the
interwar period, there was no definitive plan for training
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pilots and aircrews even though this was a goal stated as
early as 1920 by Air Marshal Trenchard.

Not until the

months immediately preceding and after the outbreak of the
war in September 1939 were steps taken to solve the
problem.

The two Pacific Dominions throughout the interwar

period deemed it necessary to maintain independent control
of their military forces and viewed an Imperial Air Force
as an infringement on this independent control.

With the

British declaration of war on September 3, this attitude
began to change.
On September 26, 1939, Secretary of State for Dominion
Affairs Anthony Eden approached Australia’s Prime Minister
Menzies and asked if the Australians would participate in a
joint training effort for imperial aircrews.

Eden passed

the same request along to the Canadian Prime Minister
Mackenzie King and New Zealand’s John Savage.

Eden

proposed that this training should be centered in Canada
because of its immunity from attack and proximity both to
the United Kingdom and to the “vast resources of the United
States of America.” 94

On October 4, 1939 a British

commission of Lord Arthur Balfour, Air Marshal Robert
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Brooke-Popham, and Frank T. Hearle, Managing Director of de
Havilland Aircraft, was sent to Ottawa to work out the
details to coordinate imperial air training.

The

preliminary meetings of this commission began with the
arrival of the Canadians, but full discussions did not take
place until after the Australian delegation arrived on
November 1 and the New Zealanders on November 3. 95

The

British felt that the preponderance of training both
financially and in personnel would fall upon Canada.

Both

Australia and New Zealand wanted the training of their
citizens to take place in their respective Dominions, a
concession which they would be granted. 96

In addition the

two Dominions also felt that their share of the scheme was
too large relative to their populations and resources. 97
After extensive discussion about the cost and distribution
of the training scheme, the conference agreed to divide it
in proportion to their participation: United Kingdom
C$218,000,000, Canada, C$313,000,000, Australia
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C$97,400,000, and New Zealand, C$21,500,000. 98

In addition

Britain would pay for all of the freight charges to
transport the aircraft and engines to the respective
training stations.

The final agreements at Ottawa became

the foundation of the Empire Air Training Scheme (EATS).
The EATS received mixed reviews for its success and
contribution of the Dominions’ and Allies war effort.

One

historian called the EATS, “one of the most brilliant
pieces of imaginative organization ever conceived.” 99

By

1943, 333 flight training schools were operational
instructing the pilots, crews, and mechanics essential for
the RAF’s wartime expansion. 100

It was agreed at Ottawa

that the Dominion crews trained in the EATS, would serve in
Royal Air Force squadrons rather than in Dominion units.
By the end of the war 27,899 (10,998 pilots) Australians
were trained in the EATS

The Australians who went through

EATS training became the Dominion’s single largest
commitment to the war in Europe because no Australian army
units served in western Europe during the war .

Another

historian critical of the EATS considered it,
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To be the source of the R.A.A.F.’s greatest
disappointment, through the unwillingness of the
Australian government to insist on senior command
appointments in Europe for their airmen, a failure
which, it could be argued, reduced the R.A.A.F.’s
contribution to that of cannon fodder. 101
Even before the creation of the EATS, the Savage
government in New Zealand had already committed to the
expansion of its air training program by building
additional and enlarging existing flight schools. 102

To

realize these plans, New Zealand required more than 250
training aircraft. 103

In March 1939, New Zealand reached an

accord with the de Havilland Aircraft Company to begin the
production of Tiger Moth primary trainers, the first of
which were finally delivered to the RNZAF in January
1940. 104

During the war, New Zealand sent 2,743 pilots

overseas to serve in Royal Air Force squadrons. 105

In fact,

the RAF’s first ace of the war was a New Zealander, Pilot
Officer Edgar James (“Cobber”) Kain. 106
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Within hours of Great Britain’s declaring war on
Germany on September 3, 1939, Australia and New Zealand
once again followed Britain into war.

The prediction of a

war with Germany in 1939 or 1940 made by the British Chiefs
of Staff in 1934 had become a reality, although Japan’s
attacks on China in 1937 had challenged Chamberlain’s
assessment that Germany was the greatest threat to peace.
As long as this conflict remained isolated on the Asian
mainland, however, the British were willing to tolerate
occasional incidents to prevent the outbreak of a general
war in Asia.

Germany continued to be viewed as a direct

threat to Britain.

Like the French view of security behind

the Maginot Line, the British saw their defense of the Far
East secure behind the completed Singapore naval base.
By March 1939, the Shadow Factory Scheme began to pay
dividends, and aircraft production in Britain exceeded
expectations.
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These deliveries were still not enough to

fill the needs of the RAF and Dominion air forces.

Earlier

criticisms of the Dominions for ordering American aircraft
were forgotten when the British themselves turned to the
United States and bought more than 400 aircraft from
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American manufacturers. 108

The Dominions’ defense was still

closely associated with the needs of Empire, although they
soon developed a regional perspective.

The Pacific

Dominions attempted to continue unity within the imperial
structure, but the inability to obtain equipment forced
them to turn to the United States.

In addition, their

perceived defense needs did not necessarily correspond with
the view coming from Whitehall, and self-interest in regard
to their own defense seemed to demonstrate growing cracks
in imperial unity.

These were cracks, not gaping fissures.

Even though the New Zealanders wanted to cease operation of
the cruisers H.M.S. Leander and H.M.S. Achilles in favor of
an expanded air force, they bowed to British pressure to
pay for the ships’ operation even though it meant doubling
the Dominion’s defense budget.

Military leadership ties

remained strong with British officers such as Wing
Commander Ralph Cochrane leading the RNZAF and Admiral Sir
Ragnar Colvin heading the Royal Australian Navy.
Cochrane’s suggestions to New Zealand’s air defense were as
influential to the Dominion’s policy as Air Marshal John
Salmond’s had been to Australia a decade earlier.

In

addition, when a perceived problem with accidents and the

108
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leadership of the RAAF materialized, the Australians turned
to the British who sent Chief of the British Air Staff
Edward Ellington to lead the investigation.

Finally,

throughout the interwar period, the Dominions attempted to
exercise their independence in regard to their respective
militaries.

The creation of the Empire Air Training Scheme

taught Dominion aircrews who served almost exclusively in
the Royal Air Force.

Though there were cracks, defense

ties with Britain still remained paramount.
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CONCLUSION
A THIRD OPTION

In September 1939, Australia and New Zealand did not
hesitate to join the British declaration of war against
Germany.

When Prime Minister Menzies made the grave

announcement that Australia was once again at war, there
was no opposition in Parliament.

If there were any

questions regarding the Dominion’s support for the Empire
they hinged upon specific military responsibilities.

The

Menzies government favored a local or regional defense
policy, the position also backed by the opposition Labour
Party.

For Menzies, any thought of sending troops out of

Australia would be “widely condemned,” but sustaining
traditional imperial commitments overrode this preference. 1
Prime Minister Savage immediately offered New Zealand’s
full military assistance to the British without
restriction.
1
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Australia’s representative in London, forward a request
that Australia send the 6th Division to the Middle East
along with both naval and air force units, a request that
was fulfilled in early 1940.
The war forced the Dominions to participate in the
Empire’s defense in ways that they had meant to avoid
during the interwar period.
in regard to air forces.

This was particularly the case

In July 1939, RAAF No. 10

Squadron was in the United Kingdom taking delivery of their
new long range Sunderland flying boats.

This type of

aircraft was desperately needed for patrolling the sea
lanes around Australia.

In the pending crisis Anthony

Eden, now Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs requested
that the squadron remain in Britain.

The Australians

agreed and the squadron served throughout the war in Europe
in Coastal Command.

RAAF No. 3 fighter squadron also

joined the 6th Infantry Division in reinforcing British
positions in the Middle East.

Like No. 10 Squadron, No. 3

Squadron did not return to Australia for the remainder of
the war and continued to serve in the Mediterranean Theater
even though the rest of the Australian ground units in
North Africa were recalled to the Pacific to reinforce
Allied positions at the end of 1942.
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From September 1939

until the Japanese attack in December 1941, the commitment
of Dominions forces in supporting the British actions
overseas absorbed a significant proportion of their
military resources, thus jeopardizing the Dominions’ local
defenses.
By far the largest aerial obligation made by both
Dominions made prior to Japanese attacks in the Pacific was
the air defense of Singapore.

This commitment had

disastrous results for these units.

Throughout the

interwar period the RAF’s strategists wanted the Pacific
Dominions to take over the fortress’s air defenses.

Once

war was declared, the Australians offered to send four
light bomber squadrons equipped with American built
Lockheed Hudsons and two fighter squadrons equipped with
Australian built C.A.C. Wirraways to Singapore in late
September 1939.

The Australians later reduced this

commitment by two light bomber squadrons; the pilots and
crews did not arrive at the island until the middle of July
1940.

The fighter squadrons traded their Wirraways for

American-made Brewster Buffalos already stationed in
Singapore.

The Australians and New Zealanders replaced the

RAF pilots in Singapore who then returned to England and
fought in the Battle of Britain.
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When the personnel from

RAAF Nos. 21 and 453 squadrons and RNZAF No. 488 squadron
arrived in Singapore over 170 Brewster Buffalo fighters
awaited their use.
In the winter of 1940, the RAF gave up on the interwar
notion of exclusive use of British types.

Facing dire

shortages of combat aircraft, in January, the British
established the Direct Purchase Commission in the United
States to obtain American aircraft to help supplement
domestic production.
fighters.

Part of this purchase included these

When the Buffalos began to arrive in England in

the summer of 1940, the British determined that the
ungainly, underpowered, and lightly armed aircraft was
totally inadequate in combat versus the German’s Bf-109 and
Bf-110 fighters.

Dismissive of the reports regarding the

quality of Japanese aircraft and skill of Japanese pilots,
they decided to ship all of the aircraft to Malaya.

The

use of the Buffaloes left in Singapore resulted in dire
consequences for the Dominion pilots.
When the Japan attacked Malaya on December 8, 1941,
the Australians and New Zealanders were outclassed by the
more experienced Japanese pilots flying the superlative
Mitsubishi A6M Zero fighter.

The Commonwealth forces found

themselves in an attrition battle where they suffered heavy
362

losses of aircraft on the ground and in aerial combat.
Approximately sixty aircraft were shot down, forty
destroyed on the ground and twenty more destroyed in
operational accidents within the first few days of the war
in the Pacific.

Only ten aircraft managed to reach India

and the Dutch East Indies. 2

Like the Dominion air forces in

Singapore, the Royal Navy suffered a similar disaster.

On

December 10, the battlecruiser H.M.S. Repulse and
battleship Prince of Wales, sailing without air cover, were
sunk by Japanese aircraft.

Within four weeks, even though

British imperial ground forces out-numbered the Japanese
army, Lt. Gen. Arthur Percival surrendered the 138,000 man
Singapore garrison.
The loss of the Singapore fortress and the Repulse and
Prince of Wales represented the failure of Admiral
Jellicoe’s Fleet to Singapore Strategy formulated in 1919.
The British military strategist became fixated on Singapore
and its role in the overall defense of the Pacific.

Even

if the Royal Navy sent a fleet as originally envisioned by
Jellicoe, it was questionable if it were sizeable enough to
challenge the entire Japanese Imperial Navy.

Likewise the

British Army’s leaders considered the fortress so valuable
2
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that they placed the Australian 8th Infantry and the 9th and
11th Indian Infantry Divisions in Malaya for Singapore’s
defense.

Similarly, the Royal Air Force also concentrated

its squadrons in Singapore.

Like the navy, the fate of

these imperial air forces represented the failure of the
series of interwar air policies devised by Group Captain
Arthur Bettington, and Air Vice Marshal John Salmond, and
Wing Commander Ralph Cochrane.

They too were blinded by

the value of the Singapore fortress as the key to the
defense of the Pacific.

The desire to concentrate these

forces here by the RAF seems even more peculiar since air
strategist touted air mobility as the cornerstone of RAF
policy throughout the 1920s and 30s.

The most serious

failure of the policy was miscalculating Japan’s military
abilities.

This ultimately resulted in providing

inadequate forces to counter the Japanese threat.
The air strategies formulated by the RAF were designed
to maintain the long-established British foreign policy
goals of a balance of power on the European continent and
protect the vital trade routes throughout the Empire.

The

RAF’s leaders viewed the broad imperial defense as their
best opportunity to expand the service’s responsibilities.
Britain’s military planners had to devise their policies to
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compensate for the dire economic conditions that Britain
and the Dominions experienced throughout the interwar
period.

Self-imposed economic restrictions created by the

Geddes Axe or external influences particularly relating to
the economic dislocation created by the Depression were the
principle economic factors that left very little money to
provide any significant funding for the Empire’s respective
militaries.

The air services spent the entire interwar

period attempting to create a strategy in the face of these
considerable restrictions.

British air power advocates,

such as Trenchard, contended that the new technology of the
airplane could prove effective defense economically.

But

there was little empirical data to support their claims.
The necessity to economize manifested itself in many
ways throughout the interwar years.

The pursuit of

“imperial” standards in regard to equipment, pilot
training, and aerial tactics became the principal means to
achieve these economies.

The earliest example was the gift

of 100 aircraft to the Dominions.

Although these aircraft

did not realistically contribute to the defense of the
Dominions in 1919, the intention of the gift was to dispose
of a glut of military aircraft and encourage Australia and
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New Zealand to maintain an air force with British
equipment.
Another key component of imperial air strategy was the
assertion of “air mobility.”

Parties within the Air

Ministry and industry believed that the RAF’s involvement
in commercial endeavors would improve the air defense of
the Empire.

The intention of this public and private

partnership was to establish strategic and commercial air
routes as an aerial network to move military assets
throughout the Empire.

The other benefit of this

partnership was that the commercial airlines would make
available a cadre of pilots and mechanics during times of
international crisis.

But this, like so many plans

espoused by the air advocates, simply did not work.

The

early airlines could not afford the resources to construct
these airports.

Also time went on, the military and

commercial interests directly competed for the few
experienced pilots and the demand for large and modern
commercial aircraft absorbed some of the limited
manufacturing capacity thus restricting production of
military aircraft.
Successful RAF operations throughout the Middle East
from 1919 to 1924 encouraged the Air Ministry assertions
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that air mobility offered an economical imperial defense.
By 1928, air mobility became the cornerstone of Air Marshal
Salmond’s imperial defense plans.

The scheme meddled with

the established responsibilities of the British Army for
port defense and the Royal Navy for protecting the British
Isles and trade routes.

Salmond declared that airplanes

could cope with these requirements and promoted this
strategic model as a means to achieve defense economies
while providing protection of its vast Empire.
goals could not be met.

Salmond’s

The air mobility strategy required

an extensive network of strategic airbases that did not
exist and the British could not afford to build.

In

addition, abundant stocks of bombs and ammunition were
necessary to have on site to make the aircraft a viable
strike force once they arrived on station.
resources did not exist.

Again these

Finally, the aircraft needed by

the RAF were not available and additional money to purchase
them was unlikely.
By the end of the 1920s, it was clear that the Geddes
economies were having a detrimental impact upon the
operational capabilities of the RAF

Even if increased

funding were committed to the service it likely would not
have improved its condition.

Throughout the interwar
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period, military service remained unpopular and service in
the RAF did not appeal to the public.

In Britain and the

Dominions, the establishment of a part-time Auxiliary Air
Force in Britain and the Citizens Air Force attempted to
solve this manpower shortage in an economic manner.

As

shown, both programs met with only limited success.
As long as the international situation remained calm,
the military economies did not seem detrimental to the
security of the Empire.

As Germany, Italy, and Japan began

their military preparation and expansions in the 1930s, the
effects of economizing and disarmament became evident.
British armed forces were woefully unprepared.

The

The British

government understood the danger that these three powers
presented but feared the effect of rearmament upon the
delicate British economy.

By 1934, a new program of

rearmament and expansion of the military industrial
infrastructure began but in a more restricted approach than
the three Axis powers.

As they became more aggressive, the

British abandoned this restricted approach and intensified
their own rearmament program.

The preponderance of these

resources was directed to the RAF which was seen more as a
deterrent rather than an offensive force.
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There were unfortunate consequences that resulted from
the late emergence of British rearmament.

Despite the

acceptance of the aerial “Third Option,” the British
aircraft industry was barely capable of supplying the Royal
Air Force.

In addition, the focus on European affairs over

the Pacific resulted in the two Dominions receiving a lower
priority.

This was the penalty paid for their desire for

greater independence within the imperial system throughout
the interwar period.

Their continued but unsuccessful

efforts to acquire British aircraft and manufacturing
capabilities required them to seek the assistance of the
United States.
Central to the story of the Royal Air Force during the
Interwar period is how this infant military service had to
fight to maintain its independence and its very existence.
The air force created by the unification of the Royal
Flying Corps and Royal Naval Air Service during the First
World War faced a battle against the two senior services to
reclaim their air assets. An even more significant
challenge to the RAF’s future existence was the Exchequer’s
Office.

A constant desire for budget savings made the

military and the RAF a favorite target for the budget axe.
Air defense of the Empire gave the justification for
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continued independence.

The defense of Australian and New

Zealand, Britain’s most distant imperial partners, was the
most daunting test for the fledgling service.

To survive

the Empire’s military air services presented themselves as
a viable and economical third option in the defense of
Britain’s global Empire.
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APPENDIX I
At present the chief nerve centres and those most likely to
be attacked or raided may be considered:
(a) Wellington and Cook Strait
(b) Auckland
(c) Christchurch and Lytteltown
(d) The northernmost port of the Dominion, including
Awanui
(e) Invercargill and Awarua
(f) The coalfields of Westport and Graymouth
(g) Dunedin and Port Chalmers
It is considered that first class bases should be
established at or near (a), (b), (c), and (g).
Captain Arthur V. Bettington, p. 2, June 1919, “Bettington
Report,” AIR 103 1, Archives New Zealand.
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APPENDIX II
These figures exclude new squadrons for Fleet Air Arm
1934-1935: 3 new squadrons, 1 light bomber, 1 fighter, 1
fighter bomber
1935-1936: 11 new squadrons, (4 light bomber, 4 fighter, 1
Heavy Bomber, 1 Torpedo Bomber, 1 General Purpose)
1936-1937: 11 new squadrons, (3 light bomber, 3 fighter, 2
Heavy Bomber, 3 General Purpose)
1937-1938: 6 new squadrons (4 light bomber, 2 fighter)
1938-1939: 6 new squadrons (1 light bomber, 4 Medium
Bomber)
1934-1935: ₤17,500,000 as the baseline budget year with the
following annual expansion:
1935-1936: ₤3,000,000
1936-1937: ₤5,500,000
1937-1938: ₤5,500,000
1938-1939: ₤6,000,000
Total: ₤20,000,000

Summary Brief for the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff,
September 1934, “Royal Air Force Expansion Scheme A,” AIR
5/1370, National Archives.
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APPENDIX III
1935
Britain
Japan
Germany
Italy
France
USA

Total Budget
m.
£804.6
¥2,213.5
RM6,458.3
₤22,808
F47,817
$8,699.6

Defense Budget
m.
£137
¥1,032
RM4,190
₤12,624
F12,800
$711

% of
Total
Budget
17%
47%
64.8%
56%
26.8%
8%

Military
Spending
in £ m.
137.00
60.71
337.90
208.15
168.98
142.20

Total budget figures provided by League of Nations Intelligence
Service, Statistical Year-Book 1934-35 (Geneva: League of Nations
Publications, 1935), pp. 276-279; Defense Budget figures provided by
Richard Overy and Andrew Wheatcroft, Road to War: the Origins of World
War II (London: Macmillan Books, 1989), 318; Pound Sterling historic
conversion provided by Economic History Net calculator, www.EH.net.
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